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Abstract
"Desire for controi" and "ambiguity tolerance" were hypothesized as two individual
difference variables related to the tendency of some people to experience chance events

and unusual coincidences as personally significant or to (narratively) "emplot" the events
as important to their sense of personal meaning. It was predicted that desire for control

(DC) would positively correlate with measutes of emplotment and personal meaning (by

"projecting ordef'onto chance), whereas ambiguity tolerance (MSTAT) wouid negatively
correlate with these measures (based on the suggestion that ambiguity poses a ''threaî" to

the clatity of experience). In Phase 1of the study, 5 14 participants completed Burger's
(1992) DesirabiIity of Control @C) scale and McLain's (1993) Multiple Stimulus Types

Ambiguity Tolerance scale (MSTAT),dong with three measures of emplotment and
Reker's (1996) Life Attitude Profile-revised (LM-R).Narcissisrn and stress data were

collected as potential covariates. The DC hypotheses were mainly confinned: DC was
positively associated with the narrative emplotment of chance and scores on the Personal
Meaning Index of the LAP-R. However, c o n t r q to the ambiguity tolerance predictions,
MSTAT scores were found to correlatepositive& with the dependent measures,
suggestuigthat tolerance of ambiguity is conducive to the creation of personai meaning,

rather than king a threat to it. In Phase II, several weeks later, participants completed one
or both of two emplotment tasks (writing a personal account of a meaningfid coincidence

andor making meaningfhl matches between personai mernories and randomly selected
images). Both DC and MSTAT (controlling for narcissism and stress) were positively

related to tirne-on-task, and MSTAT was positively related to the number of matched
images. In Phase iII, several weeks afler the task sessions, emplotment and the LAP-R
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were re-measured as a check for task effects. There was some indication that the fonn of

the task may have had smali short-terni effects on emplotment ratings, but the resuits were
not strong enough to be conclusive. Post-hoc regressions showed that desire for control,

narrative emplotment, and transpersonal interpretations of chance (aii measured at the
start of the study) were significant predictors of scores on the Persona1 Meaning Index

measured 6-8 weeks later.
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The Narrative Emplotment of Chance Events:
Desire for Control and Tolerance of Ambiguity
in the
Experience of ' 5 M e ~ g f uCoincidence"
l

A casual review of the research literature in any area of psychology will often

reveal, close to the beginning of the article, a statement such as "in recent years,
researchers have become increasingly interested in...," followed by a brief description of
the psychological constnict the researcher is concemeci with or fascinatecl by. Afmost

inevitably, this statement is soon followed by a bief history of the research on the concept

in question, which in tum, leads to the equally inevitable cbatacterization of the present
state of affairs in the research area. This characterization is fkequently cast in tems of the

deficiencies and/or the emrs of past thinking, and thus leads to a statement of the selfevident "need" either to "correct" this past thinkllig or to answer the c'unanswered"

questions, and thus can be seen as constituting the implicit histoncal justification for doing

more research. Although the above impression might be viewed as a kind of caricature of
scientific writing in psychology, it is intrnded rather as a way of introducing a point that 1

think is important with respect to the subject matter of this thesis. In the broadest terms,
the general 'Yom" of empirical psychological writing that 1have presented points toward
the ideas that, first, the recognized identity of any psychological construct, X, rests upon

the logical coherence of its history, and second, that the history ofXco~~~Erains
or directs

the further development of its identity. In this way, the appacently orderly succession and

evolution of ideas in psychology both reflects and supports the philosophical deteminism
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out of which scientific psychology arose.'

One effect of the match between a deterrninistic philosophy and a deterministic
f o m is that it creates the impression that both the history and anticipated fiiture of
psychological discovery were and are under the collective intentional control of those
dohg the research. Yet, as several writers have pointed out, the progress of science as a

whole is not as onierly, determined, or as under the control of researchers as it might
appear to be. Kuhn (1962), for example, noted that "an apparently arbitrary element,
compounded of personal and historical accident, is always a formative ingrdient of the
beliefs espoused by a given scientinc community at any given time" (p. 4), parallelliag the
earlier observation made by Peirce (1923/l968) that "of the fifty or hundred systems of
philosophy...perhaps the larger number have ken, not so much results of historical
evolution, as happy thoughts which have afcidentdy occuned to their authors" (p. 157).
More recently, Roberts (1989) provided an exhaustive and good-spirited account of the
role of chance events, accidents, and unpredictable situational contingencies in the history
of the naturai sciences. Similady, Becker (1994) concluded that although determinism

may be formally correct as a mode1 for scientific explanation in the social sciences, the role
of chance and accident in the intellectual lives of its practitioners reduces it to an "an
empty forrnalism" (p. 187).
1 strongly suspect, for reasons based upon both my own experience and informal

conversations with others conceming their expenences, that the reality of psychological

See Bazerman (1987) for an interesting historical account of the evolution of APA format out of
the Behaviourist paradigm and the way in which it implicitly directs psychological thinking and

research.
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research, "in the trenches," so to speak, is ofien as much a head-on engagement with
chance and fortuity (either to minimize their effects or to take unplanned advantage of

them') as it is an ordered intendeci process in which one moves with cool deliberation fiom
a confident hypothesis to its inevitable confirmation. Yet, as far as has been my
expenence in reading published research, the consequences of chance and accident are al1

but obliterated fiom the narratives of psychological discovery, possibly cloaked (we can

never know for sure) in the language of post-hoc intention.'

Now of this, however, is

meant to suggest that there is some kind of deliberate 'cconspky of silence" in organized

psychology to hide the action and consequences of chance or accident in the research
enterprise, or that the exclusion of these fiam the scient& narrative reflects an
unconscious self-protective denid in response to epistemological uncertainty, as has been

alluded to by Krantz (1998). Raîher, it is to point out, h m the perspective that I wiil be
using in this thesis, that in part, psychological science mut, in a manner of speaking,

"fictionalize" its own history in order to understand its own bmader identity. This is not

Failing to confirm one's hypothesis "off the mark," although initially disheartening, is ofien the entry
point into the exploration of ideas and data, which, in my own experience has airnost always led to
more interesting findings and formulations than would have beenobtained hadthings gone according
to my original intention. Further, 1can think of very few of my peers who have not had this experience;
and I sometimes thinkthat ifI ever "confirmed the original hypothesis" without the need ofadditional
analyses or fûrther conceptual elaboration, 1would start to serïously wonder where 1went wrong!
1c m only confess to rny own "sins" on this point. For example, 1once accidentally administered a
questionnaire twice to a small number of participants in a larger sample, and subsequently came to
think of this as a "test-retest" component of the research, as if to fool myself into thinking 1 had
pianned it al1along. Ahhough in this particular case, there was no intentionto publish, 1wonder, were
1to ' W t e it up" for publication, if 1 would mention this circumstance of error, or, d e r 7would 1

simply edit out the context o f discovery and note that "on the basis of a subsample extracted h m the
larger sample, test-retest reliability was found to be...." Although 1can only speak for myself, the
simple fact that 1c m conceive of it leads me to wonder how frequently similareventshappen to others
and how often they are masked by the conventions ofscientiftc expression.
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that much different, 1believe, fiom the way that we each in some ways fictionaiize our
own lives in order to constnict our own self-identities. For example, if 1currentiy think of

rnyself as a civilized being, I will, to convince rnyself of this selfconception, selectively
recall instances in my past which c o n f i my civility and fail to select instances in which

my behaviour was not so civilized. In other words, by "editing out" certain factual
segments of rny history 1mate a fictionalized account of my identity. However, to say
that a fictionalized account of a life is not a true account, would, 1think, be wrong, for no
other reason than if we were to have every, single, disceniable, unjudged fact of a person's

life at hand, al1 that we would really have would be an ocean of incomprehensibility,
which, to my u n d m g of what ''truth" is, is not one of its preconditions. Almost
ironically, the construction of a comprehensible tmth requires the elimination of fàcts

-a

paring down, so to speak, to those facts which maximize the coherence and logicai
continuity of a process, whether that process is one related to the historical understanding

of an individual life or to the historicai understanding of a scientific idea.
The notion that the after-the-fact selection, ordering, and construction of events
are necessary for their comprehemibility (which I have referred to as a kind of

ccfictionalization")brings me to the central concem upon which this thesis is based: Just as
chance and accident more than occasionally alter the course of scientific progress, leading
to new insights, rneanings, and directions, so too do they often alter the course of human

lives. However, this is where the parailelism between processes in science and processes in

an individual life may end.
The creation of coherence and meaning in science does not o d h d y or formally
allow or invite chance, accident, or serendipity to play an active catalytic r d e in the
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process of discovery: and t y p i d y accounts for them only, it seems, in historical
reflection. In science, chance is generally regardeci not so much as an "activey'acausai
force in the universe in its own right, but d e r , the tenn chance is used as a kind of

shorthand designation for the sources of causal effects that are either unmeasured, poorly
measured, or simply unknown. For example, in experimeenl studies in the social sciences,
the random (Le., "chance") assignment of subjects-to-conditions theoreticaily neutralzes
or removes the causal effects of unmeasured variables on the rneasured variables by,

presumably, distributing their effects equaliy across al1 conditions; and when we casually
say, d e r failing to find statisticai signincance, that our effécts are "due to chance," we do

not mean this litediy. Rather, we mean that the resdts are due to something other than
to what we assumed they wouid be due?

On the other hand, the 'hiles," so to speak, governing the discovery of personal
meaning in a human iife do give a "~pace'~
in which the unpiedictable actions of chance,
coincidence, accident, and fomiity may play a pivotai d e 6 and even be welcomed or

One exception to this is the role of chance in the drainaof statistically-based understanding, in which
chance plays die role of the dark viliain who must be vanquished so that truth may be glimpsed; a
moment that Friedman (1 984), followingHeidegger, refersto as the "moment of statisticalreveiation"
which, according to Friedman, constitutes the 'pre-visioned aim" of al1 technology-based science.
The "something other" is, without M e r reflection by the tesearcher, unknown: "Third variables,"
irnproper experimental design, poor randomization, flaws in pmedures, hypothsis-wise participants,
and the like; in short, effects, no matter what they are, or whether they are significant or not, are
caused by something, and never catrsed by chance, because chance is acausal and so cannot cause
anythhg.

In "single-n" discovery processes, several clinicai psychologists (e.g., Hopcke, 1990; Keutzer, 1984;
Roehlke, 1988)have noted how chance eventsand coincidences in the counsellingsetting have been
oftreatment. The mostdramatic account ofthe clinical
critically important in furtheringthe prop~ss
utility of coincidence has beendescribed by Jung (1952A969)and was central to his formulationsof
the concept of ccsynchronicity."
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actively sought out by individuals.' However, by definition, chance events are random,
and therefore, ail other things being equal, should occur with more or l e s similar
frequency in the lives of everyone, yet people perceive that they do not: Some people, for
example, consider themselves or others as 'Wucky" or "accident prone," whereas others

may consider themselves or others as "blessed" or "protected" by the hand of God, fate,
or destiny: while othm may not ever even think about it at dl. Clearly, "al1 other tbings"

in the perception of chance in human lives are not equal - and thus one pwibly usefid
question for human science becomes that of identifying the psychological sources (and
consequences) of this inequality in the perception and coostnial of chance. As 1hope to
demonstrate in this thesis, one waf that the dyoamics and functions of chance and

Common expressions such as "leaving things to chance," "playuig it by ear,"or "going with the
flow," al1 suggest that people recognize that "giving up contml" is a viable strategy in certain
situations. in this regard, one of the most interesting vacations 1ever took was detennined by
spinning a pencii on a map to detennine which direction 1would drive in each day.
In a recent factor analytic study, Hladkyj and Johnson (1998, unpublished data) found that
transpersorial interpretations formed the single largest factor, accounting for over 30% of the total
response variability (more than 4 times that of any subsequent factors) in a 70-item questionnaire
measuring different asQects of university students' experiences of chance events and coincidences.
The perspective used to consider chance and coincidence in this thesis is not the only perspective
that could be used. Other perspectives, for example, might, h m one end of the spectrum, proceed
h m an "error in statistical reasoning" paradigm (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1972, 1973) in
which attributions to anything other dianjust chance are implicitly pathologized as defects in
thinking. At the other end of the spectrum, a "quantum mechanics !chaos theory" paradigm could
be used as the starting point (e-g, Mansfield, 1995; Peat, 1991). Whereas the former might be
thought of as a ccdownwardreduction" that can unnecessarily demean the ego's experience of
chance, the latter c m be thought of as an "upward reduction" whjch may unnecessarily inflate it.
In either case, neither mathematical reasoning nor microphysics models of the conscious human
experience of acausality are of much direct or pragmatic use in understanding how ordinary human
be ings (as opposed to either the "mathematically challenged" or ''mathematically gified") create
persona1 rneaning out of the flow of daily events. For this reason, 1 have chosen a middle road,
through the observable world, so to speak, where chance and coincidence are still bound to the
flesh and blood of Iived experience.
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coincidence in the creation of personal meanhg can be understood is by viewing it through

a combined perspective arising h m , on the one han& the concept of "narrative
emplotment" (e.g., Ricouer, 1992) and, on the other, the concept of "interpretive control"
found in the control motivation litexanire (e-g., Rothbam, Weisz, & Snyder, 1982).
The Concept of Narrative Em~iotment
Taken and adapted h m Ricouer (1992) and others (e-g., Frye, 1957;
Polhghorne, 1988, 1991), the term "narrative emplotment" is used in this thesis to
broadly designate peoples' tendency to retrospectively configure unch~sen'~
experiences
Mit0 their autobiographical identities in such a way as to effect a synthesis of unchosen
experiences (chance) with chosen experiences (wifl), and thereby give the former
experiences self-relevant meaning and coherence. A personal example will illustrate: In

hi& school, my ambition was to be a film maker, and foiiowing high school, 1obtained a
degree in Film and Photography. However, for lack of real-world work experience, 1
could not get a job in the film industry following graduation even though 1used al1 of the
"career strategies" that are prescribed for novices (e.g., sending out resumes, filling out
job applications, etc.). The only job that 1was able to get was as a "baby, wedding, and

shopping-mal1Santa" photographer, which 1considered "tempor@

because it did not

"fit" with either my seKimage or my ambitions. M e r about a year sending out resumes
and applications witbout any success, 1 began to feet in a sense "doomed" to
photographing babies and newlyweds for the rest of my life, and resigned myseif to the

By the term %nchosen," 1mean to refer to any event or experience that is perceived by the person to
occur independentlyof his or her will or volition. This wouldencompasschanceevents, coïncidences,
accidents, unpredictable contingencies, and so on.
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belief that 1would never get a job in the nIm industry. During this period, 1&ove a

decrepit 1962 Dodge which, one &y, caught f ! k and bumt to a sheli due to a rupture in
the gas line. As it was important for me to have a car to go h

m matemity ward to

matemity ward, I had to replace it as quickly as possible, and decided, in my CLdoomed"
position, to sel1 my film camera in order to raise money to buy another car. 1placed an ad
in the local newspaper, and the following moming received a telephone call h m the

senior cameraman at a local televisioa station. He was interesteci in purchashg a "back

up" camera, and we arrangeci that he would corne to my home that evening to look at it.
As planned, he arrived in the evening, however, instead of showing any interest in the

camera, he asked me i f 1 was looking for work. 1said ÿes," and he asked if 1couid start
immediately. Again, 1said "yes," and then asked why? He explained that several hours
earlier one of their news cameramen had been shot (not fatally), and that the television
station needed an immediate replacement until such time that the injured photographer

recovered h m the gunshot wound. 1started my new job the next day, and never
photographed another baby again. The doorway to my ambitions had been opened, not by
my education, nor by rny effort or persistence or will, but by the timely but improbable
convergence of a series of ostensibly negative chance events, d of which, in retrospect,
were jointly necessary for the positive outcorne.
Although each event in the sequence was ucaused" (my car buming because of a
faulty gas line, the photographer king shot because he was in the wrong place at the
wrong time, my decision to set1 the camera because 1needed the money), the events were
causall'y independent of each other. This point is very important for this thesis.

Al1 events are, we usually believe, caused by something, even if we do not know
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meaningIess coincidence. In order for the quality of "meaningfblness" to aise h m the
experience of chance events, a second quality or characteristic seems needed: That the
chance occurrence bears a degree of self-relevance, either symbolic or practical, for the

individual who experiences it. For example, in the account of how 1got my job in the
television business, my aim of getting this job was very much related, at that time in my
life, to my need to establish an adult seW-identity- Kowever, this d e s a identity codd not
be achieved solely by my effort or my intention: It was only through the improbable

convergence of several aim-relevant chance events that 1secured a position, and it was in
through this particular self-relevance that the subjective meaningfulness of the events
arose. On the other hand, the chance occurrence involving the blue pickup tmck was of
no self-relevant conseqwnce, and thus, meaningless h m an emplotment perspective.
For Ricouer (1992), the relationship between the dialectic of will and chance is
centrai to the concept of "narrative emplotment." At one pole of the dialectic, Ricouer
describes a '%ne of concordance"

- as a principle of order (for example, the succession of

related events arising out of will or intention), and at the opposite pole, the "line of
discordance"

- as ccreversaisof fortune," "chance occurrences" (p. 141), or "accidents"

(p. 147). For Ricouer, emplotment is the outcome of a dialectical process

-- a "synthesis

of the heterogeneousW-which creates an ''unstable structure" ktween the poles of
concordance and discordance that is necessary, and which, through its instability, "allows
the story to advance'' (p. 142). Because of this c6concordant-discordantsynthesis," the

chance event, coincidence, or accident, in Ricouer's words, "contributes to the necessity,
retroactive so to speak, of the history of a life....[a nd] thus chance is transmuted into
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fate"12 (p. 147). In my own case of getting a job, for example, each event in the series was
necessary to bring about the outcorne, and imrnediately following the events, the
configuration, experienced as a whole, was deeply saturated with subjective feelings of
"fate," ar ifthe convergence of the events had been orchestrated or directed by some
unseen intelligence.

The varied literary-like perspectives associateci with the concept of emplotment
(which may or may not parallel Ricouet's own conception of emplotment, which he

derïved fiom Aristotle) have been iocreasingly grafted into the huma.sciences as part of a
larger historical development in which "narrative-as-a-whole" has come to be seen (or
restored) as central to the understanding of humau lives (e.g., Gergen & Gergen, 1983;

Hermans, 1992; Mattingly, 1994; McAdam, 1988, 1996; Neimeyer & Stewart, 1996;
Polkuighorne, 1988,199 1;Widdershoven, 1994). In tracing and defendhg this
development, Bruner (1990; paraphrashg Heider, 1958), for exarnple, suggests that "since

human beings rpact to one another in terms of theù own psychology rather than, so to
speak, the psychologist's psychology," social scientists "'mightdo better to study the

This transmutation of "chance into fate" can be easily observed in almost any heroic fiction. The
popularcommercial film "Die Hard" is a g d example: An off-duty New York police officer, whose
only intent is to travel to Los Angeles to be with his children for Christmasand to ''petch up* a failing
marriqe (the line of concordance) fails miserably at his fvst attempt at reconciliation. Shortly
following,he encounters a gmup of terrorists (the line of discordance), and in dispatching them, wins
back his spouse. His identity as "a cop" (as opposeci, for example, to an identity as "an accountant"),
is logically independentof the line ofconcordance(after all, the aim of marital reconciliationcould as
easily be the aim of an accountant as the aim of a police officer). It is only through the discordant
event (the appearanceandencounterwith the terrorists)that his identity (as "a cop") becornes relevant
to the stoty, and it is only through the unchosen discordant event that the aim of the concordance
(reconciliation) is achieved. Had the temrists not appeared, he might have flown back toNew York
atone and his identity as "a cop" would have beenUrelevant; hadhe beenan accountant, he would have
not known how to deal with the terrocists. in this way, will andcontingency are synthesizedand made
into a narratively meaningfiil mie by the transformation of chance into Yate."
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nature and ongins of the 'naive' psychology b a t [gives] meaning to their experience" @p.
37-3 8). This "meaLilngy'(whatever it might specincdy be for each individuai) is,

according to Sarbin (1986a)' to be found in narrative modes of understanding, for as he
argues, long before the science of psychology existed, people made sense of their
experience and understood the meaning of their lives through the creation and teliing of
stories, and M e r , continue to do so in spite of over a century of scientific psychology.

According to Sarbia, the reason for the historicaf persistence of narrative as the
vehicle for individuai meaning is that for people living in the ordinary day-to-day world,
narrative forms of understanding (e.g., drama, myth, folklore, legend, autobiography, etc.)
have retained their original power to stimulate imagination and action that positivist
psychology hss Lost by "reduc(ing] the drama of humanity to the play of impersonal
forces" (1986b,p. 10). Any number of examples could be use to illushate this point. In
the sîudent achievement domain, for example, the motivation to study hard, to get good

grades, and so on, mises (Iwouid contend) not so much from the -dent's

seif-reflective

appreciation or detached and passionless self-regdation of his or her metacognitive
processes, but rather gets its impetus h m the student's gestalt-like vision of apossible
fiture constituted by an imagiaary life-story that the student hopes to make reai through

his or her education. Whereas metacognition may, in a manner of speaking, provide the

methods of achievement, the student's identity-goal provides the reason, and it is through
the student's narrative vision of his or her own life that the link between motivation and

cognition is made (Marcus & Nurius, 1986). On the other hand, without a narrative vision

of a possible life that gives meaning and purpose to the student's current experience,
motivation may suffer, even if the student's metacognitive skills (e.g., critical thinking,
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seif-monitoring of learning, etc.) are more than adequate to the task.13 This example is not
intended to edge sideways into the ongoing debate between cognitivists and
motivatiodsts in educational p~ychology,'~
but rather, the intended point here is that,

fkom the perspective of the narrattivist paradigm, the indivdual's self-narrative comtitutes
the larger organizingcfi.ame of human meaning through which the srnaiier and coder

"impersonal" and "technical" (i.e., ''unernplotted") truths of scientific psychology can be

contextually appreciateâ. In other words, in the example given, although metacognitions
may be recognized by the student as k i n g "embodieâ" to the extent that they are

understood as internal, cognitive processes, under potential volitional control of the

student, this recognition does not in and of itselfguarantee that they wiil be, so to spe*
"emplotted" into the repertoire of means through which the student fmds or constructs a
sense of meaning in his or her experience. This, I maintain, is a synthesizing h c t i o n of
the goals inherent in the student's narrative vision.

Unfortwiately, however, h m a sampling of the narrativist literature, it appears,
wirh the exception of Ricouer, that the role of chance in the narrativist paradigm has fared

This point is not without theoretical and empirical support. For example, Graham (199 1) suggests
that even in an undedeorized state, educators are increasingly incorporating autobiographicaltasks

into curriculum, recognizing,even if intuitively, that leaming is enhanceci when students relate course
content to their own autobiographical experience. From a memory perspective, the self-reference of
information has been found to incresse later tecall (e-g., Rogers, Kuiper, & Kirker, 1977); and h m
a motivational perspective, Madbj, Pelletier, Drewniak, & Perry (1998) found tbat students who
spontaneously engaged in the '6emplotment" of their academic experiences finished the year with
greater levels of academic motivation than students who did not.

interested readers are referred to Prawat (1998) for a broad overview of this issue in educational
psychology.
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no better than it has in the determinist paradigm." I cannot defhîtively answer why this
might be the case, although I can offer a speculation: It may be that beneath the veneer of
learned and adopted episternologicai systems there is a more fiuidameutai and shared basis

for the 'himing away" h m chance by both, which may be found in the concept of
"agency." Bakan (1966) maintained that al1 living forms are motivated by two

- "agency" - which he described as "self-assertion and
self-expansion-...the urge to master," - and its antipode, "communion" -- which he
'Yimdamentai modalities" (p. 14)

described as the motivation to surrender the individual selfinto a ''union," a %enseof

k i n g at one with other organisms," in "noncontrachial cooperation" (p. 15). For Bakan,

western civîiization's overvaiuing of individuaiism, self-determination, efficacy, and so on,
together with a suppression and devaluation of the co~~ll~lunion
motive have resulted in

what he calls a pathological "'idolatxf' of agency in which the "the worship of the means
toward fulfihent" becomes as important as the fullilment itself@. 6). At the expressive

heart of agency, the means toward M i m e n t is the exertion of control.16 If it is the case,
as Bakan suggests, that the agentic dnve is innate in al1 foms of life, then, at this

fiindamental level, there would be reason to think that the cultural overlay of one or

The sheer volume of pst-modemistwriting on narrative &es adefinitivestatementon the consensus
role of chance within the patadigm effectively impossible for al1 but the most voracious of readers.
I presume, however, that my samplingof the relevant literature is reasonably representative, and that
my inference is reasonably accurate. If this is the case, then Ricouer is the only author encountered
in which chance is given an expiicitly dejinedcmd reZa~ivefj
importantprimmy d e in the creation
of human narratives of identity.
The exertion of contro1 is manifest in many ways. For Bakan, agency included control over others,
control over the natural envitonment,control over the self through asceticismand the self-regulation
impl icit in the Protestantwork ethic, control overeconomics via Capitalism, etc. It is difficultto think
of any aspects of modem life in which the most findamental motivation is based on something other
than the agentic motive. We are so deeply submerged in the "culture of agency" that it is sometimes
difflcult to see how things could be otherwise.
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another philosophical positions (e.g., determinism, sfnicturalism, pst-modernism, or
whatever other "-ism" defïned by professional thinkers to denote their identities) would do
Iittle more thm alter thejbrm of agentic expression, but, so to speak, leave the contenf the
same. 1might, for example, h a z d an argument that apart h m the sociopolitical nuances
attached to the term, the contemporary notion of c6empowerment"isfundamentaIZy no
dzrerent in its originatingmotive than that associated with expressions such as the "desire

for control" (e-g., Burger, 1990, 1991)or the "will to powei' (e-g., Adler, 1955;
Nietszche, l9Ol/l968). Likewise, I would m e r see no immediate reason why the
adherents of one epistemology shoulâ be any more or any less prone to the idolatry of
agency than another. If these presuppositions can be taken as provisiody reasonable,

then it might be possible to understand why fonnal reflections on the role of chance in

huma.Life have been more or l e s completely ''tumed away h m 7 ' by both epistemological
camps. Chance is, in a sense, anathema to both scientific and narrativist paradigrns, for it
limits the ideal of "~e~determination"
in the older epistemological camp, and the notion of
"authorship" in the newer. Although their lexicons may differ, their underlying agentic

motives may be the same

- to maximize autonomy and control over the unfolding of life

and experience.

Psvchological Factors in Narrative Embiotment
1 have thus far token a rather roundabout route in approaching the central question

of this thesis. 1would now like to take one more step closer toward it by linking the
concept of narrative emplotment to two psychological concepts
"control" and the concept of "ambiguity toletance"

-- the concept of

- in such a way as to move toward the

formulation of empirically testable hypotheses conceming a possible psychological basis
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for the emplotment of c h c e . To do this, I wil1 address the relationship of each of the

concepts to narrative emplotment in two separate, major sections: h t , a section linking
emplotment to the concept of control, followed by a second section linking emplotment to
ambiguity tolerance. Each section will conclude with "its own" internai set of hypotheses

that could in principle stand as relative4 independent of hypottheses made in the other
section. This approach is not intended to "isolate" the perspectives h m each other, but
rather is intended as a way of organizing the manuscript in a way that 1hope will enable
the reader to follow my own train of thought in the development of this thesis. On this
point, the order of the sections is not arbitrary. Rather, it refiects both the historical order
in which 1encountered and thought about the ideas as weli as what 1perceive as a kind of
'%ierarchical" relationship between control and ambiguity toletance in which control is
more deeply rooted in the archeology of basic motivation, and ambiguity tolerance is more
of a "cognitive" outgrowth. For these reasons, the section linking emplotment to control
is presented fin& as a kind of prere~uisitefor the subsequent section linking emplotment

to ambiguity tolerance.
Narrative em~lotmentanci the conce~tof control. At the risk of overstating the

case, control, as aiready suggested, has an omnipresent quality as a fundamental value in
the conternporary world This omnipresence has been and continues to be reflected in

academic psychology. As an overarching constnict, Skinner (1 996) notes that there are
more than 100 ternis aud phrases in the literature which are related, either obviously or
indirectly to the concept of control (e.g., locus of control, self-efficacy, mastery,

autonorny, self-determination, control expectancy, capacity beliefs, motivation for control,
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desire for control, action-control, etc.)," which she estimates collectively produce an
equally large number of new published articles annually. To bring some systematic clarity
to the confusion that has &sen h m the proliferation of control constnrcts, S b e r

suggests that "the most hdamentai distinction in the literature on control is between
actual control.. .and perceived control" (p. 550). It is this latter category of control that

this thesis is concemed with and which has bearing on the issue of the relationship of
chance to ernplotment.

Within the perceived control literature, however, there is also a proliferation of
conceptual variants. Langer (19 7 9 , for exampie, describes the "illusion of controi" as the
beiiefs a person may have that he or she can exert wntrol over chance determined
outcornes, for example, by blowing on a pair of dice to roll high numbers, or by believing
that personally selecting lottery ticket numbers (as opposed to having the numbers
assigned by a machine) will exert a desired effect on the consequences. "Locus of
control" (Rotter, 1982) is another widely recognized trait-like variant of perceived
control. In this conception, a person who believes that events are largely contingent upon
effort or ability is said to have an infernal locus of control, whereas a person who believes
that events are "not ...entirely contingent upon his [or her] action...perceived [instead] as a

17

For Skinner (1996), the proliferation of control-related concepts has made the synthesis of research
fmdings across different domains very dificult. Further, the use of the same or similar terms to refer
to essentially different constructs often leads reviewers to concludethat 'Tmdings are inconsistent or
even contradictory, when it is in fact the definitions that are inconsistentand contradictory" (p. 550).
For Skinner, the confusionarisingnom the proliferation ofterminolow and conceptions ofcontrol is
particularly problematic in health related research, in which both beneficial and detrimentai effects of
control have been found. Because of this, one Iegitimate concem for control researchers is that wellmeaning practitioners may over-generalize a limited range of research findings and unintentionally
misapply thern in clinical or counselling contexts (fiom discussionswith R. Perry & J. Chipperfield).
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result of luck, chance, fate, as under the control of powerfùl others, or as unpredictable

because of the great complexity of forces sumunding him [or her]" is by cornparison said
to have an e x t e r d locus of controi. Self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977,19%2a,1989) is a third
wideiy recognized and researched perceived control constnict. For Bandura, human

agency and actions are construed as neither completely autonomous (entirely selfgenerated) in their origin nor %piphenornena1 by-ptoducts of conditioned respomes"

(1989, p. 1175; a polarity that parallels the distinction between "intemal" and "extemal"

locus on control). Rather, Bandura conceptualizes self-efficacy as an "emergent
interactive agency" characterized by a "reciprocal causaion" in which action, cognition,
affects, dong with other personai factors and e x t d environmental events "all operate as

interacting detenninants" (p. 1179."
A fourth variant of perceived conîrol that is of speciai relevance for this thesis is

designated as "interpretive control" by Rothbaum, Weisz, and Snyder (1982).19 They

describe interpmtive control as an active "search for meaning and understanding" (p. 24)
that "sometimes overshadows the striving for primary controi" (p. 25). However, rather

than leading to the perception that one "bcontrol" (in the sense of perceiving oneself as

18

interestingly, Bandura (l982b, 1998) is one of the few major figures in contemporarypsychology to
recognize and specifically include chance as an important determinant in the life path.
19

Rothbaum et al. (1 982) describe interpretive control as one of four subcategories of what they refer
to collectively as "secondary control." The other three sukategories of secondary controi they
describeare "predictive control" in which people supporttheir sense ofcontrol by knowingwhat to
expect in the fiinire; "illusory control," a sense of control graineci through the alignrnent of the self
with the powers of luckor fate; and"vicariouscontrol" in which perceptions of personal control are
heightened through identifications and associations with socially powerftl or authoritative others.
Choosingthe term "secondary control" to distinguish it fiom more traditional "primary"conceptions
of control (Le., actual or objective influence), the authors maintain that people use both primary and
secondary forms together to attain and support their overall global perceptions of control.

-

-

-
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the source of direct causal agency over events), the sense of control that arises as the

consequence of the reinterpretation of events is more aich to anainiog a "goodness of fit"
between one's self and one's circumstances or to "flow with the current" of experience (p.
8)" and appreciate the order, personal meaning, and potentiaily positive conseqwnces

that emetge fiom the attainment of this "fit-"

The concept of interpretive control, or at least the processes and consequences
that are referenced by the tenn, c m be understood as having been foreshadowed and
reflected in several psychological paradigms that are not ordinarily regarded as king
specifically concemeci with issues of '6controi" per se. One exampie is Butler's (1963)
concept of the "life review." Challenging the then-predominant view of reminiscence in
the elderly as the Ccaimless
w a n d e ~ of
g the [aghg] mind" (p. 66), Butler instead

suggested that reminiscence is a fhctionally important part of a universal "life review"
process through which individuals could reinterpret the past, resolve inner conflicts and

anxieties, and find "new and significant meanîngs" in theu lives (p. 68):'

Similarly,

Erikson's (1 950) description of the developmental stage he called "ego integrity vs.
despair" can be viewed h m an interpretive control perspective. On ego integcity, he
wrote that:

In this respect, secondary control can be understd as paralleliing Bakan's conception of
CSc~m~nion."

For Butler, the life review process was prompted by the individual's growing awareness of
approachingdeath, and servedto prepare the individual for it. In supportofthisclaim, he aaecdotally
noted that the life review was not restricted to elderly individuals, but also occurred in youager pesons
with terminal illness and in death condemned prisoners. From an historid perspective, Butler's
proposal can be understood as signalling an important shift in psychologicai thinking about
reminiscence and related phenornena - that is, a shift away fiom a pathologistic "hetplessness"
paradigm and toward a health-oriented perspective.
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It is the ego's accrued assurance of its proclivity for order and meaning....an
experience which conveys some world ordet and spirituai sense, no matter how
dearly paid for. It is the acceptance of one's one and only Iife cycle as something
that had to be and that, by newssity, pennitted of no substitutiom.... the possessor
of integrity.... knows îhat an individual life is the accidental coincidence of but one
life cycle with but one segment of history @. 268).

A third example of interpretive control can be found in Frankl's (l946f 1984) reflections

on his experiences as a Nazi concentration camp pnsoner:
What was really needed was a fiindamental change in our attitude toward life. We
had to leam...that it did not redly matter what we expected h m life, but rather
what M e expected h m us....sometimes the situation in which a man fin& himself
may require him to shape his own fate by action. At other times it is more
advantageous %r him to make use of an opportunity for contemplation and to
realize his assets in this way. Sometimes man may be required to simply accept his
fate, to bear bis cross (pp. 98-99).
What dl of these examples have in common with respect to the notion of

interpretive control is that the sense of order, meaning, fatemess, and uniqueness of a
life, and so on, are the consequences of an active reflective engagement with experience in

which all ofthe fbgments of living are reorgauized into a coherent unity that has an
aesthetic character more suggestive of the totaliîy of lijé being experienced-as-a-dramu
mther than as-a-collection-of-facts. In this sense, then, the phrase "interpretive control"

might as easily be called narrative conirol without any loss of essential meaning, or
equivalently, the concept of "interpretive control"may be understood a s "emplotment" by
a different name.

With respect then to the specifïc focus of this thesis - that is, as an intended
exploration of the psychological dynamics underlying the emplotment of chance

-- it can

be understood that the emplotment of chance into the self-narrative (Le., self-identity) rnay
in part be the consequence of the tùndamental motivation to perceive control, not only
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through the overi, direct, or "primary" control-of-events, but as well through "secondary"
interpretive means where the objective is theperceprion of order fhrough the control-O$
meaning. On this point, the analogy to ccauth~rship"
becomes particulariy relevant.

Novels, films,television ciramas, and so on, are not typically peppered with chance events
which carry no relevance to the plot of the story." Rather, the protagonist finds him or

herseIf at the point of convergence where the impact of one or more causally independent
events propels the story forward in such a way that reader or viewer knows, either sooner
or later, and very clearly, that the occurrence of the chance event was inevitable and
necessary, such as the "fateful" meeting of strangers in a love story, the detective's
"accidental" discovery of a crucial clue in a murder mystery, or the hem's "lucky" nearmiss encounter with death in an adventure story. Of course, none of the c h c e events in
fictional works actually occurs by chance. Rather, they were chosen and placed there by
the author precisely because they conform to the demands of the plot. By selecting the
plot in which the outcome is known, the author, in effect, controls chance events and the

meanings attached to them. In the "real world," however, the final outcome of a human
life is, apart fkom death, largely iuiknown because of the unpredictable vicissitudes of
expenence, and thus the "p1ot"of a life (which Ricouet sees as cotenninous with the
identity of the character) must be built and contiauaiiy re-built out of the ongohg flow of

experience. This ongoing flow of experience would of course contain a large number of
chance events as well as intended events, and thus the task of "authorship"

- that is, to

22

Notable exceptionsdo exist. Onethat cornesto mind is DavidLynch's television series "Twin Peaks"
(a detectivestop so saturateciwith unusual eventsthat h r e no obviousor apparentrelationshipto the
plot - such as the penodic appearance of a backwarâ-talking dwarf that the series took on an eerie
surrealistic dream-iike quality that many viewers, including myself, found at times to be genuinely
disturbing).

-
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"emplot" boîh chance events and chosen events into a unity of meaning through the
exertion of interpretive control

- f d s on the experiencer.

However, just as some people

want to be authors of novels, plays, films, and so on, more than other people, the same
may be said of people living in the &y-to-day world: Some may want to be the bba~thors"

of their own meanings, while others may not care a whit about it. Thus, to the extent that
I have equated emplotment with interpretive control, one likely candidate as an important
individual difference in "predicting" who will emplot chance events as meaniagful, fateful,

or synchronistic is the Desire for Control (e.g., Burget & Cooper, 1979).
Characterizhg the desire for control as a general motivational façtor underlying
much of human behaviour, Burger and Cooper (1979) profiled those having a high desire

w]

for control as being "assertive, decisive, and active....seek[hg] to influence others.. ..

manipulating events to insure desired outcornes," as opposed to those low in the desire for
control, who were characterized as c'nonasserti~e,
passive, and indecisive" (p. 383).
Research on the effects of desire for control has shown, for example, that in social
situations people scoring high in the desire for control show resistance to attempts to
change their attitudes through counterattitudinal persuasion (Burger & Vartabedian,
2980), offer less idormation about themselves, tend to have the last word by ending

conversations, and in some situations attempt to control the content of conversations
through interjections, interruptions, questions, etc. @urger, 1990).

In the academic

domain, high desire for control has been associated with increased levels of attributional

reasoning for the causes of success or failure following a test (Burger & Hemans, 1988);
and in games-of-chance situations in which high control participants were, when given the

option, more likely than low desire for control participants to personally choose their own
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lottery numbers as opposed to baving the numbers randomly assigned by the lottery ticket
machine (Burger, 1991)Burger and associates have satisfactorily shown that the desire of control, as a
general motivational factor, is relateci to behaviour in situations wheie objective or
"primary" control is either possible or believed to be possible. Can the same be said of
"secondary" control situations where the objective is the control of meaning through a .

interpretive process? That is, would high desire for control individuals be more likely to
"emplot" chance events through interpretive control than low desire for control
individuals? 1 suspect so, and this leads to the nrst fonnal hypothesis of this thesis, which
is comprised of thrPe interrelateci sub-hypotheses: First, it is expected that the desire for
control (as rneasured by Burger's [1992] Desirability of Control Scale) will be positively
correlated with the extent to which individuals meaningfidly interpret (i.e., emplot) pst
unchosen experïences (as measmd by the Narrative Emplotment Scale, Hladkyj, 1998a;
described below in the Method section). Second, it is also expected that desire for control
will be positively correlated with the extent to which individuals prospectively emplot their

future (as measured by the Possible Lives Questionnaire ,Hladkyj, 1998b;described
below in the Method section). The third sub-hypothesis is that the desire for control will

also positively correlate with the extent to which individuals experience and interpret
chance events and coincidences as having personal meaning (as measured by the Chance

and Coincidence Questiomaire, Hiadkyj & Johnson, 1999; described below in the Method
section).
The second control-related hypothesis consists of two sub-hypotheses. First, the
desire for control wiLl positively conelate with the seme of existential meaning and
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purpose (as measured with the Personal Meaning Index of Reker's 1996 Life Attitude
Profile); and second, high desire for control individuals will show greater persistence in
attempting and succeeding in the creation of ~ e ~ t e l e v ananative
nt
meaning and order
when presented with novel and potentialiy-meaningfii1chance-detemiined stimuli than low
desire for control individuals (the exact details of this ccemplotmenttask" are described in
the Method section below).
Narrative em~lotmentand the c o n c e ~of
t ambimitv tolerance. Thus far, a case has
been presented in which the ernplotment of chance events c a .be understood as issuing
fkom the human tendency to create self-relevant meaning and a sense of narrative unity out
of the raw materid of experience. Furthq this narrative impulse is motivatd by an

underlying need to perceive that there is control and order in one's life and that, in the
case of chance experiences in i n c h objective or c'primarycontrol" over the occurrence of

these events is not possible, perceptions of control can nonetheless be achieved by
"interpretively controllingyy
the meanïng that the events can have for the experiencer?
Finally, this position was qualified by the suggestion that one individual dserence variable

-- the desire for control -- may motivationally regulate the extent to which the emplotment
of chance is pursued or attained. At this point I would like to suggest that a second
individual ciifference variable may be relevant to the emplotment of chance

-- the tolerance

of ambiguity (e.g., Budner, 1962; MacDonald, 1970; McLain, 1993).

Although people can gain perceptions of control through other ccsecondary"means described by
Rothbaum, et al. (1982), such as predictive, illusory, or vicarious processes, 1have chosen to focus
my attention on "interpretive control" because, as the original authors suggested, the former three
forms can be nested within the latter. In this way, interpretive control can be thought of as the more
broadly encompassing constnict of secondary control.
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Tolerance of ambiguity has k e n broadly defined as a trait-like cognitive variable
related to the wiilingness or capacity to accept or feel cornfortable with events or
information that can have more than one interpretation, or to not feel threatened by
ambiguous stimuli or the lack of closure to a question, decision, or concem (Friedland &
Keinan, 1991;MacDonald, 1970). Research using the construct has found, for example,
that hi& ambiguity tolerance is related to sex mie andtogyny (Rottter & O'ConneU, 1982),
lower levels of occupational role stress (Keenan & McBain, 1979), lower levels of causal
explanatory scriptions under stressfiil conditions (Friedland & Keinan, 1991), reduced
levels of dogmatism (MacDonald, 1970), receptivity to change (McLain, 1993), and lower
levels of authoritarianism (Budner, 1962). Of particular devance for the current study
are more recent fmdings h m two streams of research that show that low tolerance of
ambiguity is related to the increased use of ''magical thinking" in stressful circumstances
(Keinan, 1994) and to several related studies in which, on the one hand, low tolerance of
arnbiguity was found to be associated with "fear of the paranomai" (Houran & Lange,
1996, 1997), with some indication that, on the other hand, high ambiguity tolerance was

associated with belief in the paranormal (Houran & Wiliiams, 1998).

In the fust of these studies, Keinan (1994) administered measures of stress and
ambiguity tolerance dong with a contextualized measure of magical thinking to samples of
Israeli residents in areas that had been subject to Iraqi missile attacks during the Gulf War

("high stress"condition) and to residents living in areas not attacked and believeâ to be
relatively safe ftom such attacks ("lower stress"). Results showed a significant interaction
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between stress and ambiguity tolerance in which the highest levels of magical thinking
were found under conditions of high stress among those having low tolerance of
ambiguity. For high ambiguity-tolerant individuals, rnagical thinking was reduceù, and

more or less equivalent? to magical thinking in those with low stress. Keinan interpreted
these resuits fiom a controi perspective and suggested that under stressfiil and ambiguous

conditions,such as would be the case in an area subject to unpredictable missile attack,
low ambiguity-tolerant individuais would experience the stress of uncertainty and

unpredictability as a -ter

threat to personal control relative to hi&-ambiguity-tolerant

individuals, and thus, in an effort to restore a sense of control, be more likely to employ
whatever means available to them,including magical thinking?

In the second Stream of research, H o m and Lange (1996) suggested that the
experience of "paranormal phenomena" (e-g., ghost hauntiogs, poltergeist events) may in
part be due to the perceiver's affective reaction to ambiguous environmental stimuli, and

on this basis hypothesized that individuals low in tolerance of ambiguity would have

Magical thinking was operationalized by measuring context-specific superstitious beliefs and
behaviours, such as, for example, the ritual destruction of photographs of Saddam Hussein, seeking
to associate with and be with lucky survivors of previous missile attacks, or believing that one's
chances of survival during an attackwould be i n c d by enteringthe bomb shelter"right foot first."

Keinan does not provide specific individual testsof significanceof rnagical thinkingdifferencesacross
levels of stress in high tolerance participants. The daim of equivalence of magical thinking in high
tolerance participants is based on a visual inspection of the plot of the means for the interaction, in
which it is fairly obviousthat any differences in magical thinking (whether significant or not) would
likely be regarded as trivial compared to differences among those low in ambiguity tolerance.

in a mild critique of psychoanalytic exphnations of magical thinking as a tegression to an inf'tile
state of consciousness, Keinan noted that even though people are fully aware of the inationality of
their magical beliefs and superstitions,they will nonetheless employ them "ust to be safeon the safe
side."
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greater fear of paranormal than those with higher levels of ambiguity tolerance. To test

this hypothesis, they measured ambiguity tolerance and fear of the paranormal2' in a
sample of university students, and found, as predicted, a signincant negative correlation
between the two measures (r = -.33, p

4 -001) that

paranormal in low ambiguity-tolerant -dents

suggested hcreased fear of the

relative to those with high ambiguity

tolerance. Support for the generbbility of these findings was subsequently found in a
repiication study using an older non-student sample (r = -.27,p < -03; Houran & Lange,
1997). In a third study (Houran & Williams, 1998), a more he-grained analysis of the
relationship between ambiguity tolerance and specific types of paranormal belief and

-

experience repduced the previous hdings of the low tolerance highfear of the
paranormal relationship (r = -.18,p < .OS), but in addition, dso revealed a positive
correlation between ambiguity tolerance and paranonna1 belief (r = .19, p < .05), and
reported paranormal experience (r = .30, p < .OS). The authors suggest that these
equivocal results may point toward a more complex non-linear dynamic that relates
ambiguity tolerance, either high or low, to paranormal experience "so that they appear
comprehensible and thereby able to be mastered, at lest intellectudly" (Inuin, 1980, as
cited in Houran & Williams, 1998).

Although the results h m Keinan (1994) and Hounui and associates (1996, 1997,
1998) may at first appear in some sense unrelated because of their differing situational

Fear oftheparanormai was measured using a subscale of the Anomalous ExperiencesInventory(AE1;
Gallagher, Kumar, & Pekala, 1994). The AEI is a generaiized measure of paranormal fear that
includes a broad range of items such as the fear of visiting a fortune teller, finding paranormal
stories fiightening, fear of having alterebsîate experiences, etc. Accordingto Houran, the scale thus
measures more thanjust reactionsto specific past experiences,butalso is ameasureof fear of possible
contact with "the unknown, the uncertain"in general (Houran, personal communication,January 14,
200 1).

-
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contexts (low ambiguity tolerance and inctewd use of magical thinking in a war zone,
compared to low ambiguity tolerance and increased fear of the paranormal in mainly
college students in a relatively safe sociopolitical environment), they can be concepnially
linked in several ways. First, considered together, the studies d e h e a range of perceived
potential threat from the very tangible and mal (e.g., missile attacks) to the very intangible
and umeal (e.g., ghosts, poltergeist hauntings). Second, both invoke cognitions based

upon the belief in the existence of an agency or organizing principle in nature that lies
outside the realm of what is currently and consensuaily recognized as possible by science.

Third, the focus of both is on events which could be characterized as intrusive, disruptive,
and contrary to will and intention.

Ln the context of the current study, cm chance events be similarly construed?
From an informational perspective, chance events are ambiguous to the extent that their
causal antecedents are unknown or at least imprecisely known. Further, any immediately

perceptible meaniogs or implications they may have for the experiencer, if any, may not be

much more than ineffable intimations. In the cited studies, the ambiguous events were
threat events placed @y the current author) dong a dimension of tangibility (fcom tangible
missile attacks to intangible ghost hauntings). It is not as easy to map chance events

directiy into this schema, given the @resumed) infinite possible intersections of acausally
related events, some of which would be clearly threatening (e.g., behg in the "wrong place
at the wrong time," such as in a bank during a robbery), others trivial or of no

consequence (e.g., humming a Song and then tuming on the radio to find that the Song is

k i n g played), or positively fortuitous (such as the chance meeting of the "love of one's
life"). However, if the notion of "threat" is expanded to include events which, although
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not physicaZZy threatening, can nonetheless intmde on and disrupt an individuai's
subjective sense of existential coherence, sense of selMetermination and expecbncy, or
the stability of beliefs about his or her personal reality, then chance events could to varying

degrees be construed as "threat" agents with potenti*

as much psychological salience

for an individual life as a missile attack or a poltergeist haunting. Further, to the extent
that chance events are unptedictable and repiete with uncertainty, it wouià be expected
that they be responded to in similar ways in order to reduce theK ambiguity (e.g., through

attributions to an extemal agency, fate, etc.). Some evidence wouid support this
expectation. Findings that musuai coincidences are often interpreted within a

transpersonal, spixituavreligious, or paranormal firame of reference, such as for example,
the intervention of fate or a divine being or as revealing the presence of a numinous
unimg force in nature (e-g., Hay, 1990; Henry, 1993; Hl-,

1994; Hladkyj & Johnson,

1999) are suggestively consistent with a reduction-of-ambiguity bypothesis.

Thus, a third formal hypothesis in this study is that lower tolerance of ambiguity

will be associated with (a) higher scores on the transpersonal and paranormal
interpretation sub-scales of the Chance and Coincidence Questiomaire (CCQ; Hladkyj &

JO hnson, 1999); (b) higher levels of desire for control, on the basis that the ambiguity of
information is a threat to more basic perceptions of control; (c) increased levels of
emplotment on the conceptual grounds that emplotment reduces the ambiguity of meaning
inherent in the unemplotted chance event, and following as a consequence of these three;
(d) higher ratings on the Personal Meaning Index of the Life Attitude Profile (LN;Reker,

1996).

Additionally, a fourth hypothesis of this study is that individuals low in tolerance of
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ambiguity will exert greater effort to "reduce the ambiguity" inherent in an 66emplotment
task" (as measured by t h e spent on task, and success at the task; described in the Method

section). Finally, a fifth rather more speculative but related hypothesis that relates
tolerance of ambiguity and desire for control is that they wiil interact in such a way h t
individuals designated as "high" in the desire for control and "low" in tolerance of
ambiguity will be pariicularly persistent in their efforts at the emplotment task; whereas
those low in the desire for control and high in their tolerance of ambiguity will be less

motivated to ccemplot"the stimulus materials in the experimental task,and thus, less
persistent.
Possibility of an Em~lotment"Intewention"

The importance of personal contrd as a psychological mediator of health and weUking has been well establiished over the 1 s t several decades (for extensive reviews, see
Rodin, 1986; Shapiro, Schwartz,& Austin, 1996). For example, perceptions of control

have k e n associated with positive psychological aâjustment to breast cancer (Taylor,

Lichtman, & Wood, 1984), reduced levels of depression in cancer patients (Newsom,
Knapp, & Schuiz 1996), better psychosocial adjustment foilowing hart attacks

(Helgeson, l!B2), and even to such "hard rneasure" outcornes as increased immune
system fùnctioning (Rodin, 1986). Much of the impetus for tbis research can be traced to

Schulz's (1976) now-classic field expriment which showed that giving retirement home
residents even small amounts of petsonal control (in this case, control and prediction over

visiting hours) resulted not only in increased self-ratings of subjective well-king, but as
well both increased objective health ratings assessed by their care providas and in dosage
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reductions of their daily medication. In incrementd and cumulating ways, the research on
primary control over the previous several decades has led to somethiog of a mail

revolution in health care which now, almost routinely, includes the patient as an active
participant in health care decision-making processes (Aasen7 1987).

Similarly desirable effects have also k e n found for "secondary" control (e.g.,
hding personal rneaning in one's situation) in the health domain. For example, beneficiat

relationships have been found between the use of secondary control and coping
effectiveness in nursing home residents (Shaw, 1992), reduced levels of depression in low
prirnary control HIV-positive men (Thompson, Nami, & Levine, 1994), reduced distress

in children about to undergo medical proceâures (Weisz, McCabe, & Deanig, 1994), and

in increased levels of life satisfaction in the elderly (Hladkyj, Chippedield, Peny, &
Pelletier, 1998). Although the amount of research using secondary control as the cote
construct has been much less than research focussed on the effects of primary forms of
control and tends to be more descriptive and quasi-experimental in character, it
nonetheless points toward the importance of secondary control in Mth-related outcomes.

The positive effects of primary control perceptions have also been studied in the
educational domain where it has been repeatedly found that students who believe that they
c m have control over theu academic experience (for example, by recognizing that their

efforts, which c m be self-regulated, may matter more than their natural abilities, which
cannot) tend on average to perform beîter academically internis of test scores and course
grades (e.g., Magnusson & Perry, 1989; Peny, 1991;Perry & Magnusson, 1989).
Further, this research has led to the incremental development of a cognitive intervention
"attributional retraining" -- designed to assist academically at-risk students in enhancing

-
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theu primary control perceptions (e.g., Menec et al., 1994; Perry & Struthers, 1994).

More recently, this Stream of research has incorporatecl a secondary "interpretive control"
component, which, in several longitudinal studies, hsts shown that first-year students who
spontaneously "emplot" their unchosen experiences maintain higher levels of academic

motivation across the school year than students who do not (Hladkyj, Taylor, Pelletier, &
Perry, 1998), have lower levels of stress at the end of the year, and report more positive
feelings of personai adjustment to university (Hladkyj, PeIietier, Drewniak, & Perry,
1998)-

It is relatively straightforward to provide people with the information and

opportunities to enhance their perceptions of primary control, for example, by fostering
personal choice in their &y-to-day experience (as in Schulz's [1976] previously cited
study) or through cognitive therapies that enhance self-agency beliefs (as in attributional
retraining). Further, the effects and outcornes of primary control interventions can be

easily measured and evaluated (e-g., objective changes in the recognized markers of

health, or in students, increased course grades). However, the same cannot be said of
interpretive control interventions, a term I have not actuaily encountered in the literature,

but will use broadly to designate therapeutic efforts to increase well-king through

autobiographically reflective means.

The most easily identifiable class of interventions that could be construed as
empIoying interptetive contml processes and which have been the object of empiricai

research are those grounded in reminiscence and "Me-review" work with elderly
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population^.'^ As Munam (1993) has noted, despite widely and clearly inconsisent
research kdings conceming the efficacy of reminiscence therapies (such as journalling,
group reminiscence, storytelling, etc.), researchers and practitioners ~rnain
optimistic of

the potentid benefits of these techniques, perhaps because of a pst-modern 6'romance
with personal meaning" that CCempowers"
the individual by "promot(ing] our cherished

modem ideal of k i n g people to voice theu experiences without control by othersy'
(Luborslq, 1993, p. 445). In an extensive non-evaluative review of research fhdings on
reminiscence-based therapies in gerontology, Haight and Hendrix (1995) itemized the
frndings of 22 reminiscence snidies done between 1990-1993. Together, these studies
measured various outcornes, such as deptession, anxiety, ego-integrity, death anxiety, and
life satisfaction. Of the 14 studies in the review set that had quantifiable results, only six
of the studies found statisticaily significant and desirable consequences associated with

reminiscence therapy. However, to be fair, it should be noted that none of the therapies
resdted in negative consequences to the parîicipants, even though the hypothetical
possibility had been raised that reminiscence therapy may increase depression in the elderly
by creating a "longing for times gone by" (Parker, 1995, p. 5 18).

However, the lack of consistent empirical support for the benefits of reminiscence
are not entirely dissuasive for several reasons. First, the various therapies that have been
used cannot be considered directly comparable. Some of the studies cited by Haight and

Hendrix (1995) employed reminiscence in a verbal group therapy setting, others used a

Of course, narrative-analytic therapy techniques are used outside of gerontological research (e.g.,
Hennans & Hermans-Jansen, 1995;Mattïngly, 1994; Neimeyer & Stewart, l!J%)), butthese are very
often grounded in semiquantitative patadigms, highly cornplex in theù execution, or so
ideosyncraticaIly and uniquely Iinked to their practitionersthat discussionof them is beyond the scope
of this thesis.
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singie-participant taped interview/queStionnaite format or used written autobiography as
the reminiscence technique. Second, sample sizes in the studies were of the size typically
regarded as srnail (mean n = 69, with an approximate modal n = 25), and as such, may

have prevented the statisticai detection of a i i but the largest of effects. Third, and perfiaps

most important of dl, is that research on the effects of life review has ken, with the
exception of several studies implicating it in comection with near-death experiences in all
ages, entirely restricted to studies using elderly sarnples (Mimam, 1993). I suggest that

this third reason may be the most important reason for the lack of signifiant hdings

simply because of a ceiling effect related to the ages of the participants7whom, after all,
because of their longevity and Mie experience would have already had more accumulated

natural experience in interpreting the meaning of their lives than any other age group. As

a consequence, it rnight be the case that the researcher-presumed "eXpenmental salience"
of any particular interpretive therapy may be experienced as trivial and insignificant by the
"age-enwisdomed" participants."
Although it is entirely reasonable on pragmatic grounds that gerontologcal
research on the effects of autobiographical therapies should properly use geront~lo~cacrl

populations, Mirriam (1993) notes that because of the absence of research on the role of
reminiscence and life-review in the lîves of younger adults, there is "Little to support the
notion that the process of the life review is agedependent" (p. 167). 1 would extend this
critique, and suggest that there is equally no gooà reason to think that people of any age

A peer w ho spent several months as an interviewerfor a gerontologicaf surveytold me of ofien feeling
Iike "an infant"askingthe survey questions, or could sense by the interviewees' expressionsthat their
participation seemed to be more motivated by a kind of pity and caringto "help out"the interviewer
than by any authentic interest in the research. When 1hear of these impressions, 1cannot help but to

wonder who,really, are the "naive subjects" in gerontological research?
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group should be either more or l e s inclined to reflect on their experiences in order to
understand them than any other age group, and that it may d e r be the case that the
concepts we traditionally cal1 ''reminiscence" and "life review" have become, so to speak,
trapped in the gravity of the paradigm thaî gave birth to thern?
Having said this, it seems logical that in order to detect the effects (as a prelude to
understanding) of any interpretive or emplotment-based intervention designed to enhance

or accelerate the construction of meaning and coherence beyond that which might
naturally occu.with the passage of time, then it might be more profitable to enter into this
inquiry by turning to younger (rather than older) samples for whom issues of self-identity,

existentid meaning or purpose-in-We may be l e s certain, and for whom the interpretive

skilis of "controlling meaningy7are perhaps less consoüdated than in the elderly.
incorporating this line of reasoning, and on an exploratory basis, 1aiso examined whether

each of two experimentai emplotment tasks, designed at one level to test several of the
forma1 hypotheses of the study (previously describeci) could, at another level, be construed
as being possible prototypicai 6binterventions.'yThis exploration was done in two ways:

first, by conducting seveml be-n

groups cornparisons on a pst-task measure

administered hmediately following completion of the task, and second, through several

pre-post 'Wthin-subjects"cornparisons of the scores on a 6-weekfoiiow-up
readministration of the Narrative Emplotment Scale and the Life Attitude Profile, dong
with several measures designed to assess and subjectively felt "changes" in their lives that

Much the same way, for example, in which the conceptof synchnwiicity(Le., meaninfil coïncidence)
becarnetrapped fmt in the gravityof anaiyticalpsychology, and then parapsychology; and then more
or less ignored by al1 other branches of psychology.
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participants experienced since the start of the M y . It was reasoned that significant
differences on the post-task questionnaire, or pre-pst ciiffinces in the test groups
(relative to the control groups) on any or al1 of these mesures might be conceived of as

being due to the effects of engaging in the emplotrnent task, and might thus suggest thaî
the task itself may have cbkindled"3'a degree of autobiographical or interpretive reflection
in the participants thaî persisted after the demands of the experimental requirements were

satisfied. Such fhdings, if they were to occur, would suggest the possibility of developing
a therapeutic technique to assist individuals d e r i n g h m psychological discomtiort
related to the loss or absence of rneaning or narrative coherence in their lives. On this
basis, several exploratov pst-test analyses were undertaken on the grounds of pragmatic
possibility,

Surnmarv of Hvwtheses
Before describing the design of the study in detail, it may be usefùl to bnefly
summarize the hypotheses that have been developed.

Hyothesis 1. The i k t hypothesis concem the desire for control, and States that
the desire for control will be positively correlated with (a) scores on the Narrative

Emplotment Scale, (b) scores on the Possible Lives Questionnaire, and (c) scores on the
Chance and Coincidence Questionnaire. Confirmation of these relationships would

support the conception that the desire for control extends beyond the desire to control
events that are controiiable and extends also to those events that are not controllable via

3 1.

The notion of c6kindling"
is here used to refer to the idea that initially small effectsmay increase over
tirne. For example, some preliminary evidence exists that in some studentsthe initiallysmall effects
of attributional retraining on academic achievement "seem" to disappear aAer about a year, but then
reemerge, with a larger effect size, two years later (Perry et al, 200 1).
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the "control of meaning."

Hvwthesis 2. The second hypothesis concems the consequential relationship
between desire for control and (a) existential well-being, in which it is hypothesized that
the desire for control WUbe positively associated with scores on the Personal Meaning

index of the Life Attitude Profile, and (b) persistence in an emplotment task, in whîch it is
expected that hi& desire for control participants will show increaseci persistence with an
emplotment task than those low in the desire for control.
Hvwthesis 3. The third hypothesis concems the tolerance of ambiguity and states
that (a) low tolerance of ambiguity wiU be associated with higher scores on the

trampersonal and paranormai interpretation subscales of the C h c e and Coincidence
Questionnaire, which would support the conception that these interpretations serve to
lessen the perceived ambiguity of chance events; (b) low tolerance of ambiguity will be
associated with higher Ievels of desire for control, supporthg the suggestion that
ambiguity constitutes a t h t to perceptions of control; (c) low tolerance of arnbiguity

will be associated with higher scores on the narrative emplotment measure, and following

fiom these, (d) low tolerance of ambiguity will be associated with higher scores on the
Persona1 Meaning Index of the Life Attitude Profile, indicating that the reduction of some
of life's arnbiguities through the empiotment of chance events can have positive

consequences for existential well-king.
Hmthesis 4. The fourth hypothesis is that low toletance of ambiguity wili be

significantly associated with p a t e r persistence on an emplotment task, reflecting the
conception that the creation of meaning reduces mbiguity.
Hythesis S. Although more speculative in chamcter, the Nth hypothesis is that
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desire for control and tolerance of ambiguity will interact in the emplotment task.
Specifically, it is expected that individuals classifieci as "high" in their desire for control
and "low" on tolerance of ambiguity will show the greatest persistence in an emplotment
task, whereas those classifieci as "low" in desire for control and "high" on tolerance of
ambiguity will show the lowest persistence on the task.

Ex~loratorvanalvsis. An exploratory analysis of the data was conducted to
observe any immediate post-task between-groups ciifferences or

pre-pst ''within-

subjects" change in the emplotment and existential weli-king measures as a consequence
of engaging in the emplotment task. Compared to a pre-post only control group, any

significant increase in emplotment or existential well-king scores foiiowing the
emplotment task might be constmed as indicating that the task itself in some way
"kindled" a level of autobiographical or interpetive reflection in the participants that
persisted after the emplotment task was completed, and thus, would suggest the possibility

of the fhuedevelopment of a therapeutic emplotment technique.
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METHOD
Particimnts
Data were collected fiom 551 participants, al1 of whom were recruited at two
separate time periods h m several sections of an Introductory Psychology course in
exchange for course credit. However, due to missing data, the effeçtive sample sue was
5 14 (basic demographic information is summarizeci in Table 1). Subsequent missing data

h m one additional person reduced the total to 5 13. Of this total, 47 1 were recruited at
the beginning of the study. Four hmdted and twenty (420) of these early recruits semeci

in one of several experimental groups and were told they would be required to attend
three separate sessions that would involve completing several pqxr-and-pend
questionnaires in the f h t session (''Phase ,)?l

several creativity tasks in the second session

("Phase IT'), and a foiiow-up questionnaire in the third session ("Phase lII"). The
remaining 5 1 of these initial participants served ia a 'pre-post" condition and were told
îhey would be required to attend two sessions (Phase 1& Phase III oniy). The remaining

42 participants were recniited toward the end of the study, and sewed in a ccpost-only"

condition.
Phase I
Independent Measures
Desire for control. Desire for control was measured using Burger's (1992)
Desirability of Conml Scale (DC; see Appendir 0.The s d e consists of 20 Likert-style
fmt-person statements answered on a 7-point scale in which higher ratings indicate greater
agreement with each statement (e.g.,

"

1prefer a job where 1have a lot of control over

what 1do and when 1 do it," or "1 enjoy having control over my own destiny"). Scoring
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Table 1

k

o

Age

r

v

N

Valid
Percent Total

Less than 18
18-19
20-2 1
22-25
26-3 O

3 1-36
3743
44 +
missing

Gender

Male
Fernale
missing

Marital status

single, never m e e d
non-cohabiting relationships
common-law

mhed
separated
divorced
missing
Ethnicity

European/Caucasian
Aboriginal North American
East Indian
Asian
Middle Eastern
Afncan
Central American
South American
Australian

missing
Religion

Christian
N o religion

Others (Hùidu, Buddhist, Islamic, Jewish)
missing

313
140
58
40

61.3
27.4
1 1.3

55 1
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of the DC scale is accomplished by summing the ratings of a11 20 items (afker reverse
coding several items). Higher scores indicate greater desire for control. in the

current study, internai reliabiiity of the DC scale was found to be a = .80 (consistent with
reliabiiities reporteci by Burger in other studies, ranging h m a = .74 to .8 1) with a sixweek test-retest reliability of r = .75. Construct validity of the DC s a l e is supported by
the observation that desire for control scores are positively associateci with persona1
beliefs in the ability to control chance outcomes (Burger & Cooper, 1979), and
discriminant validity supported by low correlations with both Locus of Control (r = -.19)
and Social Desirability (r = .Il; Burger & Cooper, 1979).
Tolerance of ambimiitv. Tolenuice of ambiguity was measured using McLain's
(1 993) Multiple Stimulus Types Ambiguity Tolerance scale (MSTAT; see Appendix II).

The MSTAT consists of 22 Likert-style first-personstatements answered on a 7-point
response scale in which higher ratings indicate greater levels of agreement with each item
(e-g., 'Tm drawn to situations that can be interpreted in more thanjust one way," or ''1
have little trouble coping with unexpected events"). The total MSTAT score is
determined by summing the ratings for ali 22 items (after reverse coding severai items).
Higher total scale scores indicate higher tolerance of arnbiguity. McLain reports interna1
reliability of the scale (Cronbach's Alpha) as a = 36. In the current study, intemal
reliability of the scale was found to be a = .88. The MSTAT has a dweek test-retest)'
reliability of r = .93. Concurrent validity of the sale is supported by the obsecvation that
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Because McLain had not reporteci test-retest reliability ofthe MSTAT,prior to the collection of data
for this study, a pilot study on a different sarnple (N= 138) was done to determine the 6-weektestretest reliability of the instrument.
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MSTAT scores positively correlate with other older measutes of ambiguity tolerance r =
-37 with Budner's (1962) scde; r = .36 with Story & Aldag's (1983) scaie; and r = .58
with MacDonald's (1970) sale (as cited in McLain, 1993). Consûuct validity of the s a l e

is supported by a significant negative correlation (r = -.34) with Troldahl and Powell's
(1965) Dogmatism s a l e (which measures the idexibility ofac individual's system of

beliefs about reality) and positive correlations with both Dunham's (1989) Receptivity to
Change scale (r = -58) and MacCrimmon and Wehning's (1986) measure of sensationseeking and risk-taking (r = .38) in ambiguous situations (all as cited in McLain, 1993).

Narrative emolotrnent Emplotment was measured using three conceptually and
empirically interrelated measures: the Narrative Emplotment Scale (Hladlryj, 1998a; see
Appendix KI), the Possible Lives Questionnaire (Hladkyj, 1998b; see Appendix IV), and
the Chance and Coincidence Questionnaire (HiadSj dé Johnson, 1999; see Appendix V).
The Narrative Em~lotmentScale is an eight item Likea-style scaie measuring the

extent to which respondents experience and perceive that chance events, coincidences, and
unchosen experiences have self-relevant order, meaning, and value. Two example items

are "coincidences that 1have experienced ofien seem to have a kind of strange or
mysterious persona1 meaning for me," and "randorn events and chance happenings often
seem to me to be like hints or clues for me to understand both who 1am and m y life as a

whole." The narrative emplotment score is detemiined by summing the ratings of each of
the eight items. Higher total scale scores indicate a greater tendency to narratively emplot

chance, coincidence, and unchosen experience. In the current study, the scale was found
to have an interna1 reliability (Cronbach's Alpha) of a = .78, with a 6-week test-retest r =
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-70.These values are consistent with those found in previous studies (e.g., HIadkyj,
Perry, & Pelletier, 2000) using an earlier 7-item version of the sale3' (interna1 reiiabilities
[as] ranging nom -76to -81, and in two longitudinal studies, 6-month test-retest

reliabilities of r = .62 and -61). Constnict validity of the NES is supported by s d l yet
significant positive correlations, repeatedly found in several snidies, with students' feelings
of adjustment to university (rs = -16 and .12, ps c .OS), trait optimism (rs = -15, -11, and

.17, ps c .OS), and student's positive expectations for the fiiture (rs = -20and .22, ps <
BI). Emplotment s a l e scores have also been found to be positively comlated in several
studies with university students' use of metacognitive leamhg strategies such as cognitive

etabration (rs = .36, .31, and .33, ps < .001) and critical thinkiag (rs = -37and .36,ps <
.001), both of which measure the studentk tendency to reflect upon and organize new
idonnation into more complex interna1 networks or schemas of meaning and
comprehension.

The Possible Lives Ouestionnaire. The second dimension of emplotrnent was
measured using the Possible Lives Ouestionnaire (PLQ; Hladkyj, 1998b; see Appendix
IV). The PLQ is an 8-item Likert-style scale designed to measure how easy (or dficult)

individuals find it to realistically imagine drastically dBerent future possibilities in their
own lives. The measure was factorially derived fiom an item pool of 30 different fiiture

life possibilities. Some of the possibilities are culturally normative (e.g., getting married,
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The earlier 7-item version of the scale did not have the item '1often have a sttange feeling that some
things that have happened to me have happened for a reason, as if they were supposed to happen."
Additionally, one item in the scale was rewordexi h m "Baseci on my experience, negative events in
my life, or events that 1would not have chosen for myself, in the end have made me a better person"
to "Based on my experience, negative events in my life, or events that I would not have chosen for
myself, in the end have made me a diflerenf person."
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raising a family), whereas other possibilities are either socially aberrant (e.g., becomhg a

criminal or drug addict), culturally atypical (e-g., joinhg a reiigious cult or becoming a
hennit), individualisticaIly romantic (e.g., becoming an adventurer or a leader of a
political movement), or tiagic (e.g., king murdered or dying before one's t h e in an
accident). Factor andysis of the 30 possibilities reveaied eight orthogonal factors, and the

final reduced measure was constructed by simply taking the highest loading single item
fiom each of the eight factors. In effect, these eight items can be construed as

representing the broadest range of He possibilities h m the original set. Thus, the sum of
ratings for al1 eight items can be seen as coostiiuting a single measure of the breadth of the

iodividual's autobiographid imagination. A multidimensional scaiing (MDS) analysis
(using Euclidean distances) was used to confirm the dissimilarity of the sample items

(Kniskai's S = .12, R-square = -93). Six-weektest-retest reliabilit? of the seale is r =
-69.
The Chance and Coincidence Ouestionnaire (CCQ; H l d q j k Johnson, 1999; see
Appendix V)was the third emplotrnent measure used in this study. The CCQ measures

the range and extent to which the respondent has experienced self-relevant chance events

and coincidences, and interpreted them as paranomally or transpersonally meanin(i.e., as "synchronistic" [Jung, l9SY19691)or has recognked and valued these

experiences in his or her life. The s a l e coniists of 35 Likert-style items answered on a 7point scale where low r~sponsesindicate minimal experience and hi& scores indicate
maximal experience. Sample items are "1 have had experiences where, by chance, 1ran

into or met someone I knew in a place that neither of us wouid have expected to meet," "1
34Determinedfrom pilot study.
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have had experiences of chance events or coincidences that lefi me with the feeling that
the events had been orchestrated or pianned by a mysterious unseen force," and "1have

met my best fiiends through chance and coincidences." The interna1 reliability
(Cronbach's Alpha) of the sale is a = -91, and bas concurrent validity is supported by
positive correlations with scores on Hwd's (1975) Mysticism Scaie (a measure of
spiritual & religious expenence; r = .50, p < .001), TeUegen's (1974) Absorption Scale (a
trait-like measure of how attentively engaged or imaginatively "absorbed" a person tends
to be in their own thoughts and experiences; r = SO, p < .001), and with the Openness to
Experience scale of Goldberg's (1 W2) "Big Five" Personality Inventory, r = -18,p < -05
(Hladkyj & Johnson, 1999). In the current study, the CCQ was found to have an intenial
reliability (Cronbach's Alpha) of a = 90.
Concurrent validity of the three emplotment mesures is supported by signifïcant
and positive correlaîîons among the three scales (Table 2)

Table 2

Inter-correlations of three em~lotrnentscales (n = 483)

1. Narrative Emplotment Scale (NES)
2. Possible Lives Questionnaire (PLQ)
3. Chance and Coincidence Questionnaire (CCQ)

-

.33***

-

.66***
.27"*

-

Existentid meanine
- and mupose. Existentid meaning and purpose were measured

using Reker's (1996) Life Attitude Profile (Revised) (LAP-R; see Appendix VI). The
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LAP-Ris a 48-item Likert-style questionnaire measuring six dimensions of meaaing and
purpose-in-life (i.e., goal-seeking, seme of purpose or "mission" in me, sense of
coherence, choice and responsibility, death acceptance, and existential vacuum). The six
dimensions are cornbined (by simple summation) to create two scores: a 'Tersonal
Meaning Index" (which measures the person's sense of having a direction and a purpose in
life), and an "Existentid Transcendence" score which measures the extent to wfiich a
person has anained a "new perspective on life...risen above the failures of living, has a
good understanding of self,.. accepts the prospect of petsonal death, has an appreciation
for pst, present, and fùture, and views life as inevitable and meaningfiil" (Reker, 1996, p.

20). As reporteci by Reker, internai reiiability (Cronbach's Alpha) of the six s u b d e s aad
the two composite indexes range h m a = -77 to .87 (for the subscales), and a = .88 to
.91 (for the composites) across both age and gender. Six-week test-retest reîiabiiities of

the subscales and composite indices range between r = -77 to .90. Concurrent validity of
the LAP-R scales and composites is strongly supported by significant correlations with
numerous related measures. Table 3 (below) shows correlations of the LM-R's two
major indices -- the Purpose and Meaning Index (PMI) and Existential Transcendence

(ET) -- with a partial list of reiated measures (for cornplete detailed information on validity
studies of dl LAP-Rs u b d e s and composites, see M e r , 1996).

In the curent study, internai reliabiiities (Cronbach's Alphas) for the subscales
were found to range between a =.72 and .90 (goai-seeking, .72; existential vacuum, .75;
choice & responsibility, .82; coherence, 3 3 ; purpose, .84; death acceptarice, -88;

existential transcendence index, .84; and personal meaning index, 90). Six-week testretest reliabilities ranged k m r = .60 to 75.
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Table 3
Correlations of LAP-R maior indices (PMI and En with other rneasuresa

PMI

Measure

ET

mirpose in Life Test (Crumbaugh & Maholick, 1%9)
Life Regard Index (Battista & Ahond, 1973)
Sense of Coherence (Antonovsky, 1987)
Alienation Scale (Dean, 1961)
(Extenial) Locus of Control (Reid & Ware, 1974)
Death Acceptance (Wong, 1992)
Death Fear (Wong, 1992)
Optùnism (Scheir & Carver, 1985)
Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, 1967)
Life Satisfaction index (Wood, 1969)

** p c -01

a

al1 as cited in Reker, 1996

Potential Covariates

Two additionai measures

- perceived stress and narcissism - were included in the

Phase 1questionnaire battery as potential covariates in regression and ANCOVA
anaiy~es.~'

Perceived stress. Because of some evidence that shows that tolerance of
ambiguity can be attenuated by stress (e.g., Friedland & Keinan, 1991), a modified

version of the original Cohen, Kamarck, and Memelstein (1983) Perceived Stress Scale
developed and used by Perry in numerous studies using university students (e.g., Perry,
Hladkyj, P e k m , & Pelletier, in press) was included in the questionnaire (Appendix VII).
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Following the recomrnendations ofKeppel & Zedeck (1989), if potential covariates were found to
correlate .20 or higher with any dependent measure, îhen they were included as a covariate in any
N O V A analyses. If the covariatewas found to correlate less than .20, then it was dmpped, because
ANOVA is a more powerful test.
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The scale consists of seven items which ask the respondent to estimate, on a 5-point

Likea scale, how fkquently (i.e., 1 = never, thmugh 5 = very often) he or she has
experienced stressfid feelings in the previous month (e-g-, "How often have you found that

you could not cope with al1 the things you had to do?," and "How ofkn have you been
angered because of things that happened that were outside of your control?"). A total

chronic perceived stress score is computed by nimming the ratiags for each of the items.

Intemal reliability (Cronbach's Alpha) of the shortened s a l e has been found to be
consistent across different samples of University students (as = .84 and .85; Perry, 1997,
1998) and has a test-retest reliability of r = -64 (Perry, 1998). Constmct validity of the

scale is supported by positive correlations with self-reported student absenteeism h m
class (r = -19, p < .O 1), number of doctor visits duriag the school year (r = .13, p < .01),
fiequency of negative emotions associated with educational experience (r = .45, p c .001),
and test d e t y (r = SO, p < .001); and by negative correlations with optimism (r = -.52,
< .001), perceived control (r = 9.31, < .ûûl), students' global subjective perceptions of

both physical health (r = -.25, < .001) and psychological health (r = 0.47, g < .001), and

overall feelings of adjustment to university (r = -.29, < .001; Hladkyj, Pelletier,
Drewniak, & Pemy, 1998). In the current study, internai reliability of the stress s a l e was
found to be a = -84.
Narcissism. Because this study required individuals to, in part, reflect on certain
aspects of their personal lives and identities, individual ciifferences in existing levels of

positive self-regard, self-preoccupation, and egocentncity could potentially bias

questionnaire responding (e.g., those with high levels of narcissism might have a tendency

to read greater levels of self-relevant m e d g into chance events relative to those low in
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narcissism). Thus, a standard measure of narcissism was uicluded in the questionnaire
battery in order to check for any confound effects of nmissism and, if requireâ, to
statisticdy adjust the dependent mesures for these pre-existing differences in the planned
anaiyses, The 40-item "public domain" version of the Narcissistic Personality
Questionnaire (NPI; Raskin & Hall, 1979, 1981;Raskin & Terry, 1988) was included in

the questionnaire battery to measve narcissism (see Appendix V').Unlike otbet
measures used in this study, the NP1 is a forced-choice measure in which respondents
choose which one of two oppositionai £kt-perwnstatements is more ~e~descriptive

(e-g., "1 wouid do almost anything on a dm," vs. '1 tend to be a fairly cautious person").
The scale is designed to measue seven interrelated components of narcissism: C'A~thonty"

(perceptions of the self as an authority, a bom leader), c6Exhibitionism"(desire for and
enjoyment of attention fiom others), "Superionty" Qxrception of oneself as special,

unique), "Entitlement" (belief or expectation that one deserves bestowals, special
treatme~it,etc.), c'Exploitiveness~'(manipulating situations and others for seIf-

enhancement), "Self-s~ciency"(perceptions of self as competent and capable), and
"Vanity" (admiration of one's body),

Although the seven separate NP1 subscales do not have particularly high levels of

interna1 reliability (authority, a = .73;exhibitionism, a = .63;superiority, a = -54;
entitlement, a = .50, exploitiveness, a = .52; self-suficiency, a = .50; vanity, a = .64, as
reported by Raskin & Teny (1988), the fiill scale has a Cronbach's Alpha of a = .83.

NP1 subscde and fui1 scale reliabilities in the current study vexy closely replicated
those reported by Raskin and Terry: authority, a = .71; exhibitionism, a = .64; superiority,
a = .53;entitlement, a = -43, exploitiveneu, a = .57; self-sufficiency, a = .48; vanity, a =
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S9; with fiiU scaie reliability of a = .83.

Demomhica Demographic information coliected was age, sex, marital status,
ethnicity, and religious identification (see Appendix IX).

Phase II
Task Materiais

Materials for Phase IT of the study consisted of (a) a set of 20 stimulus images
(appx. 6 cm x 4 cm), each in a small envelope, and ali contained in a larger envelope, (b) a

stick of glue, (c) a task booklet containing a "memory grid," one of two Werent versions
of instructions, a recording form, a blank page, and (in some conditions) one of two

versions of an autobiographicai task form.
Twentv stimulus imapes. Twenty black and white stimulus images (Appendix X)
were used in Phase II of the study. Each image was approximately 6 cm. x 4 cm., and

denved (via cornputer manipuiation) fiom photographs taken or obtained by the
researcher. The selection of images was based on Toglia and Battig's (1978) catalogue of
semantic word noms. The catalogue iists 2,854 English language words, dong with

mean inter-raterjudgements (made by more than 2,500 intrioductory Psychology students)
on seven qualitative dimensions (i.e., concreteness, imagery, categorizability,
meaningfulness or associabiiity, familiarity, pleasantness, and number of feaîures or
attributes). The words are grouped into eight clusters on the basis of the ratings. In the

current study, o d y words h m "Cluster T' and "Cluster 8" were used, as these clusters
contain words havuig the highest ratings on concreteness, imagery, and meaningfulness.
The researcher examined the clusters, and selected 20 words using the following pmess:

First, the words were chosen for their practical "photographability," which resulted in a
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list of 194 words. The selected words, dong with their mean ratings on the dimensions of

concreteness, imagery, and meaningfulness were then entered into an SPSS spreadsheet.
A total ccsalience"score was then calculated by summuig each of the three ratings for each

word, and the mean satience score of al1 the words was calculated CM = 16.43). The
words were then rank-ordered on the total salience score (see Appendix XI), the word
having the closest score to the mean ("saxophone,"

m= 16.42) was then marked as the

"anchor," and every ninth word above and below the word saxophone was then selected-

In cases where a selected wod was too similar to another word already selected Ce-g.,
"dress," and "pants,'"%nouth," and c?ongue"), the adjacent word was selected iastead.

The result was the following 20 stimulus words:
Boat
SandaI
Rabbit
Spider

Book
Highway
Turtle
Bucket

Telephone
Clown
Drum

Pen

Goaa

Mouth
Toilet
Skull

House
Dress
Cloud
Nail

The researcher then either photographed or obtaùled an existing image of the objective
referent of each of the words. Each of these photographs was scanned into a cornputer
file and manipuiated with a graphics pro-

to produce a simple "line d r a . g 9 'rendering

of the onginal image. These images were then duplicated and each image placed in a smaU
coin envelope and arranged into sets of 20, in sunicient number for the study. Each set of
20 images in small envelopes was then shutned and loosely inserted into a larger envelope

Random Picture-Memonr Task Booklets. The Random Picture-Memory Task
package consisteci of several components. The main component (labelled a 'knernory
grid") was an arrangement of 30 empty rectangles organked in a 3 x 10 layout across 2
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pages in a "booklet" form. The lefi-most column of rectangles was labelled "memory 1,"
"memory S,"..."memory

10." The middle column was labelled "image 1,""image

2,"..."image 10." The right-most column was labelled "explanation 1,""explanation 2,"...

c'explanation 10" (see Appendk XII). Along with this blank grid were one of four
different sets of instructions (see Appendix XIQ, a blank sheet of paper labelled
"PLEASE GLUE W S E D IMAGES ON THIS PAGE" (Appendix Xnr), one of two
diEerent task record sheets (see Appendix XV), and/or, in some conditions, one of two
dBerent autobiographical task foms and an embedded pst-task questionnaire (contained
as part of Appendix Xm).

Phase m
Follow-ur, Ouestionnaire
The follow-up questionnaire used in Phase III of the study consisted of a

readministration of the Life Attitude Profile (revised) (LAP-R; Reker, 1996) and the
Narrative Em~lotmentScale (Hl*,

1998a), both previously described. In addition to

these scdes, the follow-up questionnaire also contained a section consisting of 19
additional items (Appendix XVI) which asked the participant to rate, on a s a l e h m 1 to
7, the extent of change in various "aspects and experiences of life" over the "last several

rnonths" (1 = much less, 7 = much more). Participants were asked 90what extent have
the following aspects and expenences of life changed for you in the 1 s t several months?,"

followed by the list of 19 aspects of Me, such a9 "clarity about your goals in Me?,"
"happiness with life-in-general?," "feeüngs that you Life is in control?," and so on.
Broadly, the construction of the üst of "aspects and experiences" in this section of the
follow-up questionnaire was intended to reflect, in a global rnanner, the ostensible content
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measured by the sales used in the Phase I q~estionBairP~~.
For example, the item "clarity
about your goals in life?" was intended as an altemate single-item mesure of the GoalSeeking subscale of the Lûe Attitude Profile, the item "feeling that your life makes sense
to you?" as an item reflecting Narrative Emplotment,

and so on.

Procedure
General overview of the design of the study. As noted previously, the study was

conducted in three separate phases covering about a 6 to 8 week period. Phase 1
consisted of the pre-task questionnaire. Phase II consisteci of a number of experimental
sessions in which participants completed one of several different emplotment tasks (either

an Mage association task, a written autobiographical task,or both3' ). Phase ïiI was the
post-task follow-up phase of the study, and also included an additionai posttestonly

Originally, my intent had beento simply re-administer al1ofthe scalesused in Phase 1in order to test
for any etTects of the task. This was done in the pilot study, but very few effects were observed. One
possible reason for the lack of post-task effects using a "pure replication" approach may be due to
the generally high intemal and test-retest reliabilities of most of the measures, which would, by
definition, make them "resistant" to change in the relative short tenn by ail but the most powerful of
treatrnent or taskeffects. in addition, because some participants would no doubt recognize the scales
from Phase 1, there rnight be some attempt on their part (unconsciousor ouierwise)to "be consistent"
and respond to the items in Phase III in the same way as they had in Phase 1. For these reasons,
following the pilot study, 1decided thatexploringan "alternate measures" approach to the follow-up
questionnaire might be more profitable.
Jung ( 19Wl969) maintained thatthe experienceof meaninfil coincidence (usynchronicity") involves
the activation ofthe contentsofthe unconscious. Ln having an unconscious component,the experience
of meaningfil coincidencewould have a spontaneouscomponent. In consideringthisperspective, two
different emplotmenttasks were use& First, a projective task involving unchosen stimuli (randomly
selected images) to prompt spontanoous associations, and secand, a more haditionally conceived
c'autobiogaphical" task involving the deliberate and consciousiydirected recovery of mernorable
coincidences. in the current author's view, the formertaskmay have more "experimental realism" in
terms of the way we '(meet" chance events in real life than if we do so by intentionally recalling
coincidences through deliberate autobiography, the latter of which has been the traditional way in
which narrativeemplotmenthas been appmached, for example, in reminiscence or life-review therapy.

-
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coatrol group J
I( = 42) which completed the Phase 1questionnaire battery (in order to test
for effects due simply to the passage of time).The diagram below represents a simple

flowchart outiine of the study:

GROUP 1

GROUP2

GROUP3

GROW4

GiCOUP5

GROUP6

GROüP7

GROW8

follow-up

follow-up

follow-up

follow-up

foiiow-up

follow-up

follow-up

battery

Recniitment. Participants were recruited for the study fiom several sections of an
introductory psychology course. Because of the divenity of the students' individual
acadernic schedules, they could choose and sign up to attend one of 16 Phase I sessions

scheduled at various times on various days over a two-week period.

Assiment of conditions to sessions. Because participants chose which session
to participate in (thereby precluding random assignment), the experimental tasks

(listed under gmups 1 to 6, above) were raadomly assigned, by the role of a die, to each
of the sessions after al1 the participants signed up for the sessions they wished to attend.

Phase 1: Pre-task measurement In Phase 1of the study, participants completed the
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pre-task questionnaire baîtery consisting of the demographic measures (age, gender,
marital status, ethnicity, & religion), the potentiai covariates (Perceived Stress Scale,

Narcissistic Personality uiventory), the independent rneasures (the Desirability of Control
Scale, Multiple Stimulus Types Ambiguity Tolerance scale), and the Phase 1dependent
measures (Narrative Empfotment Scale, Possible Lives Questionnaire, Chance and
Coincidence Questiomaire, Life Attitude Profile)? Data collection sessions took place

"en masse" in a university classmm with a seating capacity of about 40 pers on^?^
At the beginning of each session the researcher thanked the students for their

attendance and explained the contents of the questionnaire package which, in addition to
the Phase 1questionnaire, contained an informed consent form and instructions for
selectuig a "secret Wgit code number" that the participants would use to identify

To control for possible order effects, partial counterbalancing was employed, using4 differentorders
of C C ~ [ ~ ~of
t escales:
rs"
Cluster 1 - demographics, narcissism, arnbiguity toterance
Cluster 2 - possible lives, emplotment, chance & coincidence
Cluster 3 - desire for control, stress
Cluster 4 Iife attitudes

-

-

Order 1 Clusters 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
Order 2 2-3-4-1
"
3-4-1-2
Order 3
Order4- "
4 1 2 - 3
This ordering was chosen to maximize the "distance" in the battery betweenthe two IVs of the study
arnbiguity tolerance and desire for control, and resulted in, any given order, the IV measures k i n g
separated by at least 3 other scales.

-

The number of participants varied fiom session to session. Because students could choose a time
and day that best fit their individual schedules, some sessions (Le., late day) were attended by as few
as five students, whereas other sessions (i.e., iate moming, midday sessions) had as many as 40
students.
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themselves in fùture sessionsm(see Appendix XVm. At this tirne, the researcher also
drew the students attention to lists of times and &tes for Phase U sessions that were
spread on a table at the front of the m m , and verbally instnrcted the students to make

sure to sign up for a Phase U session after they nnished and handed in the questionnaire.

The students were then given an opportunity to ask any questions. Once any questions
were answered, they were thanked again for their participation, and aliowed to do the
questionnaires.

Phase I?: Task sessions, Two to three weeks d e r Phase 1sessions were
completed, the students in the experimental conditions (Groups 1

-- 6) returned for their

Phase II sessions, in which they did one of six possible tasks4'. Each of these conditions is
outlined below.

In the FREE-FORM IMAGE ONLY group (designated "Group l"), students
received a task package containing a blank "memory grid," a large envelope containing the

20 images (each image in a separate small coin envelope), a pend, a s m d stick of glue,
and an instruction page. The instructions asked them to fust write down 10 mernories in

the appropriate spaces in the lefi-hand column on the "memory grid," and then fier

The use of "secret code numbers" to match students' data across the phas& of the study was a
requirement of the Human Ethical Review Committee. It was felt that many of the items in the
questionnaire,a1though not specified, were sodeeply persona1that anonymitywas more appropriate

than confidentiality, and the case was made that anonymity would ensure more honest responding to
the questionnaire items. Thus, 1used a secret code number procedure, but, on hindsight, now see that
this was inefficient, given that by the end of the study about 200h of the students could not remember
their code numbers, resulting in posttask data that were unable to be positively matched with data
collected in the initial phases of the study. This forgetfulness was particularly surprishg given that
it was suggested to students that their secret code numbers be their mothers' birth dates in
day/month/year format.
As in Phase 1 of the study, the task was randomly assigned to the session (rather than parâicipants
assigned to conditions) after students signed up.
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having done this, randomly draw 10 of the small coin envelopes h m the larger envelope.
Each of the coin envelopes was then opened and the 10 images removed and spread out
on the table. The students were then instructed to try to f k l y match or associate any of
the 10 images with any of their 10 recorded mernories. AAet deciding on the best '%tyyof

al1 10 images to their memories, they were then instructed to glue each image into the
appropriate space in the middle column of the grid next to the memory they bad
associated it with- Further, any images that could not be 'cco~ected"or "fit" to a memory

were "discarded" by gluing them to a separate page of bIank paper prwided for this
purpose. Mer gluing down the images the students were then asked to write a short
reason for the association between theu memory and the image in the adjacent empty
space next to the image. They then completed the 'bsk record sheety'(see Appendix

XV). This serveci a dual purpose of pmviding the researcher with (a) a record of the
associations in case the images become unstuck and (b) a check on whether or not the

participant used the sarne word as the researcher to identifj. the image (e-g., 6cmonkey"as
opposed to "gorilla," etc,). Fhdly, the students completed a brief post-task questionnaire
(see Appendix MII) in which they were asked (a) to ident* any images that caused a
flood of memories, and to rate, on a scaie of 1 to 7, (b) how well the images "fityytheir

memories, (c) how often they think about the memories they wrote down, (d) how often
they thuik about the role of chance and coincidence in their lives, (e) and the extent to

which they felt that doing the task may have prompted them to think differently about their
rnemories than in the pst.
In the FREE-FORM WNTING ONLY condition (designatecl "Group 2'3,
participants received a task package containhg a pend with an eraser and the "Chance
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Events & Coincidences in M y Life Story" questionnaire (see Appendix Xm ), in which
they were instructed to write a prose account of the "strangest,most unusual chance
event h

i you

can think of - one t h t stanrls outjbm al1 the rest, one that mrry have

seemed orfelt to you ut the time t h t if migh! have been due to something more thanjusl
chance or something more thunjzst a simple coincidence-

"

This condition was

designatted as '"firee-f~rm'~
because minimal constraints were placed on the participants:

They were fiee to write in any style they want and with as much or as littie detail as they
chose; and if they ran out of m m ,they were free to use the reverse side of the page.

When the students finished writing their stones, they then completed an attached posttask

questionnaire in which they were asked to idenaify (a) how many parts, elements, or events
they felt were necessary for the coincidence they described, (b) what kind of event was the
''trigger" for the coincidence (e-g., meeting a stranger, King in an d a m i i i a r location,

etc), (c) the theme or content of the coincidence (e.g., meeting a romantic partner, being
saved fiom misfortme, etc.), (d) how stnuige or

the coincidence felt, (e) how

much perceived impact it had in the subject's life, and the nature of the impact, (0 whether
the coincidence was negative, neutral, or positive, (g) how often the person thinks about
the specific coincidence, (h) how often the person thioks about the role of coincidence in

his or her life generally, and (i) whether or not the person felt that writing about the

coincidence caused him or her to think dserently about it.

In the FREE-FORM IMAGE + WiUTlNG condition (desigmted "Gtoup 3'3,
participants did both tasks: k t , the image-association task, followed by the written task.

In the FIXED-FORM IMAGE ONLY condition (designateci "Group 4'1, the
participants received the same task package as Gmup 1, but with different instructions.
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Uniike those in Group 1, who were free to spread out al1 10 selected images
simuitaneously and examine and tearrange them to h d the best '%t" to their mernories
before glueing them down, participants in Group 4 were required to proceed sequentiaily:
The f
b
t image was drawn b r n the envelope, and an attempt was made to match it to the
fist memory. If the f k t image drawn could not be matched with the f k t memory, then it

had to be discarded (giued to the blank ' ' u n d images" page) and not used with any

other memory. The second image drawn then had to be matched to the second memory,
or discarded. This sequential process was repeated until 10 images had been drawn and

either used or discarded. In this way, the important difference between Gmup 1 and

Group 4 was that, in the former, participants had an immeasrably greater degree of
creative fieedom in doing the ta&; wheres in the latter, their interpretive fieedom was
constrained by a set of fjxed rules regarding the task process.
P d l e l l i n g the constraints imposed on those in the fixed-image condition (Group
4), participants in the FIXED-FORM WRiTlNG condition (designated "Group Y)

provided a written account of a coincidence; but instead of k i n g able to do so fieely, they
were constrained by the form and o r g h t i o n of the questionnaire they received (the
"Coincidence Experience FomY';see Appendix Xm ), and a list of directives in the
accornpanying instructions. First, the fom itself required that they &te only inside of
small boxes, thus necessitating the curtailment of detail (unlike the fiee-form writing
group, which could use the other side of the page if they ran out of room). Second, the

boxes were to be used only for certain specified information (e.g., separate boxes for
descriptions of events, tirne and place of event, how the event felt, etc.). Third, boxes
were provided for the description of only two "events" involved in the coïncidence (thus
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precluding written detail of complex coincidences involving more than two events).

Fourth, participants in this condition were told to describe events that were causally
unrelated and that occurred not more than several days apart, F i a participants were also
required to provide two specifïc types of interpretations of why the coincidence occurred:

one a "feeling-based" interpretation, and the other a "scientific" interpretation (in contrast
to the fiee-writing group students, who were not given any directives conceming how to

think about ttieir experiences). Regarding this fiAh constraint, the instructions were
designed to impose a particular world-view on the participants' interpretations by noting
that "mostscientists do not b e h e in coincidences und bnrsh them agas unscienh3c,
saying that rhey are af o m of seljaelzrriort, iJZwory correZation, or superstitious
primitive thinking.

"

As a final constraint, participants in the fuced-writing group had to

use the permanent-ink pens provided by the researcher (which prevented erasing & rewriting, unlike the fiee-form writing group, who were given p e n d s and couid erase, edit,

or re-write their stories). As with the fiee-form group, students in the &cd-form writing
group also completed an attached posttask questionnaire."

In the FIXED-FORM IMAGE + \KRITING condition (designated "Group 6"),
participants did both of the fixed tasks: first, the fixed-form image-association task,
followed by the fixed-forrn written task. Those in the pre-post oniy NO-TASK condition
(designated "Group 7") did not participate in Phase II of the study. Neither did those in
the pst-only condition (%roup 8'3.
12

Even though participants in the fixed-fonn writing condition were only provided with enough boxes
to describe two events in their coincidence, the posttask questionnairewas rewordedin such a way as
to allow them to indicate how many events in total were involved in the coincidence. Thiswas done
in order to enable the collection ofthe same posttaskdata as that coIlected h m the ûee-forrn wrïting
g-oup-
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Administration procedures for Phase II were similar to those used in Phase 1: At
the beginning o f each session, the students were thanked for their continued participation,

and the contents o f the task package were explained to them. Because of the novelty o f
the image-association task, the researcher took a few minutes at the beginning of each
session involving this task to "work through" an example using enlarged overhead

transparencies of the task rnateria~s*~

Foilowing the example, the students' attention was drawn to lists of available
sessions for Phase III, and the request made to them to make sure to sign up for a Phase IJI
session before they leR They were then asked if they had any questions; and once these

were answered, they were fiee to begin the task. As the students began working, the
researcher made a note of the t h e ; and as students finished the task and handed in the
materials, he noted the number of five-minute intervals between the start time and the time
that the task materials were handed in on the fiont of the fonn?

Phase T
E Post-task follow-m. Two to three weeks following the completion of
the Phase II sessions, participants

in the experirnental conditions retunied for Phase IIl of

The pilot study revealed that although the majority of participants understood the task requirements,
a few students had difficulty following the written instructions but understood what was required
of hem once the task was demonstrated by way of an example. In order to minimize conhsion in
the actual study, the decision was made to include a demonstration example at the beginning of each
session that used the image-association task. In each case, the researcher used the same pair of
mernories and images: a "memory" of catching fiogs at Grand Beach associated to the image of a
turtle (because there were also turtles at Grand Beach), and a "memory" of getting in trouble for
stealing a chocolate bar, which 1 told them 1 could not associate with the image of a sandal (to
provide a demonstration of how to glue an unassociated image ont0 the "unused images" page).

To avoid raising suspicions that the task was being timed, a space on the cover of the memory grid
booklet was labelled "Session Code to be filled in by researcher." ifa student took 55 minutes to
complete the task, the researcher entered an "1 1" in the session code space (Le., 11 5-minute
intervals = 55 minutes).

-
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the study, in which they completed the follow-up questionnaire (previously describeci).

During this tirne, the pre-pst only group (Group 7) ais0 completed the follow-up
questionnaire, while the post-ooly group (Group 8) completed the questionnaire battery
from Phase 1. Following the completion of the questionnaire, each participant was given a

debriefing sheet (Appendix XVm), was thanked for his or her participation, and was fke
to leave the session.

ALI data collection was done in strict accordance with the ethical principles of the
American Psychologicd Association and the procedures approved by the University of

Manitoba Department of Psychology Human Ethical Review Commitee (HERC # 99153), and permission was obtained fiom the original authors to reproduce and use ail

scdes employed in the research that were not designed by the principal iavestigator

(Appendix X E ) .
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RESULTS AM) DISCUSSION
Because of the large number ofanalyses required to answer the questions raised in
this thesis, the Analyses & Results section has been organized in four major sections. The

first section is titled '1.Preliminary Analyses," and includes information on the preparatory
work done on the data (e.g., scale construction and reliability checks, instrumentation
checks, etc.). The second section presents analyses done to test the formal hypottheses of
the study, and is titled "II. Tests of F o d Hypothesis-" This section is organized so that

each hypothesis is treated in a self-contained subsection that includes both the statisticai
results and a discussion of the results4'. The third section is titled "III. Supplementary
Analyses," and contains analyses of the pst-ta& questiomak and follow-up data done
to identiQ any effects due to participation in the study. Finally, a fourth section is entitled

"W. Additional Analysis: Predictors of Personal Meaning," which conbins the results of

a sequential regression of Personal Meaning Index data collected at the end of the study
regressed on a core set of predictors measured at the beginning of the study.
1. Pretiminarv Anaivses

Data Handling
Data sheets. Before the data were scanned, each NCS "bubble" response-sheet
was visually examined for stray pend marks, smudges, or incomplete erasing, the

presence of the secret code number on each sheet used by each student, and for proper
sheet order (i.e., k t sheet on the top, last sheet on the bottom). At this t h e , several
additional identification codes were added in the unused spaces on the last response sheet.

A general summary discussion of the overall results, and conclusions and speculations about them
follows the "II. Tests of Fonnal Hypotheses" section.
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These codes included identifkation of which condition the participant was in, which
Phase, which session, and which counterbalance order of the questionnaire the student had
answered.
Data scanninn and file creation. Data sheets for Phase 1and Phase iII were

submitted for cornputer scanning separately for each session.'

Each subsequent text

output file was then examined for the presence of double responses (not easily detected by
visuai scanning). Any double-responses that were found were converted into missing
values. The resulting files were then converted to SPSS spteadsheet files, sorted on the

students' secret code numben, and merged into a single dataset? Once in this form, the
data were examined for out-of-muge values by rurining descriptive statistics on each
variable in the dataset, and any out-of-range values were converted to missing data.

Manuai entrv of Phase II data Data h m Phase II of the study were recorded by
the students directly onto the task materials and, because of this, were manuaily entered
into the dataflle. This included entering (a) student's responses to the posttask
questionnaire items (recorded by students directly on the questionnaire rather than on a

machine readable bubble sheet), (b) the time-on-task information recorded by the
researcher, and (c) the nurnber of images used by students in the image-association

Separate-session scanning of the bubble sheets was done to ensure that in the event of a scannerjam
the "damage" would be limited to only a small stack of sheets rather than the whole stack.
As noted previously, participants who forgot their code nwnbers provided data that could not be
merged across phases. in additionto this, some students who participated inearlier phases ofthe study
simply did not retumto completethe study for reasonsassociateàwith introductory psychology course
attrition. The mergingof data across phases resulted in completedata(i.e., matched acrossdl phases)
for 3 16 students in the experimental group(loss of 104) and 4 1students in the pte-pst condition (loss
of 10). In the post-only comparison group for which data-matching was not required, data were
obtained fiom 42 students.
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conditions. In addition, a record of which ten of the 20 images were drawn h m the
envelope by each participant in the image-association conditions was also entered at this
time for the purposes of checking the fkquency that each image was used.
Scale Construction & Reliabilitv Checks

Prior tu formal hypotheses tests or any descriptive or expIoratory analyses,scales
were constnicted according to the formulas appropriate to each scale (typically a

summation of items scores following the reverse coding of specinc items) and intenial

reliability assesseci. Table 4 (next page) provides a summary of this information. As can
be seen fkom Table 4, intenial reliabilities of the measures were fairly hi& and consistent

with those reporteci from others studies (previously described in the Method section).
Instrumentation Checks

Order effects. Using questionnaire order within the battery as the independent
factor, one-way ANOVAs were perfomed on each of the variables to deteniune whether

or not the order in which the questionnaites were completed affected participants'
responses. Ail Fs were found to be less than 2.00, withp-value significance levels ranging
between -12 to -95. On this basis, it was concluded that the order in wbich the various
scales and questionnaires were completed had no signifiant effects on participants'

responding.
Measurement effects. To test for any subsequent effects that answering the Phase
1 questionnaire itseif may have had on the underlying coosmicts k i n g measured, for

example, by prompting self-reflection, dependent t-tests were petfornieci on the pre-post
differences associated with narrative emplotment and existentid weil-king (ir., Life
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Table 4
Intemal Reliabilitv of Scales/Subscaies Used in Study
Scale or Subscaie

T ~ o f I t e mNumberofitems

Ns:
-

-

Desire for Control (DC)
Scaled 1 7
Ambiguity Tolerance (MSTAT) Scaled 1 7
DVs:
Narrative Emplotment
Possible Lives Questionnaire

Chance & Coincidence Total
subscaie: Transpefsonal

Scaled 1 - 7
Scaled 1 - 7

Sded 1- 7

mirpose

-

Communication
Instrumental Consequence
Pattern Perception
Paranormal Experience
Chance-as-Illusion

Life Attitude Profile:
Scaied 1 - 7
Existentid Ttanscendence (Full Scale)
Purpose & Meaning Index
subscale: Sense of Purpose
Sense of Coherence
Choice/Responsibility
Death Acceptane
Existentid Vacuum
Goal Seeking
Covariates:
Narcissism Total Scale
forced-choice
subscaie: Authonty
Exhibitionism
Superiority

Entitlement
Exploitiveness
Self-Sufficiency
vanity
Perceived Stress
a unless

Scaled 1 - 5

otherwise noted, vaiues are Cronbach's Alpha

IntemalReliabilitva
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Attitude Profile scores) measured at the start and the end of the study in the pre-pst
only control condition (Group 7). The results suggest that completing the N d v e
Emplotment Scale and the Life Attitude Profile in Phase 1of the study did not have any
significant effects on subsequent responding to the same questionnaires in Phase IIi, as
indicated by non-significant ts for al1 measures, which ranged nom -427 to 1.78, ail ps >

.os?
Temwral effects. To check for any effects associated with the passage of t h e ,
scores on Phase 1 measures in the pre-pst only control condition (Group 7 ) were
compared to the scores of those in the pst-only control group (Group 8), the latter of
whom completed the identicai questionnaire,but did so at the end of the study (i.e., 6 to 8
weeks later)). The majority of individual t-test cornparisons revealed no significant
differences, and thus provide confidence that the measurement of the constnicts in this
study was relatively unaffected by the temporal context. However, three of the time-

cornparisons were sienificant. First, scores on the transpersonal interpretation subscale of
the CCQ were slightly lower for students who completed the Phase 1 questionnaire later in
the tenn than earlier (Ms = 18.02 vs. 2 1.76;r[90] = 2.18, p = .032). Second, acceptance

of death subscale scores h m the Life Attitude Profile were also lower for those
completing the Phase 1questionnaire later than earlier (Ms = 35.45 vs. 39.82; i[9 1] = 2.15,
p

= .034).

Finally, scores on the exploitiveness subscale of the Narcissistic Personality

Inventory were, on the other hand, higher for those completing the questionnaire later
rather than earlier (Ms = 2.07 vs. 1A S ; t[911 = -2.16, p = .034). However, because a total

Due to missing data fiom several participants in the pre-post only condition, degrees of freedom for
the individual t-tests varied fiom 36 to 40.
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of 29 scales and subscaies were tested in this analysis, to maintain the experimentwise

error rate at an a priori .O5 would require setting the critical alpha for each cornparison at
p < .O0 17. Clearly, none of the three < .O5 cornparisons approach this level of

significance, suggesting that the apparent &£ferences could reflect a statistical artifact
related to the number of cornpari~ons~~
rather real ciifferences due to the passage of t h e .
However, if each of the separate tests were trieated as independent, the nature of the

variables in which the three differences occur might suggest that several elements of the
constructs measured in this study may not be entirely independent of effects associateci
with the passage of t h e ?

Assiment of conditions-to-sessions and

mu^

eauivalencies in Phase 1. As

noted previously, participants were not raadomly assigned to conditions, but mther,

expimental conditions were randorniy assigned, by the roll of a die, to scheduled sessions
afier the students had self-selected into the session timeslots. To check for initial (i.e.,
pre-task) group equivalencies on Phase 1measures, condition assigrnent in Phase 31 was

used as the grouping factor in a senes of one-way ANOVAs p e r f o d on al1 Phase 1
measures. With the single exception of scores on the seKsufnciency subscale of the

In the context ofthe current study, 1am reluctant to use the conventionalexpression "due to chance,"
or "expected by chance alone." Perhaps it might be more internally consistent to say the apparent
differences were simply "rneaningless coincidences" Chatwould be expectedto occurh mtime to t h e ,
and read nothing more into them.
What springs to mind as one non-meaningless(and admittediycynical) interpretation oftheparricutlar
pattern of differencesare the effectç ofaccumulatingeducation. The most obviousdifferencebetween
those in the post-only group, as compared to the pre-post group is that the former hadexpenenceâ 6-8
weeks more university education, which immerses students in a secular world-view (which could
conceivably tesult in d u c e d transpersonal hterpretationsalong with its logical corollary decreased
death acceptance) as it prepares and equips studentsfor successful living in the adult world (increased
levels of exploitiveness).

-
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Namissistic Personaüty Inventory @PI), differences in the distribution of Phase I
measures across conditions were d l non-significant. Conceming the single significant
difference on the self-sufEciency subscale of the NP1 a follow up multiple comparison
probe revealed the source of the significance to be associated with a single comparison -Iower scores in the fixed fotm image-assaiiation-only condition (Group 6; M = 1.95)
compared to scores in the fixed-fom image + writing condition (Group 4; M = 2.94),
t(l13) = 3.73, p = .0003. An examination of the scheduling of sessions showed that,
based literdiy on the "roll of the dice," Group 4 sessions were al1 morning sessions (10:30

am), whereas Group 6 sessions were al1 aflemoon sessions (two 2:30 pm sessions and
one 4:00 pm session), thus suggesting a possible '%.me of day" e f f e t with Iower selfsufnciency scores in the aftemoon? However, given that the ciifferences in the
distribution of total NP1 scores across conditions was non-si@cant

and that the total

NP1 score was the measure of interest as a potential covariate in this study rather than any
of its constituent subscales, the minor differences in self-sufficiency in Phase 1(between
only two of the groups) were judged as inconsequentiai and not ailowed to overshadow

the fact that al1 of the other Phase 1measures were judged, on the basis of the non-

significant F tests, to be equivaiently distributed across conditions.
gr ou^

eauivalencies on demombhics. A non-significant one-way ANOVA

showed that the groups were not statisticallydifferent on age, F(7,442)

= 1-38, p = .22 1.

One speculation on the nature of a possible time-ofday effect on self-sufficiency scores might be
that as the day wears on in university, students' perceptions of self-sufficiency "fade" with fatigue.
Subjectively, it has ofien been my impression that fust-yearstudents who attend afiemmn research
sessions sometimes appear more "fianled" and worn-out than students who sign up for morning
sessions. Apart from this speculation, the possibility of a real time-of4ay effect on the selfsuficiency subscaleof theNPI i n d k t l y taises the issue of whether or not this dimension of the NP1
can be thought of as unintentionally measuring a temporary state as well as an enduring trait.
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The variation in proportion of males and fendes in each of the groups was also found to
be non-significant, W2(7,N = 443) = 10.47, p = -163, as was the distribution of marital
status, X2(7,N = 442) = 4 . 5 3 , ~
= -716, and religion, x2(7, N = 440) = 5.5543 = S92.

For

ethnicity, the chi-square value was y2(77N = 441) = 13-57,p = .059?

Check on randornization of irnaees. To veriijr the randomness of the shuffling
and subsequent drawing of the images h m the envelope by participants in the imageassociation conditions, the total number of times each of the 20 images was drawn îkom
the envelopes by all students was recordeci h m the task record sheets and two analyses

performed. First, although there was some nominal variation in the total number of times
that each of the images was drawn (e.g, the images of "clown7' and 'Wghway" drawn most
frequently [n = 1381, with ''clouds" and 'hbbit" drawn least fkequently [n = 11O]), a oneway Chi-squares3
showed that this variation was not statistically signifrcant, x2(19) =

10.94, p

= .953.

Table 5 (next page) shows the fiequencies and percentages of the total

number of times that each of the 20 images was drawn h m the envelopes. Second, a
one-sample Kolomogorov-Smimoff test was used to test the uniformity of the distribution.
The results show that the distribution of lkequencies does wt significmtly depart h m
uniformity, K-S Z = .99, p = .28 1. Both of these results confum that the extraction of
images from the envelopes by the students in the image-association-conditiom

approximated random selection.

52

2

The validity o f the x results forethnicity are suspect given the small(<5) cell size for non-Caucasian
students in the post-only condition.
As SPSS cannot easily be used to perfonn analyseson summary aggregate data, a program designed
for this purpose - Statistics Calculator V 5.0 (StatPac, Inc.) was used instead.

-
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Table 5
Distribution o f fkauencies of total number of times each imaae was drawn

Image

Total number
o f times drawn

% of total

Boat

Book
Bucket
Clouds
Clown
Dress
Dnim
Gorilla
Highway
House
Lips

Nail
Pen
Phone
Rabbit
Sandal
Skull
Spider
Toilet
Turtle

TOTAL

Test for bias due to loss of matchable data. As noted previously, ethical approval

of this research required that data coiiected across sessions be matched on the basis of a
student-generated "secret code number" rather than name or student number. Although

the intent of this procedural requirement was laudable (Le., to protect anonymity and
presumably enhance honesty in responding to questionnaire items), a substantial number of
participants forgot their code numbers or recalled them inaccurately, which resulted in
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about 20% of the data collected across sessions king ''UMlatchable" and thus unusable

for any longitudinally-onented analyses. One possible implication of the loss of these data
might be that it would affect the generalizabilityof the results- In order to check for any
potential response bias associated with 'Yorgetfulness,"~participants were classified as
having either remembereà their code uumbers (Le., a "matchable data" group) or as havhg

forgotten them (Le., an "unmatchable dataT7
group). Independent r-tests were then
performed to check for any systematic response differences beîween these two groups on
the independent, dependent, and covariate measures used in the study. Much to my relief,

no statisticaliy signifïcantly differences on any of the measures were found between those
who forgot and those who remembered their code numbers. Additionally, chi-square
analyses showed no si@cant

differences in the distribution of "forgetters" versus

"remembersrs" across categories of age, sex, marital status, religion, or ethnicity; or across
the diffërent experimental conditions.

Covariate Setection Tests
As noted previousiy, stress and narcissism measures were included in the Phase 1

battery as potentiai covariates (CVs). A two-step process was used to assess the

appropriateness of using either or both of these measures as a covariate: First, the
correlations between stress and narcissism and each of the IVs and DVs of the study were

exarnined. In particular, the examination focussed on identi-g

correlations with

"Forgetfiiiness" of code numbers coulci, for example, conceivably be an indicator of individual
differences in memory and retrïeval capacity. Because aspects of the study invofved a "tnemory
component" - for exarnple, remembering and reflecting on experiences of chance events and
coincidences - it could be possible that students who forgot their code numbers might answer
questionnaire items differently or perfonn differently on the emplotment task compared to students
who remembered their code numbers.
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absolute values equal to or greater than r = 20."
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Table 6 (next page) shows stress and

narcissism correlations for each of the N and DV measures. Second, homogeneity of
regression tests (of DVs on CVs at each level of dichotomized IV)were then perfomed on
associations meeting the initial screening criteria?
Stress as a mtential covariate. As shown in Table 6, if one disregards sign,

correIations involving stress that are in excess of .20 were found with the fdl-scale
Chance & Coincidence Questionnaire (r = -222)and the Pattem Perception subscale (r =

-232);and with Life Attitude Profile measures of Existential Transcendence (r = -.35l),
Sense of Purpose (r = -.204), Choice and Responsibility (r = -.240), and Existential
Vacuum (r = ,362).

Homogeneity of regression tests of the DVs on stress across levels of arnbiguity
tolerance showed homogenous slopes on ali six DVs of concem (i.e., CCQ total score,
CCQ pattern perception, LAP existentid transcendence, sense of purpose, choice and

responsibility, and existential vacuum). Parallel tests across levels of desire for controi,
however, showed heterogeneous slopes (i.e., an interaction between control and stress) for
the CCQ total score (F [l, 4771 = 3-92, p = -048) and for the LAP mesure of existential
transcendence (01,4721 = 5.9 1, p = .O 15), making the use of stress as a covariate in
conjunction with desire for control on these two measures inappropriate.
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Keppel and Zedeck (1989) state that using covariates with correlations of less than .20 with the DV
witl actually make ANCOVA a less sensitive test of IV effects than a simple ANOVA, and thus,
should be avoided.

The use of covariates in between-groups designs tequires that the effects of the covariate on the DV
be equivalent across al1 cells of the design. To check this assurnption, the SPSS Manova procedure
was used to generate homogeneity of regression tests for the CVs, following the procedures
described by Tabachnick & Fidell(2001).
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Table 6

Correlations between wtential covariates and studv IVs & DVs

IV or DV

Stress

Narcissism

Ambiguity Tolerance
Ambiguity Tolenuice dichotomized C'1ow'T'high"r
Desire for Control
Desire for Control dichotornized ("1oW'high"r

Chance & Coincidence Questionnaire (full scale)
Transpersonal Interpretation subscale
Sense of Purpose-in-Chance subscale
Instrumental Consequences subscale
Contact & Communication subscaie
Paranormal Interpretation subscale
Perception of Pattern-in-Chance subscale
Chance-as-Illusion subscale
Narrative Emplotment
Possible Lives Questionnaire

Life Attitude Profile:
Existential Transcendence (full scale)
Purpose-and-Meaning Index
Sense of Purpose subscale
Sense of Coherence subscale
Choice & Responsibility subscaie
Goal-Seeking subscale
Existential Vacuum subscale
Death Acceptance

Persistence Measures:
Time on task
Nurnber of images used
Nurnber of event elements in story

* Because of hypotheses associated with factorial ANOVA design, the two Ns -

-

arnbiguity tolerance and desire for control were dichotomized into "low" and "high"
groups, and Kendall tau-b correlations for ordinal variables also reported in addition to the
regular Pearson r.
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Narcissism as a wtential covariate. As shown in Table 6, if one disregards si=
correlations involving narcissism that are in excess of 20 were fuund with scores the
Possible Lives Questionnaire (r = -3IO), the Purpose and Meaning index of the LAP (r =

.225), the LAP sense of purpose subscale (r = .252), and the LAP choice and responsibility
subscale (r = ,238). As was done with the stress covariate, homogeneity of tegression tests
revealed non-significant interactions between ambijpity tolerance and narcissism for
scores on the Possible Lives meamre, the LAP Purpose and MeaLLiLLg Index, sense of
purpose subscale, and choice and responsibility subscale. However, when tested across
levels of desire for control, natcissism signincantly interacted with desire for control on

LAP choice and responsibility subscale scores (Ql, 4801 = 5.29, p = . O Z ) , thus
precluding the use of narcissism as a covariate in any between groups analysis involving
this particular LAP subscale.
C o n c e h g the use of covariates correlated with Ns. The traditional "textbook"

waming on the use of covariates in ANCOVA cautions against their use when they are
correlated with the independent measures as well as the dependents (e.g., Hinkel,
Wiersma, & Jurs, 1988; Wildt & Ahtola, 1978). However, this caution against
"confoundingYy
is typically made in reference to the experimental context in whkh the
independent variable(s) is (are) manipulated by the researcher with a possibility that the
manipdation could affect the covariate, in which case, the recommendation is made that
covariate data be collected prior to the expriment. In the non-experimental case, expert
opinions on the use of covariates differ widely. Because arguments for and against the use
of covariates have k e n made by experts fiom both poles of the statistical spectrum with
apparently no consensus Iikely in the near or even distant fiiture, I have taken a default
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approach "somewhere between" conservative statistical purity and liberal utilitf.
Hypotheses 1 through 4 (previously described) are correlational hypotheses. For each of
these hypotheses, the analyses were conducted in several steps: First, zero-order

correlations were cornputed, followed by a partial correlation analysis controhg for (a)
narcissism, (b) perceived stress, and (c) narcissism and stress sirnultaneously. Second, for

significant zerosrder relationships involving more-than-negligible ~ariability'~
in the effect
sizes as a result of partialhg out the potential covariates, simple path analyses were done
to determine ifeither of the covariates mediated the relationship between the IV and DV.

Finally, sequeotial regressions were performed with the covariates entered fjrst to estimate
the relative contribution each of the predictors to variability in the DV.

At the conservative (theoretically pure) end of the opinion spectrum, the use of covariates that are
correlated with the IVs is not even a concem because the issue ifsevis logicaliy preclded by ihe
position that ANCOVA cannot be statisticallyjustified in any design that does not use true random
assigrment of participants to conditions (Keppel & Zedeck, 1989, p. 48 1). Noting that few studies

ever actually meet the underlyhg statistical assumptions of ANCOVA, Onwuegbuzie and Daniel
(2000) bave flatly recomrnended "that researchers avoid using ANCOVA" @, 13). At the more
pragrnatically useful "liberal" end ofthe spectrurn, however, is the position that because "no analysis
technique exists thaî can be blindly appliedto al1sets of data with foolproofresults" (Reichardt, 1979,
p. 150), the decision to use or not use covariates in ANOVA designs in any particular study must be
made in part on other-than-statistical grounds (e-g., substantiveknowledge ofthe variables in question,
considerationsof the causal direction of relationships, etc.). Concemingthe issue ofIV-covariate "nonindependence," Tabachnickand Fidell(200 1, p. 280) have suggested that the useofANCOVA in nonexperirnental research is entirelyappropriateand that covariatedifferences in the lV are legitimately
corrected for as long as the covariate cannot be thought to be caused by the IV. If the use of a
covariate that is, on the other hand, associatedwith an N reduces DV differences(the opposite ofthe
researcher's usual aim in using ANCOVA), the authors simply say "so be it" because the unadjusted
ANOVA differences would in this case rnisleadinglyreflect differences in the dependent measure that
are due to unlcnown factors other than the IV to begin with (p- 280).
"More than negligible" here refers to net changes in effect size in the order of greater than +/- .O 1.
AIthough this value is very small, it sets a liberal criteria that "allows" for a more comprehensive set
of analyses than if a higher threshold criteria were chosen, thus increasing the likelihood that if one or
both of the covariates did "inake a difference" to the primary IV-DV relationship of interest, this
difference woutd have k e n assessed rather than "passed over" if a more stringent criteria had been
adopted.
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The fifui hypothesis was fiamed as an interaction among IVs,and thus, was auaiysed

through a factorial ANOVA. Parallelling the three-step analytic approach taken with the
fmt four correlational hypotheses, analysis of the fXthhypothesis was done fkst without

covariates (echoing the "zero-ordei' correlation step in the previous hyptheses tests).

Then, if two conditions were met for a covariate

- a minimum covariate/DV absolute

correlation of r = -20 in addition to non-violation of homogeneity of regression, then each
maiysis was done with each covariate singly and in combination with covariates entered
first (looseiy paralleilhg the partial correlation and sequential regression approach used
with the previous hypotheses tests). In cases in which the homogeneity of regression

assumption was not met,a "blocking" approach was taken by dichotomizing the covariate
and including it as an additional façtor in the ANOVA model.

II. Tests of Formal Hmtheses
Hmthesis 1:Desire for Control and Ern~lotment
Correlational analyses. To test the hypothesis that the desire for control would be
positively correlated with the three measures of emplotment, zero-order Pearson productmoment (PPM) correlations were computed between the Desirability of Control Scale
scores and scores on (a) the Narrative Emplotment Scale, (b) the Possible Lives
Questionnaire, and (c) the Chance and Coincidence Questionnaire. h addition to this,
partial correlations were also doue in which the effects of narcissism, stress, and both
narcissism and stress were controlled (see Table 7 below).
Mediational anaivses. To test for any mediational effects of the covariates on the
relationship between Desire for Control and the DV's, simple path analyses were
performed following the procedures outlined by Baron and Kenny (1986).
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Table 7
Hyothesis 1:Correlations between DC and three ernvlotment measures

&al
Desire for Control with

Zero-order

Emplotrnent
Chance & Coincidence
Possible Lives

.165*"
,047

.339"*

correlations controllinn for

Narcissism

Stress

Narciss. & Stress

.178***
.O72
.315***

.138**
-.O12
.224* **

.147**
-005
.214"*

As shown in Table 8 and in Figure 1, narcissism was not found to mediate the

relationship between desire for control and emplotment given that the path coefficient

from desire for control to emplotment only decreased slightly firom the second equation (P
= -168) to the third equation ($ = .159) and the p t h h

m narcissism to emplotment was

Table 8
Mediational analvsis: Narcissism as a mediator of DC & Narrative Em~lotmentScale
scores
Remession

Beta

t

Narcissism

.494

12.56

< .O001

P

1.

Desire for Control

2,

Desire for Control

Emplotment

.168

3.08

.O002

3.

Narcissism Emplotment
Desire for Contml+- Emplotment

.O 12
-159

.25
3.O7

.804 1
.O023

+-

+
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Figure 1

Narcissism as a mediator of DC & Narrative Emdotment Scale scores

Path di-:

A similar analysis was done to test for mediatiod affècts of mrcissism on the

relationship between Desire for Control @C) and scores on the Possible Lives
Questionnaire (PLQ). As shown in Table 9 and Figure 2 (beiow), narcissism partialb
mediated the effects of desire for control on PLQ scores: When controlkd for narcissism,
the strength of the association between DC and PLQ decreased slightly fiom -323 to .245.

However, the path fiom DC to PLQ d l remained significant.

Table 9

Mediational analvsis: Narcissism as a mediator of Desire for Control & PL0 scores
Remession
1.
Desire for Control

+

Narcissism

Beta
.494

12.56

< .O001

t

D

2.

Desire for Control +- Possible Lives

.323

7.57

< .O001

3.

Narcissism + Possible Lives
Desue for Control + Possible Lives

-191
.245

3 .91

.O001
< .O001

5 .O2
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Figure 2
Path d i a m : Narcissism as a rnediator of Desire for Control on P L 0 scores

'

(.323)
.245

t

PLQ

1

Because the partial correlation analysis dso revealed changes when the eEects of
stress were partialled out in the relationship between Desire for Control and two of the

three emplotment measures (Le., Narrative Emplotment Scde scores and PLQ scores;
Table 7), two additional mediation tests were also performed using perceived stress scores
as the mediator. First, stress was anaiyzed as a mediator of the relatiomhip between
Desire for Contrd and Narrative Emplotment Scale scores. Table 10 and Figure 3 below

show that stress is not a mediator given that conmilkg for stress did not reduce the
strength of the association between DC and emplotment.

Table 10
Mediational analvsis: Stress as a mediaior of DC & Em~lotmentScale Scores

Recression
1.
Desire for Control + Stress

Beta

t

-.10

D

-2.34

.O197

2.

Desire for Control + Emplotment

,169

3.80

< .O002

3.

Stress +- Emplotment
Desirz for Control+ Emplotment

.121
,179

2.74
4.0 1

.O064
< .O001
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Figure 3
Stress as a mediator of DC on Narrative Em~îotmentScde scores

Path di-:

\

./

(-169)

-179

\
Emplot

1

in a second analysis, stress was included as a mediator linking DC and scores on
the PLQ. As shown in Table 11 and Figure 4 (below), stress was not found to have any
mediationd effecl on the relationship between DC and PLQ scores.

Table 11
Mediational analvsis: Stress as a mediator of Desire for Control & P L 0 scores
Remession

Beta

t

D

-

1.

Desire for Control t Stress

-.IO

-2.34

.O197

2.

Desire for Control t PLQ

.323

7.57

< -0001

3.

Stress +- PLQ
Desùe for Control + Emplotment

-.O34
-316

-0.79

.4280

7.35

< .O001
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Figure 4
Path d i m : Stress as a mediator of Desire for Control on P L 0 scores

'I
/
\

(-323)
-316

PLQ

Seauential reeressions. Sequential regressions (with covariates entered first) were

conducted for each hypoîhesized relationship. The resdts ere presented in Table 12.

Table 12
Seauential remssions for hwothesis 1.

Step 1
DV
Emplotment

Cov/N

0

t

Step 2
D

0

Stress
Narcissism
DC

.1M 2.35

.O19

.121

.O93

.O41

.O08

-

---

Stress
Narcissism
DC

.220
.117

-

2.05

-

-

Multiple R = -140

-

4.89
2.59
O

.O01
.O10

-

Multiple R = .248

A69

t

D

2.68
0.17
3.25

,608
.865

.O01

Multiple R = .202
.221

.l13
.O06

4.87
2.17
0.12

.O01
.O30

.!JO3

Multiple R = .248

------III------------

Possible Lives Stress
Narcissism
DC

0.064 -1.48 .138
.3 13 7.19 <.O01
O

-

-

Multiple R = .3 19
I
I
I

-.O45
-1%

-.235

-1.05

4.01
4.78

.295
.O01
.O01

Multiple R = -378

----
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Discussion of results for hvwthesis 1. The first hypothesis predicted that Desire
for Control @C) would positively correlate with scores on the Narrative Emplotment

scale (NES), the Possible Lives Questionnaire (PLQ), and the Chance and Coincidence
Questionnaire (CCQ). This prediction was partially confimeci: DC was signincantly
correlated with both NES and PLQ, but not CCQ scores. Further, this pattern of

relationships held after partialliog out the effects of narcissism and stress.
Mediational analyses revealed only one structurally meanin@ covariate effect that
bars M e r discussion. It was found that narcissism partially mediated the relationship
between DC and scores on the Possible Lives Questionnaire. How might this be

conceptually understood? One possibility is nrst to consider two broad conceptions of
narcissism, and then consider these in light of what the Possible Life Questionnaire
measures. One conception of narcissism is that it in part reflects what might be thought of
as an Optimistic, self-protective, and motivationally adaptive evaluation of one's abilities

or capacities (e-g., Hickman, Watson, & Morris, 1996). The alternate conception casts

of self-perceptioncharacterized by " a
narcissism in more extreme terms as a "di~order'~
grandiose sense of self-importance....exaggerateM achievements and talents....
preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success [and] power" (American Psychiatric
Association, Diamostic and statistical manual of mental disorders [3rd ed. revisea, 1987.
p. 35 2 ) . Consider these two conceptions in terms of the Possible Lives Questionnaire

(PLQ), which is a measure of emplotment of thefiriure, and was developed as a multi-

dimensional measure to evaluate the breadth of possible futures that the respondent could
envision. This breadth of possible bitures in the PLQ includes both "good" and %ad"

futures. Because of this multidimensionality, it may be usefùi to look at each item of the
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PLQ fiom a univariate perspective. Table 13 (below) shows the correlations between
scores on the NP1 and each of the eight items of the PLQ, dong with correlations of each
item with Desire for Control.

Table 13
Correlations between NP1 and 8 individual items of the Possible Lives Ouestionnaire
Correlations with
NP1
DC

P L 0 Item
1. getting married
2. becoming an alcoholic or drug abuser

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

getting a good paying job soon after graduating
getting killed in an accident
becoming actively involved in social & political movements
leadhg a Me of travel and adventure!in foreign lands
becoming a small business owner, making a decent living
making religion the centre of your life

As can be seen h m Table 13, NP1 scores positively correlate with 6 of the 8 PLQ

"possible Iives," but most notably with what might be considered the most cCgrandiosey'
possibility

- involvement in social and political movements. However, at what "levei"

does an optimistic personal efficacy belief about an outcome that has notyet occurred
become 6cgrandiose"?It would seem to me that a judgement of whether or not a
reasonable belief was grandiose could only be made der-the-fact. Apart h m the logical
problem of making prejudgements of grandiosity, the application of a grandiosity
conception of narcissism to these results is made even more difficult by noting the fact that

NP1 also positively correlated with the PLQ possibility of "becoming an alcoholic or drug
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abuser," which to the current author does not sound iike a very cCgrandiose"
or self-

enhancing possibiiity at all. Furthet, it is interesthg to note fiom the parallel pattern of

correlations of NP1 and DC with the PLQ items, that the "alcoholic or d m g abuser"
possibiiity was the only item thaî did not correlate with DC but did with NPL This is
particularly interesthg in view of some of the earlier work by Raskin (and Hall) to

establish the constmct validity of the NP1 in which the author(s) reportecl shared
characteristics between NP1 and creativity (Raskin, 1980; Raskin & Hall, 1981). On this

basis, the link between narcissism and scores on both c4good"and '%ad'' possible füîure
items in the PLQ can, 1maintain, be better understood fiom a "creativity" perspective

than a "grandiose self-enhancement" perspective. As maintained throughout this study,
emplotment is constituted by the essential act of the creation of meaning. The PLQ asks
individuals to imagine what they could see as reasonable possibilities in their futures, and
as such, can be considered as much a measure that reflects creativity and realism (which

could envision the CCbaci"
as well and the CCgood")
as it does optimism or seif-enhancement

(which presumably would envision only the "good"). The h d i n g that NP1 correlates with
the "bad" (becoming an alcoholic or dmg abuser) as well as the "good" PLQ possibilities
supports the former conception of the NPI-PLQ linkage as reflecting the creative aspect of

narcissism rather than the self-enhsincing or seif-inflating aspect.
Additional evidence that leads M e r away from the self-enhancement conception
of narcissism can also be found in noting that NP1 scores did not correlate with the

transpersonal interpretation subscale of the CCQ (see Table 6). Several writers in
transpersonai psychology (e.g., Epstein, 1990; Welwood, 1984) have noted that processes
and pmtices of spintual development (e.g., mediation, conscious awareness exercises,
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etc.) can ofien be arrested by narcissistic fascination and ego-inflation. As noted
previously, many people experience chance events and coincidences as supernaturai
interventions (e.g., fkom God, fate, etc.), and thus, could be construed as instances of egoinflation; perhaps characterked as akin to a 'bcosmicegocentricity" in which God or fate
had taken special effort to arrange circumstances solely for the benefit of the individual.
In his original discussion of narcissism, Freud (19 l M 948) spoke of "delusions of
observation, or more correctly, of being watched" @. 52, italics in original), and in the

DSM-DI-R (American Psychiaîric Association, 1987) one of desçribed characteristics of
schizophrenia are "delusions of reference, in which events, objects, or other people are
given special or musuai simiificance" (p. 188). In combination with the DSM-III-R
critena for narcissistic personality disorder that include expectations of king "noticed as
special" and of "especially favorable treatment," these three characteristics

-- delusions of

k i n g watched, giving special or unusual signincance to events, and expectations of

favourable treatment

- together suggest that îranspersonal interpretations of chance

events and coincidences would qilalifv as indicators of an underlying psychopathology and
as such would be expected to correlate with the NPI. But they do not.

Table 14 (below) shows the correlations between NP1 and each of the items in the
CCQ transpersonal interpretation subscale (DC correlations are also provided). The

complete lack of association of NP1 scores with any of the CCQ items related to
transpersonal interpretations of chance events I believe underscores the suggestion that, at

least in the current study, the role of narcissism in relation to emplotment is not one of
self-enhancement, but rather of creativity in the construction of meaning.
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Table 14
Correlations of NP1 with CC0 Transmrsonal htemretation subscale items.
C C 0 Transmrsonal Item

Correlations with
NP1
DC

3. 1have had expenences of chance and coincidences that
left me with the feeling that God or some higher power
had something to do with it.

.O30

-.O24

6. Chance events and coincidences in my life have resulted
in me having a more spirituai or religious outlook on Me.

,052

.O27

15. When a chance event or encounter suggests an answer to
a personal question or difficulty, 1believe that a
divine intelligence provides this guidance.

-.O20

-.O67

16. My experiences of meaningfid coincidences have given me
a sense that a divine being is looking afkr me.

-.O05

-.O37

2 1. Chance events have aliowed me to experience greater
spiritual feelings in my life.

,049

.092*

Although the hypotheses did not specifjr an examination of the CCQ transpersonal

subscde, 1 believe that these pst-hoc observations help in understanding the broder role

of narcissism as a covariate in the hypothesized relationships between Desire for Control
and emplotment. The sequential regressions using both covariates showed that when

desire for control was entered into the mode1 in step 2 for Narrative Emplotment Scale

scores, the contribution of narcissism to emplotment beaune very small and statistically
insignificant. In the mode1 using Possible Life Questionnaire scores, the entry of Desire
for Control in step 2 attenuated the contribution of narcissism but did not statistically

eliminate it. One very obvious difference between the NES and the PLQ is that the N'ES is
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very specifically a measure of the reîrospective emplotment of chance and unchosen
events, whereas the PLQ is a measure of prospective emplotment of events which are

potentially under intentional control. Past events, as in the NES, which cannot be
objectively altered, cannot be subject to motivated action that would presumably arise
fiom optimistic selfkxpectations inherent in namissism. On the other han& with PLQ
future possibilities, in which intention can stiU play a role, creative and optimistic seIf-

eficacy beliefs would support the desire for control in the emplotment of the future. Tbis
is what the analyses suggest. More important in tems of the original hypothesis, what

both the emplotment of the past @ES) and the emplotment of the

(PLQ) have in

cornmon is the desire for control.
H-wthesis 2: Desire for Control. Personai Meaning, and Em~lotmentPersistence
Hypothesis 2 predicted that desire for control would be positively associated with
(a) existential well-king as measured by the Petsonai Meaning index of the Life Attitude
Profile, (b) persistence with an emplotment task as measured the t h e spent by the
participants on the t a ~ k ;and
~ (c) depending on the experimental condition, the number of
image associations made a d o r number of events

'descnbed in their coincidence stories.

Because different experimental groups had differenttaskcombinations,timean-task analysesof the
raw data across al1 groups was not possible because some task combinations could inherently take
more time to complete (Le., those doing both tasks rather thanjust one). To make the time-on-task
measurecomparable acrossconditions, "raw"time-on-task scores (measured in Srninuteblocks) were
standardized (converted to z-scores) wirhin each condition before the analyses were done.

in a pilot study, the nurnber of events was evaluated by the tesearcher and a volunteer assistanL
Although this method produced goad "inter-rater reliability," it was inefficient, exceedingly timeconsuming, and produced a variable that did not correlate with other measures. After the pilot, the
decision was made to let the participants "speak for themselves," and an item was added to the posttask questionnaire that simply asked each participant to state how many events were in the story.
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Correlational analvses, As shown in Table t 5 below, the first part of the
hypothesis was confirmed: Desire for Control O C )was found to be sipificantly and
positively associated with scores on the Personal Meaning Index (PMI) of the Life
Attitude Profile. The second part of the hypothesis was not corfumed: The zero-order

correlation between DC and time on task was not signiscant. However, when the effêcts

of narcissism, or narcissism and stress together, were partialled out of the relationship, the
correlation between DC and time-on-task increased to a level that was significant a t p <

.OS. Finally, the third part of the hypothesis was clearly not confirmed. None of the zeroorder or partial correlations between DC and either the number of matched images or the
number of story events was signincant.

Table 15
Hpthesis 2: Correlations between DC and Personal Meanina Index ( P m and
em~lotmenttask wrsistence
partial correlations controlling for
Desire for Control with

Zero-order

f ersonal Meaning Index
Tirne on task
Number of matched images
Numkr of events in stories

.324***

.O64
.O96
-.O24

Narcissism

.256***
.125*
.O75
-.O65

Stress
.315***

,062
.O74
-.O46

Narciss. & Stress
B O * **
.t 24*
.O49
.O86

Mediational analvses. Because narcissism positively correlated with PMI scores r
= 225,p

< .O01;from Table 6), and controlling for it reduced the size of the association

between DC and PMI, a path analysis of this tri-variate relationship was done to determine
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if narcissism mediated the retationship between DC and PMI. Resdts of the regressions
are shown below in Table 16 and Figure 5. The non-significant path fiorn narcissism to

PMI in the thud regression shows that narcissism fded to h c t i o n as a mediator of the
effects of Desire for Control on Personal Meaning Index scores.

Table 16

Mediational analvsis: Narcissism as a mediator of Desire for Controt & PMI scores
Remession
1.
Desire for Control

+

Narcissisrn

2.

Desire for Control+- PMI

3.

Narcissism PMI
Desire for Control+ PMI

Beta
.495

12.59

<.O001

-332

7.77

c .O001

t

D

+

Figure 5
Path diaaram: Narcissism as a mediator of Desire for Control on PMI scores

A similar analysis was done to test for the mediational effects of stress. The results

are shown below in Table 17 and Figure 6. The results (significant paths in ail regressions
and a slight decrease in the path h m DC to PMI in the third regression) indicate that
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stress partially mediates the relationship between DC and PMI scores. Although the
effects are smalI, higher desire for control is associated with slight reductioas in stress,

which in tuni contribute to slight elevations in PMI scores.

Table 17

Mediationd analysis: Stress as a mediator of Desire for Control & PMI scores
Beta

Regression
1.
Desire for Control + Stress
2.

Desire for Control + PMI

3.

Stress +- PMI
Desire for Control + PMI

t

-.IO4

.332

I)

-2.34

<.O 197

7.77

< ,0001

Figure 6
Path diaaarn: Stress as a mediator of Desire for Control on PMI scores

DC

c.332)
.3 12

PMI

Sequential regressions. A sequential regression (with covariates entered f h t ) was
run for PMI on Desire for Control. in addition to this, a second sequentiai regression was
run for standardized the-on-task scores on DC because of the finding that partialhg out
the effects of narcissism and stress resulted in a small but significant positive correlation
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between DC and tirne-on-task (see Table 15). Results of the regressions are ptesented in
Table 18 (below),

in the Eirst regression (PMI on DC),both covarîates were signifiant predictors of
PMI scores in Step 1 in the absence of desire for control. However, when DC was
entered into the model in Step 2, narcissism became non-significant, leaving only stress

and DC as significant predictors of PMI scores.

Table 18
Seauentid rerrressions for hv~othesis2

Step 2

Step 1
DV

CovN

PMI

Stress

Narcissism

DC

-----Time on Task

Stress
Narcissism

DC

0

t

-D

0.172 -3.89 d)O1
.213 4.82 <.O01

-

-

-

Multiple R = -276

6

t

D

-.149 -3.45 .O01
.O81 1.64 .IO2
.267 5.37 <.O01
Multiple R = -360
m
_
U
-

0.052 -0.95
-.O86 -1.56

-

-

.345

.119

-

0.035 -0.63 ,531
-.159 -2.51 .O13
.145 2.26 .O24

In the second sequential regression, neither stress nor narcissism significantly
predicted tirne-on-task in Step 1. However, when DC was entered at step 2, B's for both
narcissisrn and DC were found to be significant. Although the combined effect size of ali
three predictors is small (r = .158), and inLpracticalterms accounts for only about 2.5% of
the variability of tirne spent on the emplotment task, it is a significant model of theoretical
interest (see discussion of results for hypothesis 2, below).
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Discussion of results for hmthesis 2. As predicted, Desire for Control @C) was
positively associated with scores on the Personal Meanhg Index of the LAP. This result
adds M e r support to the conception that DC is a motivational variable h t is not
restncted to the world of objective extemai events (Le., "prixnary control"), but as well has
an organizing h c t i o n in the world of subjective meaning that is not udike that of

Roîhbaum et al.% (1 982) conception of "secondary interptetive control."
R e k a (1996) describes personal meaning as '8aving life goals, having a mission in
life, having a sense of direction fiom the past, present, and fùture, and having a logically
integrated and consistent understanding of self, others, and life in general" (p. 20). These
characteristics can equally be considered as essential elements of a coherent narrative selfidentity. Of particular relevance on this point is the phrase "seme of directionfiom the
past, present, andfuture" in Reker7sdefinition. Recall fiom the hypthesis 1 analyses that

DC was positivety associated with both the PLQ (a measute of envisionhg future

possibilities) and the NES (a measure of the emplotment of past unchosen events,
including chance events). 1would like to focus for a moment on the latter. The past
cannot be controlled, only interpreted; and this, so to speak, "demand characteristic" is

particdariy salient for events over which control was not objectively possible (i.e., chance
events). Without an interprebtion, the past cannot provide or enhance, in Reker's terms,
a "sense of direction," but rather would erode this possibility, and, consistent with

Ricouer's (1992) conception of emplotment, would threaten the coherence of the "plot" of
one's narrative self-identity across tirne. In this context, an extended conception of desire
for control can be understood to include a motivational predisposition to "reach back" into
time and reshape the meanings of events to give them continuity with the present.
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The second part of hypothesis 2 pcedicted positive correlations of DC on
persistence in an emplotment task in which persistence was defined as spending more time
on the îask, making more associations between personal mernories and randomly selected
images, or including more events in descriptions of experiences of coincidences.

Although the zero-order correlations between DC and these three measures of persistence
measures were small and non-significant, the partialhg out of narcissism increased and
made signijicant the correlation between DC and tirne-on-task (see Table 15) . In the

sequential regression, the presence of DC increased and made signzjicant the B weight of

narcissism. These resuIts suggest a reciprocal suppression effect in which DC enhances
the importance of narcissism and vice versa, yet neither variable done appears to be

appreciably associated with the DV?

The nature of this relationship is open to

specuiation. The zero-ordet correlation between narcissism and the-on-task was
r = -.086,and was non-signitIcant. Apart h m the non-significance, the direction of the

effect suggests or hints at an inverse relationship in whkh more narcissistic individuals

would spend less time completing the emplotment task that those with lower levels of
narcissism. Does this make sense? Yes, I think it does. It couid be argued that
"narcissists," by virtue of their increased pmlivity to think about themselves or put
themselves at the centers of their own universes could in a sense be thought of as having

In this situation, the usual straight-forward way of interpreting the results of the regression (Le.,
looking at the relative contribution of each variable in the model) becomes difficult because the
suppressor is not defmed by its own regression weight but by the enhancement it has on the weights
of the other iVs (by ccsuppressing"Vielevant nonerror variance) and that no test has yet beendevised
to assess the statisticalsignificanceofthe enhancement. Instead, the recomendation is made that the
interpretation of the results be done by comparing regression weights to the pattern of correlations
among the variables and focussing on the context or situation in which the suppression effect occurs
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).
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simply had mare practice at making events in the extemai world self-relevant- As with
most things, the more practice we have at a task, the more quickly or efficiently we
perform it. Thus, when placed in a situation in which they are asked to link random

Mages to personal memories or write about their experiences of meanin@ coincidence,
they would be able to do this siïghtly faster than individuals for whom a 'harcissistic" way

of thinking about the self-world identity is less familiar. As noted, however, the zero-order
correlation was not significaat, nor was the flweight in the first step of the sequential
regression. However, when DC was entered into the model in Step 2 the $ weight of
narcissism was enhanceci h m a non-significant r = -.O89 to a signifiant = -.159 @ =

.013),suggesting that DC may have in effect made narcissism a ''better measure" in this

model by removing some irrelevant variance62in the NPL
From the "other direction," consider the contextual meaning of the zero-order
correlation between DC and tirneon-task. Although non-significant (r = .064), the
direction suggests that individuals scoring higher on DC spent slightly more tirne on the
emplotment task than those with lower DC scores. Does this make conceptual sense?
Again, yes it does, for it could be argued that when faced with a chaileaging task,
individuals with higher levels of desire for control would persist at the task and not give
up as easily (which in the context of the experimental phase of this research they were

completely fiee to do). Burger (1992) reports that this is in fact the case h m his own
research in which he found that high desire for control students spent more tirne and effort

Irrelevant variance is not the same as error variance. According to Conger (lW4), inelevant variance
is nonerror variance in the predictor which is unrelated to the DV, but which is related to one or more
other predictors.
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on a series of impossible puzzle solving tasks than low desire for control students, even
tho~ghthey could skip each puzzle if they found it too dificuit. He also notes that in the
debriekg, d e r telling the students that the puzzles were unsolvable, tbaî high desire for
control students told him that it never even occurred to them that the puzzles rnight be

unsolvable.

In the current study, desire for control was non-significantiy correlated (although
in the expected direction) with the-on-task. However, this non-sigdicant correlation (r
= -064) "jumped" to

a significant B of .145 (p = .024) in step 2 of the sequential cegression

after the effects of narcissism on time-on-task had been removed in step 1. So pertiaps, by

"controlling for" the the-efficiency in the task due to the "practice effects" which
narcissists may have in self-referencing, the the-ineficiency of desire for control was
more directly or "purely" measured, and thus more apparent. In a manner of speaking, the
inclusion of narcissism in the mode1 in effect may have made DC a "better measure'' than it
would have been on its own. It is interesthg that DC and narcissism @PI) are

themselves positively correlated (r = .495, p < .001), and suggests perhaps in this instance

at least t!hat the (partial) "çodounding" of these two variables leads to better results than if
the variables had been unconfounded, Additionally, it also points to a more cornplex (and

perhaps non-linear) dynarnic in the relationship between narcissism and desire for control.
This latter speculation is beyond the scope of this study, but could be the focus of fiitute

research.
Because the third part of hypothesis 2 which predicted a positive correlation
between DC and either number of matched images or number of story events was not
confirmed (even when controlling for narcissism andlor stress), no further anaiyses (i.e.,
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mediational analyses or regressions) were done using these variables. Nonetheless, a
speculative comment should be made concerning the lack of association of these mesures

to DC. First, concerning the number of makh images, the direction of the correlation was

as hypothesized (Le., positive), but was s
p

= -076).

d and non-significant (r = .096, exact 1-tailed

This result is based on &ta tiom a subset of the sample who did the image-

association task (n = 245). A power analysis63showed that at this n size, power was only
about -45. Over twice as many participants (n = 616) would have been needed to attain a
more reasonable power (i-e., -80) and to claim that a correlation as small as the one found
was significant. Thus, it may not be that the theoretical basis for this part of the
hypothesis was wrong, but that rather the design of the study did not ailow for a

conciusive test of the hypothesis. One consideration in this respect is the task itself.
Students were asked to attempt to make 10 image-memory associations. An examination

of the data showed that most students were able to do this task fairly weli and the daîa
was somewhat negatively skewed. For example, ody three students (0.8%) were unable
to make more than two associations, whereas 45 students (18.4%) were able to make nine

or more associations. Perhaps if the task had been made more chailenging, such as by
requiring the attempt to associate 20 images rather than 10, there would have been more

variability in the results which may bave parallelled the variability in DC.
Conceming the (lack of) signifïcant association between DC and number of story
events, power was dismal (.IO), and the correlation only slightly improved after

controlling for stress and narcissism (-38). In this case, however, the skew of the data was
63

Power analysis was computed using an Older (1 988) DOS utility pmgram called "Power," authoreci
by Michael Borenstein and Jacob Cohen and published by Erlbaum & Associates.
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positive and kurtosis more extnme than was the case for the number of image-memory
associations. Most students (59.6%) who did the wrïting task identified no more than
three events in their cohcidence stories. ûne possible Rason for this is that despite what
the researcher beiieved to be fairly clear instructions to the students to state how many
separate events comprised their coincidences, students focussed on only the most obvious
or proximal events and disregarded the more distal events in the chah of occurrences

leading up to the coincidence. This is only specuiation however. Just as the imageassociation task may have k e n insufficiently chailenging to c6activate"desire for control,
so too the writing task. And just as increasing the image task requirement to 20 images
rather than 10 may have increased variability in the scores, increasing the challenge and
complexity of the narrative task may have had a similar effect. Although hindsight is
"20/20," it might, for example, have been usefiil to have students focus more on the chah

of events leading up to the coincidence rather îhat the coincidence itself, possibly by
mapping out a diagram or flow-chart, or by engaging in several counterfactual What-if"
narratives of the same coincidence altering one or more events in the chain each tirne. By
making the task more challenging, in this or other ways, a greater range of scores might

have been produced, and the task rnay have been one in which the desire for control may
have been more relevant and discemable.
Hythesis 3: Ambimiitv Tolerance and ParanormaVTransDers0na.iExkence, Desire for
Confro1. Emdotment. and Personal Meaning

Hypothesis 3 consists of four sub-hypotheses in which toletance of ambiguity is
expected to inversely correlate with (a) scores on the transpersonal and paranormal
interpretation sub-scales of the Chance and Coincidence Questionnaire, (b) scores on the
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Desire for Control scale, (c) scores on the Narrative Emplotment Scaie, and (d) scores on
the Personal Meaning Index of the LAP.

Correlational analyses. As shown in Table 19 (below), none of the sub-hypotheses
of hypothesis 3 were codiimed; and in fact, most were found to be exactly opposite of

w b t was expected in that ambiguity tolerance was positivet'y correlateci with four or the
five DVs associated with the hypothesis.

Table 19
Hmthesis 3: Correlations between ambimiitv tolerance and C C 0 aran normal &
trans~ersonalsubscales. Desire for Control. Narrative Em~lotrnentand Personal Meaninq

~artialcorrelations controlline; for
arnbieuitv tolerance with

Zero-order

Narcissism

CCQ paranormal exp.
CCQ ttatlspefs0naI exp.
Desire for Control (DC)
Narr. Emplot. (NES)
Personal Meaning index

.214***
-.O34
.494***
.162***
.246***

.163***

-.O43
.362***

.13Sf *
.191***

Stress
.274***

,013
.441***

.198***
.206***

Narciss. & Stress
.218***
.O04
.348***
.167***

.141**

Mediational analvses. Because the pattern of partial correlations (Table 19)
suggests mediation effects for both covariates, mediation tests were computed for each

N-CV relationship on the paranormal subscale of the Chance and Coïncidence
Questionnaire (CCQpara), Desire for Control (DC),Narrative Emplotment (NES), and
the Personal Meaning Index @MI).

Results of the regression analyses testing for the mediational effects of narcissism
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on the relationship between ambiguity tolerance (MSTAT)and the paranormal subscale of
the Chance and Coincidence Questionnaire are shown below in Table 20 and Figure 7.

Table 20

Mediational analvsis: Narcissism as a mediator of ambiguitv tolerance & varanormal

Remession
1.
Ambiguity tolerance

+-

Narcissism

Beta
.304

6.99

< .O00 1

2.

Ambiguity tolerance

t

CC-

.219

4.98

< .O001

3.

Narcissism + CCQqara
Ambiguity tolermce + CC-

-156

3.36
3-60

< .O001

-

t

-167

D

.O010

Figure 7

Path diaeram: Narcissism as a mediator of ambimitv tolerance on CCO-para scores

MSTAT

(*219)
.167

PARA

1

Narcissism partiaiiy meûiated the relationship between ambiguity tolerance and
paranormal interpretations of coincidence as shown by signifcant relatioaships in dl

regressions and a slight decrease in the path fiom ambiguity tolerance to paranormal
interpretation in the third regression.
The same analysis was nui to test for any mediational effects of stress. Resdts are

shown below in Table 2 1 and Figure 8.
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Table 2 1
Mediational analvsis: Stress as a mediator of ambimitv tolerance & aran normal

Remession
1.
Ambiguity tolerance

+

2.

Ambiguity tolerance

3.

Stress + CC-

Ambiguity tolerance

Stress

Beta
9.260

-5.97

< -0001

+

CC-

.219

4.98

< .O001

t

CC-

.245
280

5.53
630

< .O001
-= .O001

t

R

Figure 8
Path diagram: Stress as a mediator of arnbinuity tolerance on CCQ-para scores

/

MSTAT

1

(.219)
.280

PARA

1

f

Al1 paths in the regressions were signifiant, but rather tiian mediation, the results
suggest that the "removai" of the effects of stress strengthens the relationship between
MSTAT and paranormal interpretationsof chance. To check for differential effects of
stress, MSTAT and stress were dichotornized and used in a 2 by 2 ANOVA with

paranormal interpretation as the DV. Although the interaction was not significant
4871 = 2.74, p

(nl,

= .099), the pattern of means suggest lower paranomial interpretations in

the low stress/low MSTAT group. Tukey HSD tests show non-significant differences in
high MSTAT participants (M= 23.56 for low stress vs. M = 24.85 for high stress), but
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significantly lower paranormal interpretations in low stress/low-MSTATparticipants

compared to high stress/low MSTAT participants (respective means = 19.94 vs. 23-17,
t[247] = -3 -99,
p c .000 1).

Regression analyses were also used to test for any mediational effects of narcissism
on the association between ambiguity tolerance and desire for control. Results are
presented below in Table 22 and Figure 9.

Table 22
Mediational analvsis: Narcissism as a mediator of ambiauitv tolerance & desire for control

1.

Ambiguity tolerance

+

Narcissism

.3044

6.99

< .O001

2.

Ambiguity tolerance

+

DC

.452

11.12

< .O001

3.

Narcissism *- DC
Ambiguity tolerance

+

DC

Figure 9
Path diamam: Narcissism as a mediator of ambiauitv tolerance on desire for control

.

MSTAT
l

A

(.452)

.330

I

DC
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The results cleariy reveal the substantial effect of narcissism in partially mediating
the relationship between ambiguity tolerance and desire for control as shown by fairly
large decrease in the magnitude of the paîh coefficient h m MSTAT to DC when
narcissism was included in the model as a covariate predictor.

To test for possible mediational effects of stress in the same model, three more
regressions were nui. The results of these regressions are presented below in Table 23
and Figure 10.

Table 23
Mediational analvsis: Stress as a mediator of ambimiitv tolerance & desire for control
Remession
1.
Ambiguity tolerance

Beta
Stress

2.

Ambiguity tolerance

t

DC

3.

Stress + DC
Ambiguity tolerance

t-

DC

t

-5.97

c .O001

.452

11.12

< .O001

Figure 10
Path diamam: Stress as a mediator of ambiauitv tolerance on desire for control

MSTAT

(.452)
.457

D

-.260

DC
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Stress failed to h c t i o n as a mediator of the association between ambiguity
tolerance and desire for controt. Although significantly asmciated with ambiguity
tolerance, it was unassociateci with DC; and its inclusion in the mode1 did not make any
substantial difference in the strength of the relationship between MSTAT and DC.
Regressions were then perfiormed to test for any mediating effets of narcissism on
the relationship between ambiguity tolerance and scores on the Narrative Emplotment

Scale @ES). The results are presented below in Table 24 and Figure 11.

Table 24

Mediational analvsis: Narcissism as a mediator of arnbimitv tolerance & em~lotment
scores -

Narcissism

Beta
-304

6.99

< .O001

Emplotment

-167

3.74

< .O001

Narcissism + Emplotment
Ambiguity toletance + Emplotment

-067
-141

1.41
2.97

.1580

Resession
1.
Arnbiguity tolerance

+

2.

Ambiguity tolerance

+

3.

f

D

.O030

Path d i a m : Narcissism as a mediator of ambimiitv tolerance on em~lotmentscores
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The non-signüïcant path h m narcissism to emplotment precludes its role as a
mediator of the association between ambiguity tolerance and emplotment. To test for any
mediation of stress on the relationship between ambiguity tolerance and emplotment, thtee
more regressions were nrn using stress as the covariate. The results of these regressions
are presented below in Table 25 and Figure 12-

Table 25
Mediational analysis: Stress as a mediator of ambinuitv tolerance & em~lotment
Remession
1.
Arnbiguity tolaance

+

2.

Ambiguity tolerance

+

3.

Stress

Beta
0.260

-5.97

< .O001

Emplotment

.167

3.74

< .O001

Stress
Emplotment
Ambiguity tolerance Emplotment

,166
.204

3.61
4.40

< -0001
< .O001

+

+

t

-D

Path diamam: Stress as a mediator of arnbimiitv tolerance on em~lotment

Results show a similar non-mediatiod pattern to those found in the examination

of stress, ambiguity tolerance, and paranormal interpretation. To check for differential
effects of stress, a 2 (low vs. high stress) by 2 (iow vs. high MSTAT)ANOVA was done
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on emplotment. The interaction was marginally significant, F(1,482) = 3.27, p = -071.
Tukey HSD pairwise tests showed decreased emplotment scores only for Iow stresdow

ambiguity-tolerantparticipants (M= 34.47 for low stress/low MSTAT vs. M = 37.64 for

high stressAow MSTAT, t(244) = -3.06, p = .0024). For high ambiguity tolerant
participants, the emplotment score dîerences across levels of stress were nonsignificant

(M = 38.18 for low stress vs. M = 38.64 for high stress).
Tbree additional regressions were thea run to test for auy mediating effects of
narcissism on the relationship between ambiguity tolerance and scores on the Personal
Meanhg Index (PMI). The resuits are presented below in Table 26 and Figure 13.

Table 26
Mediational analvsis: Narcissism as a mediator of arnbiauitv tolerance & PMI scores
Regession
1.
Arnbiguity tolerance

+

Narcissism

Beta
.304

6.99

v
< .O001

PMI

.254

5.76

< .O001

2.

Ambiguity tolerance

+-

3.

Narcissism PMI
Ambiguity tolerance

+

t

+-

PMI

Path diagram: Narcissism as a mediator of ambimiitv toIerance on PMI scores

MSTAT

(-254)
.195

'

1

L
PMI
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As s h o w in the resuits above, narcissism was found to partiaîiy mediate the effect

of ambiguity tolerance on scores of the Personal Meaning Index (Pm.Ali paths in the

model remained signifiant, and thete was a slight decrease in the path h m MSTAT to
PMI when narcissism was entered into the model in the third regression.

Finally, three more regressions were nin to test for any mediation effects of stress
in the relationship between ambiguity tolerance and scores on the Personaï Meaning Index.

The results of these regressions are presented below in Table 27 and Figure 14.

Table 27
Mediationai andysis: Stress as a mediator of ambidtv tolerance & PMI scores

Resession
1.
Ambiguity tolerance

+-

Stress

2.

Ambiguity tolerance

+

3.

Stress + PMI
Ambiguity tolerance

+

Beta
-.260

t
-5.97

< .O001

PMI

.254

5.76

c ,0001

-.140
.2 10

-3 -07

PMI

4.60

Figure 14
Path d i a g m : Stress as a mediator of ambirmitv tolerance on PMI scores

1 MSTAT

1.254)
-210

/

PMI

D

< .O020

-=,0001
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The results show that stress partiaily mediated the &ect of ambiguity tolerance on

Personal Meaning Index (PMI) scores. Al1 paths were significant, and the path coefficient
between MSTAT and PMI decreased when stress was added into the third regession.
Seauential reeressions. Sequential regressions (with covariates entered fmt) were
run for ail of the models for which mediational analyses had b e n done in hypothesis 3.

The results are presented below in Table 28,

Table 28
SeciuentiaI regressions for hwothesis 3.

DV

Cov/IV

CCQ-paranormal

Stress
Narcissism
Ambiguity

Desire for Control

Stress
Narcissism
Ambiguity

Step 1
t

f3

0

D

Step 2
t

D

4.69 <.O01

.234 5.22 < .O01
-138 3.04
.O02
.229 4.87 < .O01

Multiple R = .271

Multiple R = -343

-176
-207

-

3.98

<.O01

-

rrrmr

U
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
W
I
I
I
U
I
U
I
-

-,O85 -2.1 1 .O35
-494 12.33<.001

-

.O05 1.25 -901
.397 10.05 <.O01
.329 8.01 <.O01

-

Emplotment

Multiple R = .159
--pu----

Personal Meaning

Stress
Narcissism
Arnbiguity

-.182
.221

-

-4.10<.001

4.99 0 0 1

-

-

Multiple R = .229
O
-----

-.143 -3.13 .O02
.177 3.84 <.O01
.147 3.07 .O02
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In Step 1 of the fïrst sequential regression, narcissism and stress together
significantly predicted scores on the paranormal sub-scale of the CCQ. When ambiguity
tolerance was added to the model in Step 2, the of narcissism d

d slightly whereas

the p for stress increased. However, ambiguity tolerance nonetheless accounted for

additional variance in the scores on the paranormal sub-sale of the CCQ (multiple R
increase h m ,271 to 343).
In the second regression, stress and narcissism were both signscant predictors of
DC in Step 1. M e n ambiguity tolerance was entered in Step 2, stress became non-

significant, and the contribution of narcissism deched. In this model, ambiguity tolerance
was a significant predictor of and accounted for additional variance in DC, as shown by
the increase in the multiple R fiom .502 in the Step 1 to .585 in the Step 2.

in the third sequential regression, stress and narcissism were both significant
predictors of Narrative Emplotment Scale scores. However, when ambiguity tolerance
was entered into the model in Step 2, narcissism became non-signifïcant, whereas the

weight for stress increased slightly. However, ambiguity tolerance was nonetheless a
significant predictor of emplotment in the Step 2 model, and accounted for an increase in

multiple R from -159 to .229 over the covariates alone.
In the last sequential regression, stress and narcissism were significant predictors
of scores on the PMI. In Step 2, the covariate f3's decreased (although remained

significant) when ambiguity tolerance was added to the model. Ambiguity tolerance was a

significaot predictor of PMI SCOES, and increased the multiple R h m ,289 to .3 19.
Discussion of results for h-mthesis 3. Hypothesis 3 had predicted inverse
reiationships between ambiguity tolerance and each of the DV measutes (i.e., paranormal
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and transpersod s u b - d e s of the CCQ, Desire for Control, Narrative Emplotment Scale
scores, & the Personai Meaning Index). These predictions were based on the "reductionof-arnbiguitf' model, through which it was reasoned that low ambiguity tolerance would
motivate individuals to reduce the uncertainty of events and experiences that, as
previously characterized, pose intrusions, disruptions, or "threats" to their subjective sense
of existentid coherence, sense of selfiietennination, or the stability of personal reaiity
beliefs. This prediction was not co-ed.

In fact, the exact opposite was fouod.

Ambiguity tolerance positivelj correlated with four of the five DVs specified in the

hypothesis.
The question is = ~ h y " P
One possibility is that the c o ~ o t a t i o nof the term
"ambiguity tolerance" may be somewhat misleading. An examination of the wording of
the items in the MSTAT suggests that a number of the items are not so much about

"tolerance" per se, but connote qualitatively more positive experiences, such as
enjoyment, preference, or even an attraction to ambiguity. For example, it is difficuit to
see how items such as 'Tm drawn to situations which c m be interpreted in more than one

way," or "1 prefer a situation in which there is some arnbiguity" reflect '?olerance." In

developing the MSTAT, McLain (1993) had suggested that one of the problems in
measuring ambiguity tolerance was in how it was conceptualized. He claimed that there
were three different unidimensional aspects of ambiguity: (a) as a source of threat and

My furt thought was that 1had made a gmss error in conshuctingthe scale. Some of the items inthe
MSTAT are expressed in the negative (i.e., agreement with the statementmeans lower tolerance), and
must be reverse coded to align them in a positive direction before the items are summeâ to create a
total score. Because of this, the possibility existed that 1 had reverse coded the wrong items and
accidentally created a total sale score in which higher values meant lowet tolerance. I checked the
raw data, the reverse coded data, and the total score. The scale had been correctly constructed.
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uncertaiatr, (b) as a "probabilistic" issue in evaluating information in decision-making

contexts; and (c) as a variable associated with prejudice and social intolerance of others.
In creating the MSTAT, McLain attempted to capture the complexity of ambiguity
tolerance by including items that covered a range " b r n rejection to attraction,of
reactions to stimuli perceiveci as unfamiliar, complex, dynamically uncertain, or subject to

multiple contlicting interpretations" (p. 184). In developing the scale h m an original item

pool of 40 items, McLain based the final 22-item scale on the results of a single-factor
principle components analysis (total explained variance was not reported by McLain).

This single dimension was conceptuaüzed as reflecting a "generai tolerance for ambiguity"
factor (p. 186) that included aspects of traditional conceptions of "iolerance" (as p d g i n g
acceptance) as weli as aspects more reflective of positive experiences of ambiguity?
Ironically perhaps, the creation of a general measure of ambiguity may have added
ambiguity to the ambiguity c o l l ~ t ~ cand
t , certainly would make it dficult to compare the
results of studies using the MSTAT to the results of studies using more narrowly defined

measures of ambiguity Herein may lie the "problem" with the results of the current study.

The logical construction of hypothesis 3 was based primarily on severai studies
that had used a different measure of arnbiguity tolerance. Keinan's snidy of magicai

thinking (199 1) used MacDonald's (1 970) AT-20 measure of ambiguity tolerance, as did
Houran and associates in their series of studies on fear of the paranormal (1 996,1997,

19%). As reported by McLain (1993) the AT-20 correlates at r = .58 with the MSTAT.

As a check, 1 perfonned an exploratory factor analysis o f the 22 arnbiguity tolerance items, and
McLain's single dimension solution was replicated in my own data (55.39% of variance explained).
Additionally, 1used a Varimax rotation and found five distinct sub-factors which support McLain's
suggestion that the MSTAT covers a range fiom tolerance as "acceptance of" to CCattraction
to"
ambiguity.
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This level of inter-scale correlation is certainly within the range typically used by
researchers to provide evidence of concment vaiidity- However, 33% s h e d variance
means that 67% of the variance is not shared, Some of this variance will be emr, but
some of it may not. Given that both the MSTAT and the AT-20 have reasonably high
interna1 reliability,66it then is likely that the scales in part measure different aspects of
ambiguity tolerance. Although MacDonald (1970) shared the view with McLain (1993)
that ambiguity tolerance wnsisted of a range of reaction to ambiguity h m threat to

desirability, this belief may not have been reflected in the AT-20 to the extent that it is in
the MSTAT. A cursory examination of the items comprishg the AT-20 suggests that only

one item can be clearly considend, from a face validity perspective, as reflecting
ambiguity as a source of attraction or enjoyment." The wordings of the other items in the
AT-20 seem to more ostensibly measure discomfort and anxiety with ambiguity and a kind

of preference for "black and white" clarity in problem sihiations. Thus, the AT-20 c m be
thought of as meauring the "threat" dimension of ambiguity more so than the MSTAT,
which places greater emphasis on the enjoyable aspects of ambiguity (e.g., pleasant
surprises, novelty, fun in tackling complex puzzles, etc.). Unfortunately, 1did not fully
appreciate this distinction when 1began this study and fonnulated the hypotheses on the

basis of prior studies of magical thinking and fea.of the paranormal that had used the

more "threat-oriented" AT-20 gale.

66

For the AT-20, split-half Spearman-Brown of .86 and KR-20 of -73,as reported by MacDonald
(1970); and Cronbach's Alpha of .86 for the MSTAT,as reported by McLain (1993).

The item in question is worded "1 like to fool around with new ideas, even if they turn out later to be
a total waste of time" (MacDonald, 1970, p.793).
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Nonetheless, the results of the analyses for hypothesis 3 are not without some
redeeming informational value. First, the h d i n g that MSTAT ambiguity tolerance was
positively correlated with paranormal interptetations of coincidences (zerwrder r = -214,
p < .O01) is an indirect replication of Houran and Williams (1998) fhdings that, in addition
to king positively correlated with fear of the paranormal, ambiguity tolerance was also

positively correlated with belief in and experience of the paranormal (rs = .19 & .30
respectively, bothps < .OS; as reported in Houran & Williams, 1998). Of M e r interest
is the fact that in the current study narcissism partially mediated this relationship and

reduced the strength of the correlation to r = .163, p c .001. Houran and Wi11iams used
the Anornalous Experiences Inventory (AH; Gailagher, Kumar, & Pekala, 1994) in their
study and, in an individual item d y s i s , found ambiguiîy tolerance to correlate positively
with AEI belief items worded '7 feel my mind can expand beyond its usual boundaries,"

and "1have lived before." From the perspective of narcissisrn, these two items both
suggest the expansion of ego, the former outward thtough space and the latter backward
through time, both of which could be coasidered as reflecting the selfenhaucing

dimension of narcissism. Thus, one possible explanation of why ambiguity tolerance could
posirively correlate with the paranormal subscale of the CCQ, rather than negatively as

had been originally predicted by way of an ambiguity-reduction hypothesis, is that, in part,
ambiguity tolerance provides the ego with more "opportunity"to construct selfenhancing

beliefs. As a consequence, individuals higher in narcissism may be able to take greater
advantage of this potential (as is suggested by the signincant path h m narcissism to
CCQpara in the mediational analysis shown in Table 20 and Figure 7).

The correlation between arnbiguity tolerance and paranormal interpretations of
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coincidence increuse4 however, when the effects of stress were partialled out of the
relationship. This is not conceptually inconsistent with Keinan's (1991) findings. Keinan
found that under conditions of threat and uncertainty (stress), high ambiguity tolerant
individuals engaged in less magical thinking than low tolerant individuals. Recall,

however, that Keinan also used the AT-20, which is more "threat-oriented" than the

MSTAT. In the current study, the mediational analysis (Table 21 & Figure 7) suggests
that lower levels of stress may decrease paranormal interpretations of chance, possibly by,

so to speak, lowering an ambiguity tolerance threshold (as is suggested by the signincantly

lower paranormal intnpretatioas fomd only in the low stressnow tolerance condition). If
the MSTAT also measures a positive aspect of the experieace of ambiguous stimuli (such
as the enjoyment of novelty and surprise), then it may be that the novelty of a coincidence

may be experienced as an enjoyable surprise rather than as a threat, so that instead of

"rejecting" the threatening possib'ity of a paranormal interpretations, ambiguity-tolerant
individuals would accept them.

The second sub-hypothesis of hypothesis 3 predicted an inverse correlation
between ambiguity tolemce and desire for control, on the basis that ambiguity, as a

"threat" to perceptions of coherence and order, would be more salient and less tolerable
for those with a hi& desire for control. Again, this reasoning was biwd on a 'Weaty'

conception of ambiguity. The resuits, however, did not support this prediction.
Ambiguity tolerance was s h o w to be positively correlated with the desire for control
(zero-order r = .494, p < .001). 1think the most lilcely reason for this finding is that the
Desire for Control scale @C) and the MSTAT share conceptual overlap. Each scale
contains several items that in effect mirroc items in the other. For example, the MSTAT
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con&

the item 'Tm good at managing unpredictable situations," whereas the DC scde

contains the iterilb61
consider myselfto be generally more capable of handling situations

than others are" (r = -292,p < .O0 1). Both items are related to ability beliefs in sifuafiom.
Another example is the MSTAT item "There are many situations in which I wodd prefer

o d y one choice rather than having to make a decision" and a DC item "I h d it hard to

-

make a choice when the outcome is uncertain" (r = -358, p < -001). Both of these items
are reverse scored for the purpose of sale construction, and they both wncem

preferences for choice in ambiguous conditions. Like the MSTAT, which reflects an
element of preference for ambiguity, the DC s a l e reflects preference for indeterminate
situations in which control can be applied. Ambiguous situations would a o r d the

individual with au opporhrnity for the expression of DC,and thus, might be more sought
out by those with higher levels of DC than those with lower levels.

Although stress did not mediate the correlation between ambiguity tolerance and
DC scores, narcissism was found to partially mediate the relatioaship (see Table 22 Br

Figure 9). This is also most Lürely due to an element of construct overlap. The NP1

consists of seven subscales (Raskin & Terry, 1988), each of which is correlated to DC.
Table 29 (below) shows the zero-order and partial correlations (controlling for ambiguity
tolerance) of DC to each of the NP1 sub-scales in the current study.
Although al1 of the NP1 subscales are correlated with DC, it is interesthg to note
that the highest correlations are with the NP1 subscales measuring "Authority'' (example

item: "1 would prefer to be a leader'') and "Se~sufflciency"(example item: "1 rarely
depend on anyone else to get things done"). Raskin and Terry (1988) report these as the
first two factors of the scde in their principal component analysis. In a seven factor
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Table 29
Correlations between DC and seven sub-scales of the NP1

DC
NP1 sub-scale

Zero-order r

partial r controilinn for
Ambimitv Tolerance

1. Authority

2. Self-&ciency
3. Entitlernent
4. Expioitiveness
5. Superiority
6 , Exhibitionism
7. Vanity

Total NP1 score

.495***

-423***

solution PCA analysis of my own data, an 6'auth~rity"component was also the first
component and accounted for a higher proportion of the total scale variance than any
other component (14.3 1% of total 39.21% explained, wotated; 7.42% rotated). Thus,
the NP1 clearly has some degree of constmct overlap with DC that would account for the
partial mediation effect of NP1 on the relationship between ambiguity tolerance and desire

for control. The sequential regression showed more or less the same results

- that after

controllhg for the eEects of stress and NPI, ambiguity tolerance accounted for more of
the variability in DC than NP1 alone.
Contrary to the onguial hypothesis, ambiguity tolerance was also found to
positive& correlate with scores on the Narrative Emplotment Scale (NES). Whereas the

original prediction of an inverse relationship had been made on the basis of an "ambiguityreduction" model of ambiguity tolerance, the results are more consistent with the
conception of an "ambiguity-openness" model of tolemce, such that chance events and
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coincidences would not be experienced so much as threatts to petceptions of order and
meaning, but rather, experienced as pleasant surprises or interesthg p d e s through
which the "meanings" of the events couid be, in a manner of speaking, creatively played

with )ly individuals who codd tolerate the ambiguity of the events and their meanings.
Both the mediational tests and the sequential regression involving ambiguity as a predictor
of emplotment shows that the narcissism played no significant role in this relationship, but

that stress did. The differential effects of stress seem to be similar to those found in the
relationship of ambiguity tolerance to paranormal interpretation of chance events

-- that is,

that stress does not affect emplotment scores in high ambiguity tolerant individuals, but

increases emplotment for low tolerance individuals.
Finally, ambiguity tolerance was found to be positively associated with scores on
the Personal Meaning Index

o.
Again, this result is contrary to the original prediction

of an inverse retationship which had been based on an ambiguity-reductionmode1 in which

individual variation in perceived existentid coherence, sense of life purpose and goals, and
so on, had k e n conceived in part a s a consequence of individual differences in a need to

reduce ambiguity. Rather, the results support a more positive "ambiguity opemess"

conception of the role of ambiguity tolerance in the creation of personal rneaning?such
that, for example, an individual who was initially predisposed to "going with the flow" of

daily experience would allow him or herself more flexibility and opportunity to tind a
meaningful and adaptive fit between self and circumstance.
The mediational checks sbowed that the link between ambiguity tolerance and PMI
scores were partially mediated by narcissism and stress. Table 26 and Figure 13 show that
narcissism made a significant contribution to PMI scores. As previously argued in this
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paper (see "Discussion of hypothesis 1 resuits"section), narcissism can be seen as
reflecting creativity in self-reflection as weU es the more traditionally conceived motives of
self-enhancement and grandiosity. Ifthis is me, then the contribution of narcissism to
personal meaning makes sense insofar as personal meaning is a creative construction that
wouid benefit fiom the heightened self-reaection afTorded by narcissism.
Stress, on the other hand, mediates the association between ambiguity tolerance
and PMI in the opposite direction. Table 27 and Figure 14 suggest that heightened levels
of stress are associated with slightly Iower scores on the PMI and reduce the strength of
the association between ambiguity tolerance and PMI. This fïnding is consistent with

previously described results in which stress had an attenuating effect on b C ~ p e ~ etos s "
ambiguity. The results of the sequential regression show, nonetheless, that aAer
controlling for the effect of both covariates, ambiguity tolerance d l made a signincant
contribution to scores on the PMI.
Hymthesis 4: Arnbimity Tolerance and Em~lotmentTask Persistence
The fourth hypothesis predicted that ambiguity tolerance would be inversely
associated with measures of emplotment task persistence; specifically, it was thought that
MSTAT scores would be nrgatively correlated with tirne-on-task, and, depending on the

task condition, either the number of rnemory-image associations made or the number of
events described in the coincidence stories. As with the previous hypothesis, these
predictions were based on an c'ambiguity-reduction"conception of ambiguity tolerance.
These predictions were not confinned, and as in hypothesis 3, the exact opposite was
found -- arnbiguity tolerance positively correlated with measures of persistence (although
the correlations were small, and only two of the three associations were signifiant).
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Correlational anal~sis.Table 30 (below) shows the correlations between ambiguity
tolerance and the three measures of emplotment task persistence. As can be seen fiom
Table 30, ambiguity tolerance comlated positively with the amount of tirne students spent
on the emplotment task, and the strength of the association was increased by partialling
out the effects of narcissism alone as weli as narcissism and stress together. Ambiguity

tolerance was also found to conelate with the number of image-memory associations

made by students who did the image-association îask. This correlation was not
substantially altered by removing the effects of the covariates. Finally, none of the
correlations between arnbiguity tolerance and the number of events in the coincidence
stories was significant.

Table 30
Hmothesis 4: Correlations between ambiguitv tolerance and task bersistence measures

martial correlations controlline for
ambiguitv tolerance with

Time on task
Number of images
Number o f story events

Zero-order

Narcissism

Stress

Narciss. & Stress

.155**
.195**
.O59

.199***
.190**
.O46

.154**
.198**

.203***
.192**
.O3 1

.O37

Mediational analvses- Because the pattern of partial correlations (Table 30)
suggests mediation effects for both covariates, mediation tests were computed for each

N-CV relationship on time-on-task and the number of image-associations. Resuits of the
regressions testing for the mediational effects of narcissism on the relaîionship between
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arnbiguity tolerance (MSTAT)and time-on-task are shown below in Table 3 1 and Figure
15. The results show that, rather than a mediation effect, the adjustment increased the
strength of the relationship, suggestive of a suppression efféct of ambiguity tolerance on

the effects of NP1 on task-on-tirnescores.

Table 3 1

Mediational analvsis: NP1 as a mediator of arnbimitv tolerance & time-on-task

Remession
1.
Ambiguity tolerance

+

NP1

Beta
-304

6.99

< .O001

2.

Arnbiguity tolerance

+

Tme-on-task

,155

2.87

< .O040

3.

NP1 Time-on-task
Ambiguity tolerance

-.166

-2.91

< .O040
< .O001

Path di-:

+

+

Time-on-task

t

3 -67

.210

NP1 as a mediator of ambimitv tolerance on tirne-on-task

1

MSTAT

1

(.155)

.210

Task tirne/I
1

D
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A second analysis was done to test for any mediation e£f'ts of stress on the

association between ambiguity tolerance and time-on-task. The results of the regressions
are presented below in Table 32 and Figure 16. The results failed to show any mediation
effects of stress on the relaîionship between ambiguity tolerance and tirne-on-task.

Table 32
Mediational analvsis: Stress as a mediator of ambiwitv tolerance & time-on-task

Reuession
I.
AmbiNty tolerance

6

Stress

Beta
-.260

-5.97

< .O001

2.

Arnbiguity tolerance

+

Tirne-on-task

.155

2.87

c .O040

3.

Stress c- Time-on-task
Ambiguity tolerance Time-on-task

-.O0 1
-161

-0.03
2.85

< -9790

+

t

D

< .O050

Figure 16
Path d i a m : Stress as a mediator of arnbinuitv tolerance on tirne-on-task

'
'
u
MSTAT

(.155)

-161

i
i
Task thel
i
I

;

Even though the correlational analysis of the relationship between ambiguity
tolerance and the number of image associations showed very small changes when
narcissism or stress were partialled out of the correlation, two additional mediational
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analyses were done to connmi if, in fact, any mediation effects at al1 were present, First,

regressions were run to test for any mediation effects of narcissism on the reiationship
between ambiguity tolerance and number of image associations made by students who did
the image association task. The results of these regressions are presented below in Table

33 and Figure 17,

Table 33
Mediational anaivsis: NP1 as a mediator of ambinuitv tolerance & number of imanes

+

NP1

Beta
-304

6.99

c .O001

+

Number of images -195

2.98

< .O030

-0.29
2.87

.7680

Remession
1.
Ambiguity tolerance

2.

Arnbiguity tolerance

3.

-.O2 1
NP1 Number o f images
Arnbiguity tolerance Number of images .201

t

+

+

D

< .O040

Figure 17
Path diagram: NP1 as a mediator of ambimiiiy tolerance on nurnber of imwes

r

1 MSTAT

-

(.195)
-201

-.
# images1f

The results show that NP1 did not mediate the relationship between ambiguity

tolerance and the number of image-associations made by students who did the image

association task.
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A second set of regressions was then computed to "double check" for any

possible mediation effects of stress on the association between ambiguity tolerance and the
number of image associations made by students who did the image association task.
Results are presented beIow in Table 34 and Figure 18.

Table 34

Mediational analysis: Stress as a mediator of arnbieuity tolerance & number of imaees
Remession
1.
Arnbiguity tolerançe

+-

Stress

2.

Ambiguity tolerance

+

3.

Beta
9.260

t

D

-5.97

< .O001

Number of images .195

2.98

< ,0030

-.O25
Stress Number of images
Ambiguity tolerance Number of images -204

-0.37
3 .O0

< -7120
< .O030

+

Figure 18
Path diarrram: Stress as a mediator of ambiauitv tolerance on number o f imaees

The results show that stress did not mediate the relationship between ambiguity tolerance
and the number of image associations. Because the correlational analysis showed no
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significant correlations ôetween ambiguity tolerance and n u m k of events describeû in the
stones, no M e r analyses were done on this meS-entiai

of persistence.

reaessions. Two sequential regressions were computed to evaiuate

the combined effects of both covariates on the relationships of ambiguity tolenuice to

tirne-on-task and number of image associations. The results of these regressions are
presented below in Table 35.

Table 35
Seauential reeressions for hywthesis 4-

Time on Task

Stress
Narcissism
Ambiguity

-.O40 -0.72
0.098 -1.78

-

-

-475
.O76

-

Multiple R = .IO5

0.34
-.170 -2.94
.222 3.72
.O19

Stress
Narcissism
Ambiguity

-.O78 I l .O35
.O50 0.74 .458
O

-

<.O01

Multiple R = .227

--

U
I
I
I
-

Number of h a g e s

-734
,003

0.026 -0.37
-.O19 -0.27
.210 2.87

.709
-790
.O5

The sequential regression for tirne-on-task shows that by themselves, in Step 1,

neither stress w r narcissism was a significant predictor of the tirne spent by students on
the emplotment task. In Step 2, however, the addition of ambiguity tolerance to the
mode1 substantiaiiy i n c d the multiple R h m that of Step 1 and aiso "caused"
narcissism to become a significant predictor of time-on-task, suggesting that ambiguity
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tolerance suppressed irrelwant nonemr variance in NP1 (and vice versa).
To examine this reciprocal suppression effect in greater detail, I used a two-step
procedure to attempt to determine which aspects of ambiguity tolerance might be
implicated in the suppression effect. The first step involved looking at the pattern of zeroorder correlations between the five sub-factors of the MSTAT scale, the NP1 scores, and

the tirne-on-+askscores. The aim of this h t step was to determine if there were any
ambiguity tolerance sub-factors that (a) correlated with the NP1 scores but (b) not with
thne-on-task scores in order to identifjr sources of shared variance between the predictors
that, in ambiguity tolerance, was unrelated (%relevant") to the dependent messure. The
five sub-factor scores of the MSTAT had been previously created as a "check" for the

multidimensionality of the scale (referred to in fwtnote 65, p. 111) to d e t e d e if the
MSTAT was measuring a range of responses to ambiguity fiom (traditionally conceived)

c'tolerance'yof ambiguity to "preferencey' for ambiguity. The sub-factors were interpreted

as (Factor 1) traditional "tolerance," (Factor II) 'bon-avoidance of ambiguous problems,"
(Factor m)c'self-efficacy in coping with mexpected events," (Factor IV) "enjoyment of
solving problems," and (Factor V) "preference for novelty and surprise." Table 36
(below) shows the correlations of the five ambiguity tolerance subfaftors to NP1 and timeon-task scores.
As Table 36 shows, al1 of the ambiguity tolerance sub-scales were positively

correlated with the NPI, but not with tirne-on-task scores. Two arnbiguity sub-factors
(%elf-efficacy in coping with the unëxpected" and "preference for novelty") were
unassociated with the time spent on the task, suggesting that the effects of ambiguity
tolerance on time-on-task were due to those aspects of ambiguity of tolerance related to
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Table 36
Correlations between ambimitv tolerance sub-factors and NP1 and tirne-on-task scores

Ambiguitv tolerance s u k a l e

Narcissism

Total Ambiguity tolerance scale
Factor 1: traditional tolerance of ambiguity
Factor II: non-avoidance of ambiguous problems
Factor III: self-efficacy in coping with unexpected events
Factor N: enjoyment of problem solving
Factor V: prefeience for novelty & surprise

Time-on-task

.304**
-118**
.226**
.3 14**
.265**
.281**

.155**
,107'
.131*
,084

,158**
-079

traditional ("begrudging acceptance") tolerance and problem solvhg. The remaining two

subfactors - self-efficacy in coping with unexpected events and preference for novelty
were, on the other hand, the two factors of MSTAT that were most strongly correlated

with NP1 scores, but because of their t on-significant relationship to time-on-task, would
introduce systematic nonerror (%relevant") variance into the correlation between NP1 and
tirne-on-task. In the second step, partial correlations were computed between NP1 and
time-on-task controlling for the effects of the self-efficacy and preference for novelty

subscales of the MSTAT. The results of this analysis are shown below in Table 37.
Table 37

Zero-order and partial correlations between NP1 and tirne-on-task
Tirne-on-task
Zero-order r

NP1 score

0.083

MSTAT

-.159**

~artialr controllinn for
MSTAT MSTAT
efficacu meference

-.123*

-.116'

Both
-.135*
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As shown in Table 37, the suggestion'ofa suppression effect of ambiguity

tolerance on NP1 is still present. However, the size and significance of the suppression
eEect (i-e.,the enhancement of NP1 as a predictor) is reduced when removing the effeçts

of only those elements of MSTAT that are correlated with NP1 but unrelated to the-ontask relative to controlling for the effects of the fU-scale MSTAT measure. In order to

bring some closure to the difficult problem of interpreting the suppression, 1finaiiy created
a "reduced" MSTAT measure, consisting only of the MSTAT subfactors that significantly

correlated with both NP1 and Time-on-task (i.e., eliminating the criterion-irrelevant
MSTAT subfactors), and ran the correlational analysis again.

Table 38
Zero-order and partiai correlations of MSTAT 6W1'7
and "reduced" scaies with time-ontask
MSTAT
fidl scale
Zero-order r

MSTAT
f d l scaie
controlling
for NP1

MSTAT
reduced scale
Zero-order r

MSTAT
reduced scaie
controllhg
for NP1

Table 38 shows that the zero-order correlation between the reduced MSTAT scale
and time-on-task is higher than the zero-order r for the fidl scaie, but that neither the tùll

nor reduced scales correIations with the-on-task were m e a n i n w y different when
controlling for NPI, suggesting that the reciprocal suppression effect found in the original
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sequential regression is due to a combination ofthe "cleaning out" of some of the nonerror
variance shared by NP1 and MSTAT (Le., traditional tolerance and non-avoidauce of

problerns), plus the removal of some of the variance in MSTAT that is uncorrelateci to
time-on-task (Le., self-efficacy in dealing with unexpected events and the enjoyment of
novelty). When ali is "said and done," however, the fact remains that ambiguity tolerance
was positively associated with time-on-task, and narcissisrn was negatively associated with
tirne-on-task. These mivariate effects were more apparent when both predictors were

inciuded in the model.

Ln the second sequentiai regression, stress was a significant but weak predictor of
nwnber of image associations. When ambiguity tolerance was added to the model in Step

2, both covariates became non-significant, and the multiple R incteased substantially.
Discussion of results of hvwthesis 4. As noted previously, the predictions of
hypothesis 4 were not confirmed by the data. For two of the three sub-hypotheses, the

results were in fact in the opposite of the hypothesized direction: ambiguity tolerance was
positively (rather than negatively) associated with time-on-task and the number of image

associations made by those who did the memory-image association bsk. As in hypothesis
3, one explanation for this may be that the tasks were not cognitively ''thteatening" to the

students, but may have rather been experienced as pleasant or enjoyable puzzles, in which
case ambiguity toleraace (which as argued previously mesures as ambiguity preference as

well as begrudging acceptmce) may have promoted engagement with the task, which in
turn was reflected in the amount of time students spent on the task and the nuuiber of
randomly-chosen images they were able to creatively link to their memones.
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Stress did not madiate these relationships. This is understandable given that the
stress measure was taken in Phase 1of the study, several weeks before students did the
Phase II task. However, there was some indication that narcissism (also measured d u ~ g

Phase 1, but presumably more of a stable trait measure than stress) did alter the strength of
the relationship between ambiguity tolerance and time-on-task several weeks later. The
effect was not a f o n d mediation (i the sense of reducing the strength of the IV-DV
relationship); but rather, arnbiguity tolerance acted more like as a suppressor of

narcissism. One interpretation of this suppression effèct, which I think is reasonable, is
that narcissistic individuals by vimie of their pnor expenence in seIf-reflection and

egocentric relationship to the extemal world work more efficiently on self-related tasks
and thus take less tirne to do them (thus, a negative f3 weight in Step 2 of the first
sequential regression). 'Ihis effect, however, is small, and only was apparent after
ambiguity tolerance was entered into the mode1 and "suppressed" the irrelevant nonemr
variance in the NP1 scores.

Hymthesis 5: Combined effkcts of DC and MSTAT on Ern~iotmentTask Persistence

The Gfui hypothesis was more speculative in character and predicted an interaction
between ambiguity tolerance and desire for control on emplotment task persisteme.

Specifically, it was hypothesized that those having low ambiguity tolerance in combination

with hi& desire for control would be motivated to reduce the ambiguity and control the
meaning of the emplotment task more than those with high ambiguity tolerance and a low

desire for control, who, it was predicted, would have lowest ratings on the emplotmenttask measures (Le., tirne-on-tack, number of images associated, and number of events

described in the story).
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The test of the interaction between tolerance of ambiguity and the desire for
control on the three emplotment task scores was accomplished using a basic 2 x 2
factorial ANOVA design. Neither of the covariates (stress and narcissisrn) that were used
in the previous regression analyses was used in these anaiyses because neither had a zeroorder correlation greater than .20 with either time-on-task, number of images used, or
number of events described in the stories. Participants were classified, on the basis of a
median-split, as k i n g either "low" or "high" in tolerance for ambiguity and as either "iow"

or "high" on desire for control. These two dichotomized classification variables were used
as the independent factors, with each emplotment task masure used as the DV in the
design.
DC b~ MSTAT on Time-on-task. Results of the nrst 2 x 2 ANOVA are shown
beiow in Table 39 and Figure 19. The prediction was not suppcwted. n e overali model
was not significant, and the pattern of ceii means was not as expected. Akhough power

was suboptimai, a simiificant univariate main effect of ambiguity tolerance was observed,

in which students classified as "high" ambiguity-tolerant spent more tirne on the task than
students classified as "low" ambiguity tolerant (A4= 0.153, sd = 1.O8 vs. M = -0.095, sd
= 0.87).

DC bv MSTAT on number of matched im-

Results of the second 2 x 2

ANOVA are shown below in Table 40 and Figure 20. The model was not significant,

although a marginally significant main effect for MSTAT suggests that high MSTAT
students matched slightly more images than Iow MSTAT students (M= 7.09, sd = 1.7 1
vs. M = 6.66, sd = 1.73, respectively).

Table 39
Hyothesis 5: MSTAT bv DC on time-on-task
Source

Tvbem SS d f

MS

F

Model

5.20
4.93
.O1
-21
316.98
322-48

1.75
4.93
.O 1
-21
-98

1-79
5.04
0.13
.21

MSTAT
DC
MSTAT x DC

emr
total

3
1
1
1
324
328

2

D

-149
,025
-908
-647

mwer

.O16
.O15
.O13
.O01

,464
-610
,052

.O74

Figure 19
Hyothesis 5: Plot of marninai means for MSTAT bv DC on time-on-task

O - .

4.3

LOW MSTAT

LWOC
HNHDC

HiGH M A T

Table 40
-thesis

5: MSTAT bv DC on number of matched images

Source

Mode1
MSTAT

DC
MSTAT x DC
emr
total

T F ~ S S df
11.50 3
11.21 1
.92 1
-48 1
640.19 215
11008.00 219

MS
3.83
11.21
-92
-48
2.98

F
1.29
3.76
0.31
0.16

D

.280
.O54

.578
-690

2

.O18
.O17
.O01
.O01

vower
-341
.489
.O86
,068
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Figure 20
Hmothesis 5: PIot of margnal means for MSTAT bv DC on number of matched images

8
8

l1
6

-

i

'

L W MSTAT

'

LOWE
HGHDC

HGH MSTAT

DC b~ MSTAT on number of events in stories. Results of the third 2 x 2 ANOVA
are shown below in Table 4 1 and Figure 2 1. The overall mode1 was not signifïcant, nor
were any of the univariate main effects.

Table 4 1
Hwothesis 5 : MSTAT bv DC on number of storv events

Source

Model
MSTAT

DC
MSTAT x DC
emr
total

T y p d I S S df
7.30 3
4.27 1
.88 1
2.67 1
779.08 223
3351.00 227

MS

F

D

2.43
4.27
-88
2.67
3.49

0.70

-555
.270

1.22
0.25
0.76

~ower
.O09
.O05

.617

.196
.196
,001 .O79

-383

.O03

-140
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Figure 2 1
Hypothesis 5: Plot of marginal means for MSTAT bv DC on number of storv events

1

-

i

1.5

!
'

LOW USTAT

i

i

1

HGHDC

HNH MSTAT

Discussion of h-mthesis 5. The predictions of hypothesis 5 were not supported by
the ANOVA tests. The hypothesis was based on the logic of previous hypotheses in

which ambiguity was conceptualized as a "tbreat" to the orderliness of perception. In
conjunction with desire for control, conceived of as a motive to bring order to disorder, it
was predicted that the combination of low ambiguity tolerance paired with high desire for
control would have resulted in greater effort in the emplotment îask However, as
previously discussed, the consistent pattern of results nom hypotheses 3 and 4 suggest
that the data fit better with an c'openness-to-ambiguity"conception of ambiguity tolerance
than a "threat" conception. This same pattern was evident in the results of hypothesis 5 as

well: for the-on-task and number of images; "high" ambiguity tolerance was associated
with greater emplotment task engagement than "low tolerance," suggesting that the task

itself was not sufficiently difncult, convoluted, or ambiguous enough to constitute a
cognitive îhreat to the participants. Second, the Iack of main effects for desire for control
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may be related to the possible "reciprocai" suppression effect descnbed in the resuits sub
section for hypothesis 2. in hypothesis 2, DC,by itself, was not a significant predictor of
the-on-task, nor was N'Pi. However, when both variables were inçluded in the sequentiai
regression, both became significant @PI with a negative beta, and DC with a positive
beta, see Table 18). Put in context, the suggestion was made (see "Discussion of results

for hypothesis 2") that the well-practised time-eflciencyof narcissism in doing a self-

centric task (i.e., quicker response in processing ~ e ~ r e l e v ainformation)
nt
was "offset" by
the time-ineffiçiency of DC (Le., M= motivates increased time expenditure on tasks).
Given that the DC main effect component of hypothesis 5 is the ANOVA version of
hypothesis 2 without the covariates, it is not surprishg that the same non-significant
results occurred. In fact, in the absence of an MSTAT by DC interaction, hypothesis 5 is
redundant w i t h hypotheses 2 and 4, and ad& no further information.
G e n e d Surnmay of Formai Hmtheses Results
Hypotheses were made concerning the role played by two personality variables

-

desire for control @C) and ambiguity toletance (MSTAT)- in what 1 have called the

"narrative emplotment" of chance events. As a general control motivation variable, it was
predicted that DC would be positively associated with various measwes related to the
creation of subjective personal rneaning. On the other haad, tolerance for ambiguity, as a
cognitive trait, was predicted to be negatNely associated with measures of emplotment

and the creation of personal rneaning on the basis that high levels of ambiguity tolerance
would sustain an "openness" to the vicissitudes of experience and reduce the need for
explanatoty "closure," whereas low ambiguity tolerance would lead to perceptions of

chance events as "threats" to be dealt with through the creation of meaning. Following
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fiom these two conceptions, it was tben predicted that individuals classifieci as "high"in

DC and "low" in MSTAT would be more motivationally and cognitively predisposed or

psychologically enabled to score higher in an experimental emplotment task than those
"low" in DC and cbhigh"in MSTAT.
The results provide f&ly good evidence that, as predicted, desire for control is

positively associated with narrative emplotment and the creation of persona1 meaning. DC
was f o d to be significantiy and positively açsociated with scores on the Narrative

Emplotment Scale (emplotment of the part), the Possible Lives Questionnaire
(emplotment of the friture), and the Personal Meaning index of the Life Attitude Profile (a
generd measure of an individualYsoverall sense of purpose, meaning, and coherence in
life). Although the effect sizes of the relationships were small and typically attenuated

when adjusted for the effects of stress and/or narcissism, the direction and significance of
the relationships was maintained However, in the experimentd emplotment task, DC

was not a significant predictor of task performance, although the direction of the
correlations was in the predicted direction for time-on-task and the number of image
associations made by the participants. When controlling for the effects of narcissism, the
correlation between DC and the-on-task increased, and became barely significant, with
the results of the sequentiai regression suggesting sornething &in to a "cancelling outyy

effect in which the increased time given to the task by desire for control was reduced by
the well-practised cbefficiency"provided by narcissism in perforxning self-centric tasks.

The lack of significant findings linking DC to the other two emplotment task performance
measures

-- number of images produced and number of events described -- was explained

by speculating on the nature of the ta& dernands. For the number of images associated, it
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rnay have been the case that the task was not demanding enough to d o w the fidl effects of
desire for control to manifest, and the suggestion was made that increasing the number of
image associations required, for example, fiom 10 to 20, rnay have resulted in greater
variability in the scores that in turn would have been more strongly assoçiated with desire
for control. For the number of events described in the stories, restricted range rnay have
been the source of the lack of signincant fïndings. Participants rnay have only considered
the proximal events of their experiences, and the mggestion was made that the influence

of DC rnay have been more apparent had the participants been required to identie and
outline distal events in the "chain" of circumstances leading up to the coincidence.
Conceming ambiguity tolerance, none of the eight sub-hypotheses was supported
by the results of this study, and six of these were, in fact, contrary to the predictions.

Ambiguity tolerance was positively (rather than negatively) correlated with paranormal
interpretatiom of chance, desire for control, mamative emplotment, and personal meaning;
and in the experimental task, positively correlated with time-on-task and the number of

image associations made. Although the strengths of the relatiomhips were variously
altered by controlling for the eEects of stress and/or narcissism, these relationships held.

One possible reason for these con-

results rnay be in the conceptuaiization of tolerance

for ambiguity. The hypotheses of the study were grounded in prior research that had used
measures of ambiguity tolerance largely based on the conception of ambiguity as a
'?hreat3' to cognition. In this study, a newer scale was used which measures more than
just "bepdging acceptance" of ambiguity but also measures "positive" aspects of the

-

individual's response to ambiguity, such as the enjoyrnent of novelty and the challenge of
tackling arnbiguous puzzles and problems. The results of this study seem more
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inductively supportive of an C'~penness"to ambiguity conception of ambiguity tolerance
than they support a 'Lthreat'' conception, in which uapredictable ambiguous events may, in
a manner of speaking, "invite" a creative engagement with them that leads to the creation

of personal meaning rather than king a W e a t " to i t The finding that ambiguity
tolerance and desire for control were positively, significanly, and substantially correlated
effectively precluded any measurable interaction between them on ernplotment task scores.
As previously alluded to, constnict overlap between the two measures may suggest a bi-

directionai enhancement in which the desire for control "experiences" ambiguity as nonthreatening, and more so, perhaps facilitative of its own expression, whereas in turn,
ambiguity tolerance may be enhanced by the motivation provided by DC to the individual

not to foreclose on the vagaries of life but to extend control to ever-broadening domains
of experience, includiog those of subjective personal meaning.

m.Sumlementarv Analyses
--

In hypotheses 1 through 5, the emplotment task measures were treated as
dependent measures (Le., tirneon-task, number of images used, number of events in
coincidence stories). In this section, the emplotment task is construed as an independent
variable with several levels, and the general exploratory question is whether or not doing
the task or the type of task is associated with any subsequent differences or changes in

several pst-task and follow-up measures. The main reason for this question, as described
in the introduction to the study, was to assess whether or not the emplotment task, or

variations of the task, may suggest or point toward the fiiture development of any possible
narrative intervention techniques.
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Post-task Assessrnent

Post-task auestionnaire. Immediately following cornpletion of the tasks in Phase 11
of the study, participants completed a shoa pst-task questioanaire (contained in

Appendix )(II). The form and wording of the post-task questions necessady varied
depending on the task-condition (e-g., image association tasks vs. writing tasks); but
where possible, parallelism was built in to the questionnaires to make responses

comparable between conditions and combinable or collapsable across the study as a
whole. Participants who did the image-association task were asked if any of the images

they selected had "triggered" a sudden flood of memories (').es,"

"no"), if any of the

randomly selected images matched c'ahost perfectly" any of the memories they had
previously written d o m mes,""no"), and the extent to which the images they had
selected "seemed to" be able to be 'Vit togethef' to make a story (rated on a scale fkom 1
= "not

at dl"to 7 = "very much"). Participants who did the writing tasks were asked to

identiQ the number of events in their coincidences, the "triggei'of the coincidence
(selected fiom a check-list), and the '3hemeyyof the coincidence (also f?om a checklist)ba
Those in the writing conditions were also asked to rate how "strange, weird, or surreai"

the coincidence was (l= 'hot at ail" to 7 = "very much"), the emotional tone of the
coincidence (1 = "negative" to 7 = "positive"), how much "impact" the coincidence had in
their lives (1 = "no impactyy
to 7 = "a lot of impact"), and to identa the nature of the
impact £rom a checklist (e.g., romance-related impact, career-related impact, etc.).

68

The content of the checklists were based on a content analysis of stories generated in the pilot study.
1 am indebted to Cheryl Keachie, a former student, who took a great interest in this study and
volunteered many hours in the content analysis.
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Fhally, irrespective of condition, ail participants in Phase II were asked to rate how
fiequently they thought about the memories they described (1 = "never" to 7 =
"frequently"),how often they think about the role of c h c e and coincidence in their lives
(1 = "never" to 7 = "frequentiy"), and lastly, the extent to which they each felt that doing

the task had led them to now think differently about their mernories than they had in the
past (1 = "no effect" to 7 = "big effect").

Descri~tiveresults in writine conditions. For descriptive purposes ody, a tankordered Iist of "tnggers" for the coincidence stones is provided betow in Table 42. As can

be seen fiom Table 42, chance meetings of others (laiown and unknown) were the two
most fiequently identified triggers of the described coincidences, together accounting for

over a third (34%) of the coincidence stories, which suggests a strong social component to
the experience of meaningfid coincidence. The l e s t reported trigger, on the other hand,
was noticing recurrent trivial events (such as for example, people wearing red hats on the

same day, etc.), which suggests that simple pattern perceptions are rarely a cause, in

themselves, to make a coincidence noteworthy.
Table 43 (below) shows the ranked fkquencies of identified "themes" of the
coincidences. As c m be seen fiom the table, the formation of social relationships
(romances or friendships) were the top two rated categories, together accounting for
40.2% of themes, again suggesting a strong social component of meaninggfhi coincidence.

Table 44 (below) shows the fiequency distribution of the item that asked
participants to rate how "strange, weird or sumai" the coincidence was. The mean
c'strangeness"rating was 4.8 1 (SD= 1.57), and the table below shows that 67.3% rated
their experiences > 4 (the graphic midpoint of the scale).
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Table 42
Trigger events of coincidence stories

chance meeting of unkaownother
chance meeting of known other
dream, hmch, intuition
unfortunate unplanneci events
change in d d y routine
communication (e-g., letter, phone d l )
being in an unfarniliar location by choice (e.g., vacation)
being in an u n f d a r location not by choice (e.g., lost)
noticing recurrent trivial events
undefined "other" category
total

Table 43
Themes of coincidence stories

meeting of rornantic partner
formation of non-romantic fnendship
solution to problem provided by chance
insight in goals and/or values
being saved fiom danger or h m
noetic perception (perception of mystery, new layer of reality)
winning or obtaining money
finding something lost
getting a job or promotion
undefined "other"category
total

21
20
11

8.4
8.0
4.4

7 2.8
3
1.2
35 19.9
252
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Table 44
Ratings of how stranee. weird. or sumeal the coincidence was
Rating:
1 ("not at aU")
2
3
4
5

6
7 ("'verymuch so")
total

n

%

c m%

Il

4.4
6.4
8.0
13.9

4.4
10.8
18.7

16
20
35
84
50
35
251

-

33.5
19-9
13.9

32.7
66.1
86.1
100.0

Table 45 (below) shows the distribution for participants' ratings of the impact of
the coincidence in their lives. The average impact rating was 4.68 (SD = 4-68),with

60.5% of the participants rating the impact of their coincidences higher than the graphical
midpoint of the sale (Le., "4") suggesting that most participants recognize ancilor believe
that coincidence plays a "causal" role in the unfolding of their lives.

Table 45
Impact ratings of the coïncidence

1 ('ho impact")
2
3
4
5

6
7 ("a lot of impact")
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When asked to rate how negative, neutral, or positive the experiences were (Table
46, below), the rnajority (72.9%) gave ratings toward the "positive" end of the rating scale.
Table 46
Ratinas of how neeative, neutrai or wsitive the coincidence was

1 ("negative")
2
3
4 ("neutrd")

8
12
7
41
39
59
85

5

6
7 ("positive")
total

-

3.2
4.8

3-2
8.0
10.8
27.1
42.6
66. I
100.0

2.8
16.3
15.5
23.5
33.9

251

Table 47 (below) shows a rank-ordered list of the 'hlpe" of impact that the
coincidences had in the lives of the participants.
Table 47

Classification of type of immct of coïncidence

kiendshiprelated impact
romantic-related impact
spiritual or religious impact
goal or decision-related impact
health-related impact
money-related impact
education-related impact
job or career-related impact
undefined "other"category

59
56
41

22
14
8
8

7

total

32
247
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Descriptively, the overall character of the coincidences that the participants
described could be stated as such: they typicaily involve chance meetings of others, are
rated as "strange, weird, or surreal," and are typically regarded as positive and impactful in

their lives.
Descri~tiveredts in image-association conditions. Of those who only did the
image task (n = 114), 72.8% answered 'Yes" to the question that asked if m y of the

images had "triggered"a flood of memones. Table 48 (below) shows the ranked
distribution of images (Appendix X) identified as txiggering a "flood of memones" in the
image-association task. Although the images were selected on the basis of similar salience
ratings of the words used to designate them (see Method section), it is interesting to note
that the image of the highway was reported as a memory ''trigger" more ofien than any
other image. No explanation is offered for this, other than the speculation that the image

of a highway may, in our culture, have a mythic quality associated with adventure,
freedom, and going towards one's destiny (destination), that would easily be assuciated
with vivid personal memories of king on vacation, travelling, changing residence, etc. in

the context of the study, the data were collected in the spring tenn of the school year,

fiom students who were probably starting to thiak about and anticipate the end of school
and the start of vacation.

Table 48
Images remrted as tri-ers for memories

highway
clouds

12

7

drum

7

rabbit
phone
book
toilet
boat
bucket
clown
house
spider
turtle
lips
sandal
skull
dress
gorilla
nail
Pen

6
6
5
5
8

7
4
4
4
4

3
3

3
1

1
O
O

total

83

Ninety-three students (82.3 %) identified one image that was an "exact match" to

one of their memories- Table 49 (below) show the ranked frequencies of images that the
participants identified as "exact matches."
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Table 49
images re~ortedas "exact matches" to memones

image

n

house

13

%

9
7
7
7
7

highway
boat
clown
lips
sandal
book
clouds

6
4
4
4
4
4

drum
phone
sh11
toilet
bucket
dress
Pen
rabbit
spider
turtie
nail

3
3
3
3
2
2
1
O

gonila

total

93

The image of the house was the most kquent "exact match," followed by
"highway" and "boat." Together these three suggest "summer vacation" mernories,
particuiarly in view of the fact that the image of the house was of a very plain "A-fiame"

bungalow of the type ofien used in the construction of sumrner cottages. The image of

the gorilla was not a .exact match for any student mernories, which is understandable,
given that students would not be likely to have had any experience with goriîias (dthough

in the pilot study, one student did "exact match" the gonlla to a memory of seeing gorillas
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in the wild while on vacation with her parents in Atnca as a child).
Table 50 (below) shows the frPquency distribution of responses to the question
that asked students to rate the extent to which they believed the images they drew could

have been arranged to fom a story. The mean rating for this item was 3.74 (SD = 1-49),

and as the table shows, most students (63.4%) rated the thestoryabiiity"
of their image sets
at or below the graphic rnidpoint of "4" on the rating scale.

Table 50
Ratinns of how easilv images could be forrned into a storv

1 ("not at dl")
2
3
4
5

6
7 (''very much")

6
22
23
20
28
11
2
112

-

total

5.4
19.6
20.5
17.9
25.0
9.8
1.8

5.4
25 .O
45.5
63.4
88.4
98.2
100.0

Descnptively, the overall chanicterizationof the image association task is that
most students did experience a 'kernory flood" triggered by one of the images and that

one of the images was also an "exact match" to one of their mernories. Typically, the
images identified as triggers or exact matches, as suggesteû, were images that could be
associated with travelling and summer vacation (highway, a "cottage-like" house, a boat),

which, as alluded to, could have been upper-most in the min& of students during the
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spring term as they looked forward to the end of the school year. However, in terms of
the whole set of images, only a minority rated that they could be fomed into a story.

Results of wst-task items asked of all Darticimnts. Three items in the pst-task
questionnaire were asked of al1 participants in the study. The first item asked students to
rate how fiequentiy they thought about, depending on the task condition, either the
coincidence they described or the memories they wrote down in the image association

task. Table 51 (below) shows the fkquency distribution of the ratings for this item.

Table 5 1
Ratines of how h u e n t l v barticiœnts think about memories

total

11
58
71
67
84
47
25
363

3 .O
16.0
19.6
18.5
23.1
12.9
6.9

3.O
19.0
38.6
57.0
80.2
93.1
100.0

The mean rating for this item was 4.09 (SD = 1.57), and as shown in Table 5 1, the
distribution of ratings is fairly symmetrical, with appmximately equivalent numbers of

students rating on either side of the graphic midpoint of the scale.

Table 52 (below) shows the distributions of responses to the question about how
frequently the participants think,in general, about the role of chance and coincidence in
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their Iives. The mean rating for this question is 3.88 (SD= 1.56), and the distribution of
scores is fairly symmetrical around the scale midpoint.

Table 52
Ratings of how fieauentiv ~artici~ants
think about the role of chance in their lives

1 ("never")
2

3
4

5
6
7 ("fiequently")

total

20
58
78
75
70
48
15
364

5.5
15.9
21.4
20.6
19.2
13.2
4.1

5.5
21.4
42.9
63.5
82.7
95.9
100.0

The fmai question on the pst-task questionnaire asked students to rate the eEect,
if any, that doing the emplotment task had on how they now th*

about their memories.

The distribution of ratings is shown below in Table 53. The mean rating for this item was

3.01 (SD = 1.62), and the distribution of scores shows that most of the participants felt
that the task did not have much of an effect on changing the way they thought about the

memories they descnbed in the emplotment task. Only about 20% gave ratings > 4 on the
scale, and o d y nine participants (2.5%) rated the effect at the top of the scale (i.e., "big
e&t

on rny thinking").
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Table 53
Ratings of imrnediate task eflects on thinking

n

YO

1 c'no effect on my thinking")
2
3

85
76
58

4
5

73

23.4
20.9
15.9
20.1
13.7
3.6
2.5

Ratine

50
13

6
7 ("big effect on my thinking")

9
total

cum %

23.4
44.2
60.2
80.2
94.0
97.5
100.0

364

Intercorrelations of scaied mst-task items. Table 54 (below) shows the
intercorrelations between the scaled items in the pst-task questionnaire. Of particular
interest for the question of task effects is that self-rated changes in thinking about the
described memones were correlated with preexisting tendencies to think about the events
and the strangeness and impact of the events.
Table 54

Intercorrelations of scaled mst-task items
Item

1

-

2

3

1. number of events
.O8
.O9
2. strangeness of events
.15*
3. impact of events
4. how positive were events
5. how often think about events
6. how often think about d e of chance in general
7. how much did task affect thinking
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Differences between conditions. To test for differences on the 1 s t item of the
post-task questionnaire (Le., participants' perceptions of change-in-thought regarding their

mernories as a result of the emplotment task), a one-way ANOVA was computed using
task conditiod9as the IV and change-in-thought ratings as the DV. The F test was not

significant, (n5,358] = 1.123, p = .348); and it was concluded that there were no
significant differences in change-in-thought ratings between the six different expetimental
groups.

The 6-group N was then coliapsed into a three-level N on the basis of type of
task. Those who did the image task (whether f k l y or not) were defmed as one level of

the N. Those who did the written task (whether freely or not) were defined as the second
levet of the W . F W y , those who did borh the image and the written task together
(whether fieely or not) were defined as the third level of the IV. Using this new group

variable, a second ANOVA was perfonned on change-in-thought mtings. Again, the F
test was not significant, (-2,3611

= 0.740, p = .478); and it was concluded that task type

did not result in any ciifferences in change-of-thought ratings between the three groups.
Finally, the original 6-group task condition variable was redefined on the basis of
whether or not the task was fi.ee fom or controiied. Those who did the emplotment task

in a fiee form manner (either image task or wrîtten task) were defined as one level of the
N, and those who did the controiied version of the task (either image or written) were
defined as the other level of the IV. Using this new 2-group variable, a third ANOVA was
computed on change-in-thought ratings. Again, the F test was not significant, (fll, 3621

The six task conditionswere (a) image-only k - h m ,(b) write-only free-fonn,(c) image + h t t e n
fkee-fonn, (d) image-only controlled, (e) write-only controlled, and (f) image + write controlled.
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= 0.070, p = .792), and it was concluded thaî whether or wt the task was done k

l y was

not associated with any between-groups Merences in change-in-thought ratings.
Phase III Follow-UDDifferences

In the third pbase of the study, al1 six experimental task groups plus a prepost-only
group completed a follow-up questionnaire several weeks after Phase II &ta coilection.
The follow-up questionnak contained a re-measure of the Narrative Emplotment Scale

and a re-measure of the Life Attitude Profile, In addition to this, a new section was

included that asked participants to rate the amount of change and direction of change they
had experienced in the last several months on 19 Mirent "aspects and experiences of
life." These items were rated on a s a l e of 1 to 7 (1 = "much less," to 4 = "no change" to

7 = "much more"). The items (see Appendix XVI for complete item List) were designecl
to reflect the coastructs measured by the lengthier questionnaires used in Phase 1of the

study.
A principal components analysis of the 19 new items revealed five factors that

accounted for 59.32% of the scale variance. These five factors were interpreted as (a)
"Life Motivation" (32.37% of variance; e.g., optimism, Me-in-control, sense of potential,
connectedness to others, etc. ), (b) 'Then Percention" (9.24% of variance; e-g., tolerance
of uncertainty, feelings that life makes sense, etc.), (c) "Tension" (6.37% of variance; e-g.,
feelings of tension & sîress), (d) "Mysterv"(6.05% of variance; e.g., feelings of mystery in
life), and (e) "Adventure9'(5.29%of variance; e.g., reduced boredom, sense of adventure

in life). Based on the PCA, the items loading in each factor were summed to create 5 new

sub-scales. Intemal reliability analyses showed the followïng Cronbach' s Alphas: Life
Motivation sub-scale, 9-items, a = .85; Open Perception sub-scde, 4-items, a = .68;
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Tension sub-scale, 2-items, a = .77; Mystery subscale, 2-items, a = -42; and Adventure
sub-scale, 2-items, a = .47m. These five new ab-scales were used in the follow-up
analysis.

Change-in-thoueht correlations with foïlow-ur, measures. Correlations were run
between scores on the pst-task "change-in-thought" item and the follow-up questionnaire

measures. These are presented below in Table 55.

Table 55
Correlations between channe-in-thouaht
and follow-UDmeasures

~artialr con troll in^ for
change-in-thought with

Narrative Emplotment (NES)
Personal Meaning Index (PMI)
Life Motivation
Open Perception
Tension
Mystery
Adventure

Zero-order
.178**

.O02
.173**
.O85

0.024
.O62
.O27

DC
.163**
.O 19
.197** *
.O90
.O04
.O88
.O57

Ambig. Tol.
.189***

-.O04
.209***

.IO3
.O09

,107

.O53

Change-in-thought ratings in the pst-task questionnaire in Phase II correlated
with the narrative emplotment (NES) re-measwe in Phase III and with the new Life

70

Although the Cronbach Alphas for the last two sub-scales are in the range typically regarded as
unacceptably low, for two-item measuresthese values are quite respectablegiven that alpha varies as
a direct fiinction of the number of items in a scale, and are conservative estimates that represent the
lower bound of the correlation if it was measured without error.
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Motivation scale, but were unconelated with scores on the Personal Meaning Index remeasure or any of the other new follow-up scales.
Because the NES and the PMI had been measured in Phase 1, within-groups
dependent t-tests were nm using for each of the six experimental groups and the preposto d y control group using NES and PMI as the DVs. For NES score dinerences, al1
experimental groups and the prepost-only group showed slight declines in NES scores.
At the Bonferroni corrected critical alpha ofp < .007, however, declines in roring relative

to scores in Phase 1were sigaiscant (i.e., < -007) only for those in the "fiee form"
conditions. For score difKerenceson the PMI between Phase 1and Phase III, there was no

systematic change in scores either upwards or downwards, and none of the differences
were simiificant, not even at a conventionai .O5 level.
Finally, a third set of between-groups one-way ANOVAs were computed on the
follow-up measures. These analyses ailowed for cornparisons to be made between the
experimental groups to the prepost-only group as well as berneen the dflerent
experirnental groups themselves. Fim, the cornparisons were ruu on narrative emplotment

scores, using the 7-level experimental condition variable as the IV. The omnibus F-test
was nonsignifïcant, F(6,359) = 1.57, p = .156. Next, the same analysis was done, except
that the 7-level N was replaced with a 4-level N 'ccollapseci" over task (image only,

written only, image + wrïtten, and prepost no-task group). Again, the F-test was
nonsignificant, F(3,362) = 0.756, p = S20. Thkdly, the analysis was done replacing the
N with a 3-level N "coliapsed" over the form of the îask (free-form, constrained-fom,

and no-task prepost-ody groups). In this case, the F-test was signincant, F(2,363) =

3.385, p = .035. Tukey HSD pst-hoc t-tests were perfonned to iden-

the source of the
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significance. The difference was found in the cornparison between those in the b f o m
condition versus those in the constrained conditions. Those in the constrained condition
had slightIy lower scores on the Phase ïII measure of empbtrnent (M= 33.38, SD = 8.43)
than those in the fiee-fom conditions (M= 35.96, SD = 9.67), r(326) = 2.57, p = .O104

These results suggest some support for differential effects of the form of the task rather
than the type of task, in which the constrained form may have "caused" a relative

reduction in narrative emplotment compared to those who did either the writing task or
the image-association task fieely.
A paralie1 analysis was done for PMI scores measured in Phase QNone
I. of the F-

tests were significant, suggesting that neither the specific task condition, the type of task,
nor the form of the task had any effects on PMI scores.
Lastly, the analysis was done on each of the new mesures in the follow-up

questionnaire. Omnibus F-tests were nonsigniscant for Life Motivation, Open Perception,
Adventure, and Tension in al1 of the analyses. For "Mystery" the F-test was significant in
the analysis using the 7-level task condition IV, F(6,368)

= 2.23,

p = .040. Post-hoc tests

showed that this significance was due to an uausually high mean score in the write-only
constrained group (M= 9.54, SD = 1.92) compared to the fiee-form writing group (M=
8.59, SD

= 1.59), t(112) = - 2 . 8 9 , ~
= .0046.

No explanation is offered for this finding

other than, given the large number of cornparisons done, it might be merely a chance

effect. Analyses using the collapsed IVs revealed no significant differences.
Discussion of follow-UDresults. Overall, the resuits of the above andyses do not

provide much evidence to suggest that doing the emplotment task in this shidy had any
substantial effects on narrative emplotment, personal meaning, or general experiential
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variables created for the foilow-up questionnaire. In the Phase II pst-task questionnaire,
most of the participants indicated that doing the task did not cause hem to thhic very
much difTerently about the memones that they had wotlced with in the various ta&,

dthough a minority did indicate some change in their thoughts. However, there were no
variations in change-in-thought that coulâ be attributed to the type or form of task that the
students did.
Nonetheless, there was some faùit evidence that those who reported a change-inthought in Phase II of the study rnay have also had slightly increased scores on Narrative
Emplotment Scale scores and Life Motivation scores in the Phase III foilow-up. The
within-groups paired t-tests, however, showed that emplotment scores slightly declined in
all groups fiom Phase 1to Phase III, but that the declines were significant only for those

in the three C%ee-form'' conditions. To speculate, it may have been the case that
" c o n s ~ e d form
"
of the tasks did not engage students to the same extent that the fiee-

form did, and left their existing conceptions intact, whereas the fie-form tasks may have
instigated some instability in theu conceptions of the d e of chance in their personal
histories and thus the slightly reduced scores on the NES measure.

The witbia-groups andyses, however, were done separately for each group, and
thus precluded between-groups comparisons. Between-groups ANûVAs were done, and

no differences in the follow-up masures were f o u . us*

the 7-level IV, or the 4-level

"collapsed across task" IV. When the group N was collapsed across form, however,
there was some indication that those in the conrtrained groups had slightly lower scores
on Narrative Emplotment Scale (NES) scores than those in the "fiee-form" conditions.
This result is opposite of the results of the within-groups paired t-tests on NES, but may
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be more reliable given that it was based on larger cells sizes as a resuit of collapsing the

independent variable. If this interpretation is plausible and correct, then it might suggest
that the fonn of the tasks (rather than the type of task) may have had some s

d delayed

effects on the cogaitive processes underlying the responses to the NES.
When ail is said and done, however, the few effects that were found could be
spurious artifacts related to the number of individuai tests done. To properly determine
any causal effects that occurred as a consequence of doing the emplotment tasks in Phase

II of the study, one would have to conduct a different kind of analysis. One approach
might be more fine-grained, so to speak, and taLe a "single-n" approach to the analysis of
extreme cases or cases in which change over time was most obvious. Altematively, a
broader "big picture" approach could be taken and the entire dataset could be subject to

SEM analysis, which can effectively elimuiate al1 mesurement error in modelling causal
sequences.
N. Additional Analvsis: Predictors of Personai Meaning
A final set of unhypothesized exploratory regressions were conducted in order to

gain a "global view" of the relative contribution of the predictor variables measured at the
beginning of the study to scores on the Personal Meaning Index of the Life Attitude

Profile collected 6-8 weeks later at the conc1usion of the study. By casting the analysis as

longitudinal, this approach ailows for some semblance, however minimal or simplistic, of a
crude "causal" mode1 relating the predictors to the criterion. To do this, three types of
regressions (multiple, stepwise, and sequentid) were computed regressing Personal

Meaning Index (PMI) scores collected during Phase III on Phase 1covariates - narcissism
(NPI) and perceiveci stress (PS), the two personaiity variables of prrnary interest

- desire

for control @C) and arnbiguity tolerance (MSTAT), and the three emplotment meisures -
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- narrative emplotment @ES), possible lives (PLQ),

and trampersonal interpretations of

chance (CCQTRN). Table 56 (below) shows the results of these regressions.

Table 56
Remession of Phase IiI Personal Meaning Index scores on Phase 1 ~redictors.
-

Predictor

Stress
Narcissism
Ambiguity Tolerance
Desire for Control
CCQTranspersonal
Possible Lives
Narrative Emplotment

Multiple

Stepwise

p

0

-206***
-.O 19
-.O59
.148*
.143*
.O8 1
.243***

Multiple R =
A41
~ o d e l ~ .195
~ =

-.199***
-.O13
-.O51
.147**
.172"
,070
.239***
.434
.188

Sequential

4

Ste~
1

fi

Step 2

B

Step 3

-.160** -.150S* -.206***
.O76
-.O15
-.O19
-.O35
-.O59
.197**
.148*
,143'
.O8 1
,243'"

-

-180
.O33 ->

,243
,441
.O59 -> -195

Ail three regressions produce equivalent end results, but of particdar interest is the
sequential regression. The two covariates were entered first in Step 1, and only stress
measured at the beginoiag of the study predicted PMI scores 6-8weeks later at the end of
the study. However, oniy about 3% of the variance of PMI was predicted by this model.

The two central IV measures of the study

- ambiguitytolerance and desire for control

were entered into the model in Step 2. tn this model, ody desire for control was a
si@cant

longitudiaal predictor of PMI,and while the for stress decreased slightly fiom

the f ~ smodel,
t
it remained signifiant Total mode1 R~in Step 2 increased to about 6%.
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Finally, in Step 3, transpersonai inteqmtaîions of cbaiice (CCQ), possible lives (PLQ),
and narrative emplotment @ES) scores were added to the moûel. Tfa~l~personal
interpretations of chance and nanative emplotment were both significant predictors itbis

model, but PLQ scores were not. Previously sigdicant predictors remained so. What is
partidarly striking about the tbird m d e l is the substantial increase in total explaiaed
variance that is added to the model by the inclusion of CCQ and ernplotment as predictors

of personal meanhg (PMI)- wbîch hcreases h m about 6% in the second model to
aimost 20% in the third model, which is well within the range of R* that is conventionally

regarded as having meaninfiil expIanatory and predictive power in psychoiogical
research.

The longitudinal chatacter of this analysis aüows a provisionai statement to be

made about the role of the variables in the ongoing support or mainîenance of personal
meaning. Clearly, arnong the set of variables in this d y s i s , the narrative emplotment of

chance stood out as the most signifiant positive predictor of subsequent PMI scores. The

P M is a composite measure wrnprised of two sub-dimeensionsof the Life Attitude Profle

-- a sense ofpurpose dimension and a sense of coherence dimension. Accoding to Reker
(1 9961,the purpose dimension measures "haviag goals, having a mission in Me,having a
sense of direction fiom the past, in the present, and toward the hture" (p. 14). The
coherence dimension measures the extent to which an individual has a "logically integrated

and consistent anaiytical and intuitive understanding of self, others, and life in generd....a
sense of order and reason for existence, [andl a clear sense of persona1 identity" (p. 15).

From a narrative perspective, these two dimensions of the Personal Meaning Index
together suggest the elements or ingredients of a "sto@' (Le., goals, mission, sense of
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direction, sense of order and reason for existence), and as such, it d e s perfect sense that
the tendency to emplot chance events (Le., to make them part of the "plot" of one's life by

giving them self-relevant order and meaning) should be positively associated with Reker's
constellation of purpose and coherence. Further, the resuits suggest that desire for
control provides an additional motivational incentive for the desirability and formulation of
goals, direction, and the sense of order inherent in creation and sustaining of personai

rneaning. The third positive predictor of PMI was the transpersonal interpretation of
chance (Le., perceptions of chance as involving a spiritual or transpersonai dimension or
invoking spiritual or transpersonal experience). Although not using explicitly spiritual
terminology in the scale, the coherence subscale of the PMI contains several items which
implicitiy d u d e to qualitties of experience that are perceived as being not entirely
subjective and ccbeyond"the person (e.g., "the meaning of life is evident in the world
around us," or "1 have a clear understandingof the ultimate meaning of Me'')- Again, it
makes conceptual sense that transpersonai interpretations of chance events would facilitate
perceptions of non-subjective meaning. Finaily, though, stress was found to be negatively
associated with PMI. In the context of the longitudinal analysis, this suggests that stress
could mediate or attenuate the positive effects on PMI of emplotment, desire for control,

and transpersond interpretations of chance.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS AND AFTERTHOUGHTS
1began this thesis by suggesting that what both science and "ordinary peopley7

have in comrnon is that they both necessarily e h h a t e some of the facts of history and
experience in order to rnaximize the coherence of theù historicai or narrative self-

identities, but that where they &Ter is in how they engage the "facticity" of chance events.
Whereas science generally attempts to exclude or control the influence of chance in its
attempt to maximize the coherence of its enterprise, individuais can and do "rnake a place"

for chance events in their iives by interpretively controiling the sesrelevant meanings that
îhese events can have in the unfolding of their lives. Borrowing the t e m fiom Ricouer

(1992) with little change to its essential meaning as "chance ...transrnuted into fate" (p.
147)- 1called this process "narrative emplotmentyy
and ctiaracterized it as a specific
instance of what Rothbaum, Weisz., and Snyder (1982) more generally referred to as

secondary interpretive control.
Further, 1 suggested that with only several exceptions, the role of chance events in
the unfolding of human lives has been d l but ignored by both traditional empirid social

science as well as by the more "p~stmodern'~
narrativist schools. One reason that 1offered

for this was that bath paradigms arose out of a common culture in whkh agency is held,

and perhaps, as Bakan (1966) suggested, even idolized, as a core value. Thus, chance
events are a kind of " c m " to both paradigms to the extent that they threaten the ideals of
self-determination in the former and notions of "authorship" and "empo~emient'~
in the
latter. With this "state of affiürs" as the background of my thinking, one of my underlying

aims in this thesis was an attempt, so to speak, to '?ive with a foot in each world," by
applying C'traditi~nal
science" methods to the exploration of "narrativist" subject matter
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(Le., emplotment) while ailowing a c'narrativist" fraw of concem7' to shape my use of
%ditional science" methods."
As previously noted (footwte 9, p. 6), 1did not, in this thesis, take either of the

two reductionist paths that have been predominantly used in approaching the subject of

chance, although 1codd have. For example, I could have, had 1the technical resources,
taken the upwardly-reductionisticccparapsychology/quantumphysics/chaos theory" route
in an attempt to somehow objectifjr, measure, and validate the synchronistic mode1 of

chance. Or, 1 could have gone in the other direction and concocted some kind of
j udgement-of-probability experiment to downwardly-reduce the experience of meaningfbl

coincidence to nothing more than a flaw or error in human statistical reasoning potentially
indicative of irrational or delusory thinking. The "problem" that I would have had with
either approach, however, is that both are, fiom my point of view, removed or detached

fiom everyday experience. People do not ordinarily experience themselves as

epiphenomenai distillates squeezed out of the unity of tirne, space, matter, and energy (the
upward reduction of quantum physics in the former case); nor, in the downward-reduction
case, do they experience themselves as nothing more than fleshy calculating machines.

Rather, people live in a world of goals and values, personal meanings and motivations, and

By the tenn narrativist "frame of concem," I mean to refer in generai to the postmodem stance or
attitude in which there is accrenewedrelevance..[O f] al1that modemity has set aside"@osenau, 1992,
p. 6), such as the importance ofemotions, feelings, and intuitions; phenomenology,personai experience
and personal meaning, myth and story, spirituality, mystical experience, etc.
1be1ieve that 1have been partially successfùl in this respect. A passerby at aconferenceposter session
several years ago made a comment on some other emplotment data 1presented that my research was,
in terms of its epistemological appeal, a ''trojan horse inside a trojan horse." 1took this comment as

a compliment.
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so on, where chance events can have what 1would cal1 an "equal rank" in the explanatory
schemas of individual lives; and in this respect, I agree with Vallacher (1998) that
"everyday narratives may make better contact with reaüty than do conventional social
sciences accounts with respect to the meaning of chance in people's lives" (p. 112).
However, 1do not agree that conventional social science cannot have anything to say
about the role of chance in peoples' lives and certainly disagree with the statement that

"coincidences need no special explanation" (Stanovich, 2001, p. 179). As petceptual
events occurring in the context of a social world, chance events and coincidences can

have, depending on their c o n s t d by the percipient, important implications for a mde
variety of human concerns. For instance, in the current study, a tally of the types of
coincidence narratives showed that the most fiequent coincidence story concernai the
chance meeting of fûture fkiendships, particularly romantic fiendships. Although the
analysis of the content of the coincidence stones was not part of the f o d research aims

of this study, this descriptive result by itself could prompt m e r questions in the study of
relationship formation. For instance,given the fiequent attributions to "fate" or
c%anspersonalintervention," relationship researchers could ask whether or not
relationships fomied in this way are regarde4 valued, or cornrnitted to any differently than
relationships formed by non-chance meetings. Surely, any unique meaningfulness attached
to a chance encounter tbat Ieads to a romance cannot be convincingly "explained away" as

an error in statistical reasoning (certainly not to those in love, at any rate). In acaciernic

relationships, as Banduni (1982) illustrated, the chance meeting of an inspiring professor
could change a student's Me, perhaps triggering a Me-long cornmitment to study in an
area previously unsuspected by the student as being of any potential interest.
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Motivationally, the c o n s t d of chance events also has important impacts. Do chance
events Lead to feelings of helpIessness and loss of control? Or,if given self-relevant
rneaning, can they support motivation? For my part, 1suggest the latter- In a small study

unrelated to this thesis (Hladkyi, Taylor,Pelletier, & Perry, 1999), it was found that
university students who scored high on the Narrative Emplotment Scaie (NES)at the
beginning of the academic year maintained their levels of i n d i c academic motivation

across the school year, whereas those who scored low on the NES finished the school year
with a net motivational deficit. Simila.scenarios could tK constnicted for other

dimensions of human experience as weii (e.g., health, career development, etc.) but the
important point here is that the human experience of meanlligfid coincidence occurs and

has impact in the real social world, rather than in the intangible worlds of microphysics,
chaos theory, or statistical probability. Because of this conviction, 1 chose in this thesis to
try to understand, even if in a very liïted way, some of the psychodynamics of the

emplotment of chance at the subjective human levei.

Ifthere is a single set of kdings that may be of some external value and relevance
to social and personality psychology, these are the findings associated with the Desire for

Control @C). In introducing the coastnict and drawing a distinction between R o t b a r n ,
et al's (1982) notions ofprimary and secondary control, Burger (1992) conceived of DC

as "based on a definition oQcontro1in terms of direct action and choices,...[the] motivation
to engage in primary control rather than [to] rely on secondary control procedures" (p. 8).

The curent study, however, shows that DC is implicated in the interptetive control of the

meanings of events over which objective control was either never, or has since ceased to

beypossible (i-e., past chance events, accidents, etc), and as such, DC is empincally
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relevant to Rothbaum, et ai's (1982) secondary control construct. Further, the results
show that this extended range or domain of events in which the desire for control operates

as a dispositionai motivation includes such "intangible" bigher-order seif-perceptions as an

individual's sense of purpose and meaning in life (as measured by the PMI). The
expansion of the scope of DC to the include the control of the meaning of noncontrollable events as well as objectively controllable ones (or ones believed to be
controllable) is of more thanjust theoreticai interest, and has practicai implications for
research as well. By way of a negative exampIe, a cursory Boolean search of the N A ' S
PsycInfo database shows 128 retunis for the search tenn "desire for control." Similarly,
the term "sense of coherence" returns 362 entries, c'personal meaning" returns 382, and
"purpose in life" returns 71 entries. However, when either of these three latter search

terms is used in conjunction with the phrase cbdesirefor control" the number of matches
reduces to exacrly zero. Admittedly, this is a crude assessment, but to the extent that the
M A database is an accurate reflection of the "state of the art" it suggests that the

exploration of the role played by the desire for control in the more sublime realms of
human experience and well-king remains an open field for m e r inquji
A second potentially relevant contribution made by this study concems ambiguity

tolerance, and specifically, its relationship to the desire for control. Based on previous
literature, I had comûued ambiguity tolerance to be incompatible with the desire for
control insofar as ambiguity would constitute a threat to perceptions of control for some
individuals. Quite the opposite was found, and in façt, desire for control @C) and
ambiguity toterance (MSTAT) were among the most highîy correlated variables in the

study (r = -45). The suggestion was made that apart fkom some conceptual overlap
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between MSTAT and DC,the nature of the bi-directional relationship was such that the
tolerance of ambiguity would "admit" (rather than exclude) more events into the Stream of
experience over which the desire for control could be exerted; and, in kind, DC would
provide the motivation for the enlargement of ambiguity tolerance.

The broad general fïnding in this study was that both desire for control and
ambiguity tolerance were found to be positively related to the emplotment of chance and

to scores on the Personal Meaning Index. The question could be asked, "So what?" "Who
cares?" Or "What does it matter in the bigger picture?" 1have asked myseifthese
questions and answer myself with the reminder that the "problem7' of chance and
coincidence in peoples' lives will not simply go away because psychology is disinterested.

The human need for meaning will always exist (Fraokl, 1978,1984), and people will
creatively construct their meanings using any means that are available to them, whether
psychology "approves" of theu rnethods or not. As stated in the introduction to this
study, one important way that 1believe people construct their personal meaaings is

through the emplotment of chance, through which the vicissitudes of unpredictable
unchosen experience are interpreted in such a way as to give these events meaning and
value in the narrative structure and coherence of their lives.

This, 1thhic, is particularly important, given the accelerated rate of social change
in the world, in which the traditional sources of self-identity and Life coherence and

purpose "handed down," so to speak, from histoq and culture are becoming less tenable.
Social change brings about instability, unpredictability, anâ a level of uncertainty which
can threaten the individual's perceptions of "being in control" of his or her life. Part of

this sense of control, 1maintain, comes fiom the creative capacity of the individual to
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emplot the unchosen contingencies of existence as meaningfid and seif-relevant linkagees
between the self and the social world in which the selflives. if human meaning is to be

valued as a legitimate subject for psychologicd inquiry, then psychologists need to avoid
prematurely and cynicaliy disregardhg the "problem7'of chance and rneaningfûl

coincidence by reducing it to emrs in statistical reasoning or irrational "magical thinking."
Rather, a more "~ptimistic'~or
salutary psychology shodd seek to understand the positive
role played in human life by the experience and effects of 'îneaningful coincidence" and

the psychological processes th& underlie them.
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Desirability of Control scale

Instructions: Below you will find a series of statements. Piease read each statement
carefully and respond to it by expressing the extent to which you believe the statement
applies to you. For d l items, a respoiw of 1 to 7 is required. Use the number that best
reflects your belief when the scale is defined as foiiows:
1 = The statement does not apply to me at dl.
2 = The statement u s d y does not apply to me.
3 = Most ofteu, the statement does not apply.
4 = I am unsure about whether or not the statement applies to me, or it applies to
me about haif the îime.
5 = The statement applies more oflen than not.
6 = The statement usually applies to me.
7 = The statement always applies to me.

1.

1 prefer a job where 1have a lot of control over what 1 do and when 1do it.

2.

1 enjoy political participation because 1want to have as much of a say in running

government as possible.
3.

*

I try to avoid situations where someone else tells me what to do.

4,

1 would prefer to be a leader rather than a follower.

5.

1 enjoy being able to influence the actions of others.

6.

1am carefiil to check everytbuig on an automobile before 1leave on a long trip.

7."

Others usually know what is best for me.

8.

1enjoy making rny own decisions.

9.

1enjoy having control over my own destiny.

IO.*

I would rather someone else take over the leadership role when I'm involved in a
group project.

11.

1 consider myself to be generally more capable of handling situations than others
are.

12.

I'd rather run my own business and make my own mistakes than listen t~ mmeone
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else's orders.
1 like to get a good description of what a job is d about before 1begin.

When 1see a problem, 1prefer to do something about it raîher than sit by and let it
continue.

When it cornes to orders, 1would rather give them than receive them.

I wish I could push many of life's daily decisions off o n someone else.
When dnving, 1try to avoid putting myself in a situation where 1could be hurt by
another person's mistake.
1prefer to avoid situations where someone else has to tell me what it is that 1

should be doing.

There are many situations in which 1wouid prefer only one choice rather than
having to make a decision.
1üke to wait and see if someone else is going to solve a problem so that I don't
have to be bothered with it.

* starred items are reverse coded for summation to the total score
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Tolerance of arnbiguitv (MSTAT)

Strongly

Strongly
Disagree

1

2

Ag=

3

4

5

6

7

1 don't tolerate ambiguous situations well.

I find it difficult to respond when fàced with an unexpected event.
I don't think new situations are any more threatening than familiar situations.

I'mdrawn to situations which can be interpreted in more than one way.
1 would rather avoid solving a problem that must be viewed nom several different
perspectives.
1try to avoid situations which are arnbiguous.

1 am good at managing unpredictable situations.
1 prefer famiIiar situations to new ones.

Problems which carmot be considered fiom just one point of view are a littie
threatening.

I avoid situations which are too complicated for me to understand.
1 am tolerant of ambiguous situations.

1 enjoy tackling problems which are complex enough to be ambiguous.
1 try to avoid problems which dont seem to have only one "best" solution.

1 ofien fkd myself lwking for something new, rather than trying to hold things
constant in my life.
1generally prefer novelty over familiarity.

I dislike ambiguous situations.
Some problems are so complex that just trying to understand tbem is fun.
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1have little trouble coping with unexpected events.

1 pursue problem situations which are so complex some people cal1 them "mind
boggling."
1 find it hard to make a choice when the outcome is uncertain.
1enjoy an occasional surprise.
1 prefer a situation in which there is some ambiguity.

*

starred items are reverse coded before summation to the totd score
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Appendix XII
The Narrative Emb1oûnent Scaie

Instructions: The folIowing eight questions ask you to reflect on your experience of Living.
Please answer each question by choosing a number on the 7-point scale, where 1 = not at
al1 like you, to 7 = very much Iike you.

NOT AT ALL
L E ME

VERY MUCH
LUCE ME

1 often experience my life as if it were d o l d i n g like a movie or a play.

1 often get a "deep down" feeling that 1 know how the rest of my life is going to go,
even though 1 dont know the details.

When 1 look back on rny life so far, al1 of the things that have happened, both good
and bad, al1 fit together in a way that makes sense to me.
Coincidences that 1have experienced often seem to have a kind of strange or
mysterious personal meaning for me.

When bad things happen to me, 1make an intentional effort to understand how they
fit into the rest of m y life.

Random events and chance happenuigs often seem to me to be like "hints"or
"clues" for me to understand both who 1am and my life as a whole.

Based on my experience, negative events that 1would not have chosen for myself
in the end have made me a different person.
1 often have a strange feeling that some things that have happened to me have

happened for a teason, as if they were supposed to happen.
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The Possible Lives Ouestionnaire

Instructions: This questionnaire asks you to refîect on possibiiities that could happen in
your Me. A short list of these possibiiities is presented beiow, and you are asked to try to
imagine them as real possibilities in your life.
Use the following scale, where

1 = very dificult to imagine
2 = somewhat difficult to imagine
3 = slightly dificult to imagine
4 = "about 50/50"
5 = slightly easy to imagine
6 = somewhat easy to imagine
7 = very easy to imagine

Taking into consideration everything that you know about yourself, the kind of person you
are, your goals and values, and in general how you see your life turning out, how easy is it
for you to realisticall~imanine yourself..
1.

getting married?

2.

becoming an alcoholic or drug abuser?

3.

getting a good paying job soon after graduating?

4.

getting killed in an accident?

5.

becoming actively involved in social & political movements?

6.

leading a life of travel and adventure in foreign lands?

7.

becoming a smail business owner, making a decent living?

8.

making religion the centre of your life?
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Chance and Coincidence Questionnaire

Using the 7-point scale, read each staternent below, and then rate yourselfon a scale fiom
t to 7
NOT AT ALL TRUE
OF MYSELF OR MY
EXPERENCE

NEITHER
TRUE NOR FALSE,
OR UNCERTAIN

COMPLETELY TRUE
OF MYSELF OR MY
EXPERIENCE

1.

I have had experiences in which a dream or a thought or a daydream image later
came true in reality.

2.

I believe that aLi of the coincidences that happen to me are caused by nothing
more than blind chance.

3.

1have had experiences of chance and coincidences that lefi me with the feeling

that God or some higher power had something to do with it.
4.

1 have had experiences of chance events and coincidences that 1realized were just
the product of my own imagination and nothing more.

5.

Chance events and coincidences have sometimes helped me understand something
important about myself.

6.

Chance events and coincidences in my life have resulted in me having a more
spiritual or religious outlook on life.

7.

Chance events and coincidences have given me a greater sense or feeling that my
life has a purpose of some kind.

8.

Chance events and coincidences that 1have experienced have given me the feeling
that my life has a kind of "plan" or "story" to it, even if I dont know exactly what
the plan or story is.

9.

Chance meetings in my life have led to important fiiendships.

1o.

Chance meetings in my life have often l d to mmantic relationship(s).

Il.

1have had experience(s) in which a message intended for me reached me totally
by coincidence and which might not have reached me in any other way except by

coincidence.
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1have sometimes caught myself noticing over and over certain meaningless things
which 1have no reason to notice (e-g., green triangles, pictures of fish everywhere
1 go, people wearing red hats, etc.).
1 have had experience in wbich I had a strange feeling tbat something was going to

happen, and then later it really did happen.
When coincidences happen to me, they are n o h g more than just that - just
chance events and nothing else.
When a chance event or encounter suggests an answer to a personal question or
difficulty, 1believe that a divine intelligence provides this guidance.

My experiences of meaningful coincidences have given me a sense that a divine
king is looking after me.
1 have h a . experiences of chance events or coincidences that 1realized were a
product of my own preoccupations and concerns at the thne.

1 have k e n fiequently assisted in solwig "Me's Iittle problems" by the occurrence
of a chance event or a coincidence.
1have oAen achieved my desires because of a chance event or a coincidence.

Chance events and coïncidences have ofken opened new doors of opportunity to
me.
Chance events have allowed me to experience greater spiritual feelings in my Me.

Meaninworld.

coincidences have given me a sense of meaning and purpose in the

Chance events and coincidences ofien feel like "clues" to something going on in
my life that 1am supposed to figure out.
Events which seemed to be unlikely coincidences at the time have significantly
determined the course of my life.
1have met rny best fiiends through chance events and coincidences.

My most important rommtic relationship(s) started with a chance meeting.

In my life 1 have noticed that certain kinds of chance events tend to happen
together in c'clumps" or "clusters."
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1 have ofien seen something on TV, or in a magazine, or on a billboard, or heard
something on the radio that matched something 1had been thinking about just a
short time eartier.
1 sometimes notice similar things in different places on the same day which 1have
no reason to notice, but do notice, even though 1don't know why 1am noticing
them.
1 have had drearns that later actually happen in my waking Me,

I have had an experience in which 1suddenly get a feeling that 1know that
something is happening at a different location than where 1am, and then later find
out that the event happened at the exact same time 1had the feeling.
It is at the times when 1am stuck, not knowing what to do, that coincidences seem
to provide answers,

I have had experience of chance events in which 1realized that the meaning 1saw
in them was just due to my own wishful thinking.
Over the course of my life, 1 have noticed series of chance events o c c m h g over
and over again.
1 have oflen noticed chance events that seem to repeat themselves in "patterns"
over a period of t h e .
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Life Attitude Profile

This questionnaire contains a number of staternents related to opinions and feelings about
yourself and life in general. Read each statement carefüüy, then indicate the extent to
which you agree or disagree by circling one of the alternative categories provided. For
example, if you strongly agree, circle SA following the statement. If you moderately
agree, ckcle MD. If you are undecided, circle U. Try to use the undecided category
sparingly.

Strongly Disagree Mderately Undecided Moderately Agree Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
A#=
AFee

My past achievements have given my life meaning and purpose.

In my Me 1have very clear goals and aims.
1 regard the opportunity to direct my life as very important.
1 seem to change my main objectives in life.

1have discovered a satis-g

life purpose.

1feel that some element which 1 can't quite define is missing in my Life.

The meaning of life is evident in the world around us.
1 think 1am generally much less concerned about death than those around me.

1 feel the lack of and need to find a real meaning and purpose in my life.

New and different things appeal to me.
My accomplishrnents in life are largely determined by my own efforts.
1 have k e n aware of an al1 powerful and consurning purpose towards which my
life has been dïrected.

1 try new activities or areas of interest and then these soon lose their

attractiveness.
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1 would enjoy breakhg loose h m the routine of life.

Death makes little differenceto me one way or the other.
1have a philosophy of Life that gives my existence significance.
1determine what happens in my life.

Basically, 1am living the kind of life 1want to live.
Conceming my Geedom to make my choice, 1believe 1am absolutely free to
make al1 life choices1 have experienced the feeling that while 1am destineci to accomplish somethuig
important, 1cannot put my fmger on just what it is.

1am restless.

Even though death awaits me, 1am not concerned about it.
It is possible for me to Live my Life in ternis of what I want to do.
1 feel the need for adventure and "new worlds to conquer."

1 would neither fear death nor welcome it.
1 know where my life is going in the fùture.

In thinking of rny life, 1 see a reason for my being here.
Since death is a naturai aspect of Me, there is no sense worrying about it.
1 have a fhmework that allows me to understand or make sense of my life.

My life is in my hands and 1am in control of it.
In achieving life's goals, 1have felt completely fulfilled.
Some people are very fiightened of death, but 1am not.
1 daydream of hding a new place for my life and a new identity.

A new challenge in my life would appeal to me now.
1 have a seme that parts of my Life fit together into a unified pattern.

-
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I hope for something exciting in the hture.
1have a mission in Life that gives me a sense of direction.
1 have a clear understanding of the uitimate meaning of Me.

When it cornes to important life matters, 1make my own decisions.
1 h d myself withdrawing h m Life with an "1 dont care" attitude.
1 am eager to get more out of life than 1have so far.

Life to me seems boring and uneventhi.

I am determined to achieve new goals in the future.
The thought of death seldom enters my rnind.
1 accept personal responsibility for the choices 1have made in my Me.

My personal existence is orderly and coherent.
1 accept death as another life experience.

My life is ninning over with exciting good things.
6 Dimensions of the LAP

alpha test-retest
.86
.82

.87
.85

.80
.84
-79

-77
.84

-80

.80

.83

Coherence (C9)
Choice/Responsibility (Ce)
Death Acceptance
Existential Vacuum
Goal Seeking

1+2+5+18+26+31+37+48
7+12+16+27+29+35+38+46
3+11+17+19+23+30+39+45
8+15+22+25+28+32+44+47
4+6+9+13+20+33+40+42
10+14+21+24+34+36+41+43

Personai Meaning Index
Existentid Transcendence

PU + CO
PU+Cû+CR+DA - (EV+GS)

p u r p o ~ ~

2 Composite Scaies

alpha testhe-test
.91
.90

-90
.90
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Appendu VU
Perceived Stress Scale

Instructions: The items below concern your feelings and thoughts about various things
that have happened in your üfe during the last month. In each case you are asked to
indicate how often you felt or thought a certain way.
Never Mkquentiy Sometimes Frequently Very Often
1
2
3
4
5
How often have you been upset because of something that happened
unexpectedly?
How often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things in
your life?
How ofien have you felt necvous or stressed?
How ofien have you found that you could not cope with a l l the things that you had
to do?

How often have you been angered because of things that happened that were
outside of your control?

How ofien have you fomd yourself thinking about things that you wodd have to
accomplish?
How ofien have you felt diniculties piling up so high that you could not overcorne
them?
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Narcissistic Persoaalitv Inventorv

Directions: In each of the following pairs of attitudes, choose the one that you most agree
with. Mark your m e r s by bubbling-in EUHER 1 or 2 (for either A or B) in the
appropriate space on the bubble-sheet. Bubble in only ONE ANSWER for each attitude
pair, and please try not to skip any items.
1 have a natural talent for influencing people.
1 am no gooà at influencing people.

Modesty doesn't become me.
1am essentially a modest person.

I would do almost anything on a dare.
1tend to be a fairly cautious person.
When people compliment me 1sometimes get embarrassed.
1 know that I am good because everybody keeps telling me so.

The thought of ruling the world nightens the hell out of me.
If 1d e d the world it would be a beîter place.
I can usually t a my way out of anything.
I try to accept the consequences of my behaviour.
1 prefer to blend in with the crowd.
1like to be the centre of attention.
1 wiil be a success.
1am not too concemed about success.

1 am no better or no worse than most people.
1think 1am a special person.
1 am not sure if I would make a good leader.
1 see myself as a good leader.
1 am assertive.
1 wish 1were more assertive.
1 like having authority over other people.
1don't miml following orders.
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1 fmd it easy to manipulate people.
1don't like it when 1find myself manipulating people.

1insist upon getting the respect that is due me.
1usually get the respect that 1deserve.
1don't pa~icularlylike to show off my body.
1 like to show off my body.
1can read people like a book.

People are sometimes hard to understand,
If 1feel cornpeteut 1 am willing to take responsibility for making decisions.
1like to take responsibüity for maLiBgdecisions.
1just want to be reasonably happy.
1want to amount to something in the eyes of the world.

My body is nothing special.
I like to look at my body.
1try not to be a show-off1wili usually show off if 1 get the chance.
1always know what 1am d o i . .

Sometirnes 1am not sure of what 1am doing.
1sometimes depend on people to get things done.
1rarely depend on anyone else to get thhgs done.

Sometimes 1 tell good stories.
Everybody likes to hear rny stories.
1expect a great deal from other people.
I like to do things for other people.
1will never be satisfied untii 1get ail that 1deserve.
1take my satisfactions as they corne.

Compliments embarrass me.
1like to be complimented.
1 have a strong will to power.

Power for its own sake doesn't interest me.
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1don't care about new fads and fashions1 like to start new fads and fashions.
1 Like to look at myself in the mirror.
I am not particulady interested in looking at myself in the rnirror.

I really like to be the centre of attention.
It makes me uncornfortable to be the centre of attention.

I can Iive my Live in anyway 1want to.
People can't always live their lives in terms of what they want.
Being an authority doesn't mean that much to me.
People always seem to recognize my authority.
1wouid prefer to be a leader.
It makes little dBerence to me whether 1 am a leader or not-

1am going to be a great person.
1hope 1am going to be successful.

People sometimes believe what 1tell them.
1c m make anybody believe anything 1want them to.
1am a bom leader.

Leadership is a quality that takes a long tïme to develop.
I wish someone would someday wurite my biography.
1don't like people to pry into m y life for any reason.
I get upset when people don't notice how 1look when I go out in public.
1don't mind blending into the cmwd when 1go out in public.

I am more capable than other people.
The is a lot I can leam h m other people.
1 am much like everybody else.
1 am an extraordinary person.
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Appendii IX

Dernomt~hicinformation
1. What is your gender?

1. male
2. f e d e

2. What is your age group?

1. Less than 18

2. 18 - 19
3.20 - 21
4-22 25
5.26 30

-

6.31 -36
7.37 -43
8.44 - 5 1
9.52 60

-

10.61 or older

3. What is your marital status?

1. Single, never married
2. In relationship, but not living together

3. Common-law
4. Married
5. Separated
6. Divorced
7. Widowed
4. With which of the foilowing ethnic/racial p u p s (defined by geographical location) do
you most feel a shared ancestral self-identity? (Select one only)
1. EuropedCaucasia. descent ("white")
2. Aboriginal North Arnerican
3. East Indian
4. Asian
5. Polynesian
6. Middle Eastern
7. Afncan
8. Central Amencan
9. South American
10. Australian
5. Which of the followlng best describes your own religion?

1. Christian
2. Buddhist
3. Hindu
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4. lslamic
5. Jewish

6. Traditional Native American
7. New Age Spirituaiity
8. Agnostic
9. No religion
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Images Used in Em~totmentTask
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Appendix XI
List of 194 Rank-ordered Words

BOLDED words are words selected for stimuli
WORD
bed
girl
milk
car
boat

woman
boy
wine
man
piano
dog
tomato
book
pants
SUIl
COffm

money
deer
bread
baby
grasshopper
lion
telephone
bird
kiss
1%
teeth
COW

banana
apple
sailboat
gorilla
snake
feet
flower
church
cat
hgers
cake

WORD
horse
bouse

cigarette
hand
gun

W e
violin
zoo
eY=
tree

SALIENCE
RATING

WORD
teacher
elephant
flag
bible
camera
coin
broom
dress

nose

nurse
stove
chipmunk
chicken

rock

bee

rose
cucumber
beetle
glove
meat
mi!
highway
tennis
ear
pie
student
necklace

crab
key

sandal

aliigatot
duck
lemon
tongue
clown

shoe
fish
swimming
box

cheese
sparrow

bel1
mouth
pencil

chair

saxophone
football
squirrel
PaFr
baseball
window
grave
beer
rabbit
bard
dime
hammer
butterfly
typewriter
hat
moose
fence

SALIENCE
RATING

WORD
turtle

leaf
shark
lobster

WORD

16-29
16.28

bucket
plate
corn

16-26
16-26
16.26
16-25
16-24
16-24
16.24
16-22
16.21

road
cannon
casket
breast

kenle
druni
lumber
rifle
scissors
smile
carrot

goat
lizard

SALIENCE
RATING

-

street

toilet
hair
doughnut
screwdriver
clover
tirnepiece
flood
tent
cIoud
chah
monkey
owi
moon

nickel
caterpillar
telescope
dagger
spider
boot
tractor
pnest
chest
propeller
tmck
whistle
table

SALIENCE

RATING

=gg

crucifix
brick
rattiesnake
toad
bone

Pen
crocodile
am
fly
fan

hot!
bear
dandelion
rowboat
skuii
barre1
candie
shoulder
paint
refiigerator
do11

shovel
nail
canopener
hatchet
CUP

moîh
toaster
letter
fishhook
binoculars
crow
tire
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Appendix XII
Random Picture-Memorv Task Grid

RANDOM PICTURE-MEMORY TASK
(To be filled out by student)

STUDENT SECRET 6-DIGIT CODE NUMBER

(To be filled out by experimenter)

DATE

START TIME OF SESSION

SESSION CODE
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memorv 1

imaae 1

memorv 2

imane 2

mernorv 3

imarre 3

memory 4

imaee 4

memow 5

imaee 5
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Appendk Xm
Task Xnstmctions
for the FREE MAGE-ONLY GROUP ("Group 1")
RANDOM PICTURE-MEMORY TASK INSTRUCTIONS
This package contains:
1. These instructions.
2. A Random Picture-Memory Task booklet containing:
a An ernpty grid of 30 squares, called a "memory grid"
b. A record sheet
c. A blank page iabelled "glue any unused images on page"
3. An large envelope containing 20 printed images, each in a smaller envelope
4. A stick of glue
5. A short questionnaire called "Opinions about the Random Picture Task."

INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1. Wnte your 6digit secret code number on the ûont cover of the ccmemorygrid," and then open it
and place it on the desk in fiont of you,

STEP 2. Relax for a moment, and then thhk of 10 memones h m your life. Wnte a brief description of
each memory in each of the boxes labeiied "memory 1," "memory 2," ...-al1 the way to "memory IO." YOU
can use any memories that you like, going fiom your eariiest childhood memories, to memories from
yesterday. However, the task wiIî work better is you have a good variety of memories fiom different
periods of your Iife. Once you have written a memory m each of the IOboxes, proceed to Step 3.
STEP 3. Take the large envelope with the 20 m a i l envelopes in it, and stick your hand in and take out one
of the 20 small envelopes. Open it, and take out the image inside. Then, on the 'Xandorn Picture-Mernory
Task Record Sheet," d e s c n i the image in a word or two in the space labelled "Drawn 1st." Put this image
aside, and draw a second image h m the large envelope. Open it, and describe it in the space labelled
"Drawn 2nd." Repeat this process until you have drawn 10 images h m the large envelope, and describeci
them on the Record Sheet. Then put the large envelope with the remaïning 10 smaU envelopes aside, and
proceed to step 4.

STEP 4. Spread out the 10 images in h n t of y o y look at them as a group, and then try to "fit" or "W
or "connect" each of the images to one of your mernories. Take your time with this task, shuffle the images
around on the grid, play with your ideas, etc, and try to "fit" or 6cconnect"as many of the 10 images to your
10 memories as you can.

STEP 5. Once you have detennined the best possible "fit" for the images, take the glue stick, and glue
each image in the box beside the memory (these boxes are labelled "image 1," "image 2," etc), and write a
bnef explanation (in the boxes lablled "explanatl-on 1," "explanation 2," etc.) of why each of the images
" f i t . or "connects" to the memory, Affer you have glued the images down, take any unused images and
glue them to the blank page called "glue any unused images on this page."
STEP 6. Go to the "Random Picture-Memory Task Record Sheet" and wmplete the information on the
right side of the page, indicating (a) whether or not you used the image, and (b) if use& the position it was
glued to on the memory grid. Make sure to also fil1 in your secret 6digit code nurnber, date, and session
tirne at the top of the page.

STEP 7. Close up the picture materials, place thern aside, and then answer the questionnaire called
"Opinions about the Random Picture Task"
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STEP 8. Gather up al1 the materiah, and tum everything in to the researcher. You are now tiee to l a v e
the experiment.

for the CONSTRAINED IMAGE-ONLY TASK GROUP ("Group 2")
RANDOM PICTURE-MEMORY TASK INSTRUCTIONS

This package contains:
1. These Uistnictions.
2. A Random Picture-Mernory Task booklet containing:
a- An empty grid of 30 squares, called a "memory gdn
b. A record sheet
c. A blank page labelled "glue any unused images on page"
3. An large envelope containhg 20 p ~ t e images,
d
each in a smaller enveiope.
4. A stick of glue
5. A short questionnaire called "Opinions about the Random Picture Task"

INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1. Write your &digit secret code number on the fiont cover of the '"memory grid," and then open it
and place it on the desk in fhnt of you.

fiom your life. Write a brief description of
STEP 2. Relax for a moment, and then think of 10
each memory in each of the boxes labelleciïnemory 1," "meniory 2," ....al1 the way to "memory 10." You
can use any memories that you like, going h m your earliest childhood memories, to memories h m
yesterday. However, the task will work better is you have a good variety of memones fiom different
periods of your life. Once you have writîen a memory in each of the 10 boxes, proceed to Step 3.

STEP 3. Take the large envelope with the 20 smaU enveIopes in it, and stick your hand in and take out one
of the 20 srnall envelopes. Open it, and take out the image inside. Then, on the ""RandomPichire-Memory
Task Record Sheef" d e s c n ï the image in a word or two in the space labelled "Drawn 1st"

STEP 4. Compare the image to your £kmernocy
t
which you have written in the "9nemory 1" box, and try
to "fit" or "link" or "connect" the image to your fïrst memory. Take your tune with this task, and play with
your ideas.

STEP 5. Once you have determined a "fit?' or "co~ection"betweenthe first image and your first
memory, take the glue stick, and glue the image into the space labelleci "image 1," then write a brief
expianation of why the image connects to your mernory in the box labelled "explanaîion 1," Ifyou cannot
think of any way that thefrisr imogc uconne~*
coyourfirst memory, then instecrdgluc the image to the
page lobelled "glue rny aaused images oi tbis page." Finaily, go to the "Random Picture-Memory Task
Record Sheet" and indicate whethet or not you used the image, Make sure to ako fil1 in your secret 6-digit
code number, date, and session time at the top of the page.

STEP 6. Draw a second image fiom the envelope, and repeat the process for your second memory. Then
repeat the process for a 3rd image, a 4th image, etc.....until you done this for al1 10 mernories. You should
now have a total of 10 images glu& to either the ''memory grid" or to the %nuseci hages" page.
STEP 7. Close up the picture materials, place them aside, and then answer the questionnaire called
"Opinions about the Random Picture Tasic"

STEP 8. Gather up al1 the materials, and turn everything in to the researcher. You are now 6ee to leave
the experiment,
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PostWr Questionnaire uscd by Group 1and Group 2
Opinions About the Random-Picture Task
When you were doing the picture seledons afier writing down your memories, did any of the
pictures you randody selected "rngger"a suddm flood of memories?

I f TES," which picture was the trigger?
Did any of the pictures you randomly selected "match up" almost perf'ly with any ofthe
memones you had written down on the @d?

If "YES," which picture was it?
If more than one, please list

On a scale of 1 to 7, to what extent did the pichires you randomly selected seem to "fit togethef'
in such a way that you could have arrangexi them in the form of a story?
NOT AT

VERY

ALL

MUCH

ui general, considered as a whole, how often do you think about the mernories you wrote down on
the grid (not counting today)?

On a scale of 1 to 7, how often do you thhg about the role of chance and coincidence in your Iife
generally (not counting today)?
NEVER

FREQUENTLY

On a scde of 1 to 7, to what extent do you think that writing your memories down and doing the
picture matching task has led you think differently about the memories than you may have in the
past?

NO EFFECT
ON HOW 1
THTNK ABOUT THEM

BIG EFFECT

ON HOW t
THINK ABOUT THEM

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMPLEïiNG THIS PART OF THE RESEARCH. PLEASE
HAND lN THE MATERIALS TO THE RESEARCHER
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for the FREE AUTOBIOGRAPHY-ONLYGROUP ("Group 3")
and FREE IMAGE PLUS FREE AUTOBIOGRAPHY GROUP ("Group 5")

"Chance Events & Coincidences in My Life Story"
6-Digit Secret Code Number

Date

Time of session
INSTRUCTTONS: In this part of the study, you are asked to reflect back on your experience of
life and Iiving so far, and to write about the role of chance event(s) andlor unusual coincidence(s)
in your life. Select the strangest. most m u u d chance ment t k t you can thmk of - one t h !
sran& outfiom al2 the rest, one thal mcry have seemed orfeit to you at the t h e that it might have
been be due to "somethingmore " thanjwr chance or something more rhanjus! a simple
coincidence. You are completely fke to approach this task in any way that you like, and you can
write about your experience in any way that you want. The only "nile" is that you provide (a)
sufficient detail in the story for the researcher to understand how the "parts" of each chance
event or coincidence fit together, and (b) if applicable, your rasons for thinking or feeling that
the event may not have been due to just chance alone . Use the space below for your story. if
you mn out of mm,use the reverse side of the page to continue- After you have d e n your
description, please fil1 out the short questionnaire on the next page.

(USE REVERSE SiDE iF NEEDED)
When finished writing about your experience, plamse complete the questionnaire tbat starts
on the next page
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Questionnaire Conceming your Experience
1. In your account, how many SEPARATE "parts," "elements," or "events" can you identifjr as

having k e n necessary for the whole chance event or coincidence to have occurred the way it
did? Write the number in the space below:
Number of separate parts, elements, or events =
2. Which part, event, or element was the starting point or "tngger" for the event?

3. Which of the following comes closest to describing a "category" for the type of event the

trigger was? (PLEASE CHECK ONLY ONE)
[ ] 1. Being in an unfamiliar location by choice or deliberate plans (e-g., planned

vacation)
[ ] 2. Being in an unfamiliar location not by choice (e.g., king los&spontaneous change

of plans, etc.)
[ ] 3. Having a chance meeting of someone new or unknown to you
[ ] 4. Having a chance meeting of someone known to you, but not known that well, or not
seen in a long t h e
[ ] 5. Having an unfortunate unplanned event happen (e-g., serious accident or illness,

death in family)
[ ] 6. Having a change in your daily routine (e.g., starting a new job, going to university,
moving)
[ 1 7. Noticing a murring trivial event.
[ ] 8. Having an event occur related to communication (e.g., a phone call, a letter,
something on the radio)
[ ] 9. Having a hunch, intuition, dream, or daydream
[ 1 10. OTHER: please describe
4. Which of the following categories cornes closest to describing the overall "heme" or content"

of your experience?
[ ] 1. Meeting a romantic partner
[ 1 2. Forming an important but not romantic fiiendship or relationship
[ ] 3. Getting a job, getting a promotion, etc.
[ ] 4. Winning or finding money, winning a lottery, etc.
[ ] 5. Being saved fkom harm, danger, or even death
[ ] 6. Finding sornething lost or sought (e.g., a lost pet, a lost piece of jewellery, a hard to

find book, etc.)
[ ] 7. Having sorne kind of problem king sdved, obsticle king overcome, etc.
[ ] 8. Perceiving some kind of mystery; seeing something behind the world of surface

appearances, new view of reality
[ ] 9- Having an insight into values, goals & direction, morality, purpose of one's Iife,
etc.
[ 1 10. OTHER: please describe
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On a scale of 1 to 7, how %range,* "weird " or "surreal" did the event feel?
i

VERY MUCH

NOT AT ALL

On a scale of 1 to 7, how much impact did the event have in your life?

NO IMPACT

A LOT OF IMPACT

To the extent that the event had an impact on youf Me, which of the following cornes
closest to c a t e g o ~ n g
the kind of impact it had?
[ 1 1.
[ ] 2.
[ ] 3.
[ ] 4.
[ ] 5.
[ 1 6.
1] 7.
[ ] 8.
[ ] 9.

Romance related impact
Friendship related impact
Job or career related impact
Money related impact
Health related impact
Education-related impact
Goal or Decision related impact
Spiritual or religious impact
Other:

On a scale of 1 to 7, how "negative," neutral," or "positive" was the event?

On a scale of 1 to 7, how often do you think about the event you described (not counting
today)?

NEVER

FREQUENTLY

One a scate of 1 to 7, how often do you thùik about the role of chance and coincidence in
your life generally (not counting today)?
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1 1.

On a scale of 1 to 7, to what extent do you think that writing about the event you
described today has led you to think differeotly about it than you may have in the pst?
EIO EFFECT
ONHOW I
THINK ABOUT IT

12.

BIG EFFECT
ON HOW 1
THINK ABOUT IT

If you have any additional comrnents you would like to make, please write them in the
space below:

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMPLETING THIS PART OF THE RESEARCH.

PLEASE HAND IN THE MATERIALS TO THE RESEARCHER.
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for the CONSTRAINED AUTOBIOGRAPHY-ONLY GROUP ("Group 4")
and CONSTRAINED IMAGE PLUS CONSTRAINED AUTOBIOGRAPHY GROUP
("Group 6")
Coincidence Experïence Form
6-Digit Secret Code Number

Date

Tirne of session

INSTRUCTIONS: in this part of the study, you are a s k d to reflect back on your experience o f Iife and
living so far, and to think about the role of chance event(s) andor unusual coincidences(s) in your life.
Select the srrangest, most unusuaf chance ment that you can think of one t h stands outfiom alf the
rest, one thor may have seemed orfelr to you at the tirne that it mrghr have been due to "'somethingmore"
thanjust chance or something more thanjust a simple coincidënce- However, unlike a traditionai prose
form of story construction, this task is best approached by organizationallyb'blockingnthe events using a
standardized response formai, and folIowing several d e s , as d e s c n i below:

-

Procedural Rules
RuIe 1. MS NOT WRITE OOTSIDE THE BOXES, because this form will be scanneci by a cornputer
that is set up to only tead material written inside the boxes.

Rule 2. USE ONLY THE PENS PROMDED, because system tests showed that the ink used in these
pens (Erom the ones tested) produceci the best quality scan with the scanner.
Content Rules
Rule 3. CHOOSE YOUR COINCIDENCE CAREFULLY, because by strictest defmition, a
coincidence is the occurrence of two causally unnloled evéns. What this means is that the events
involved in your coincidence caasot in any possible logical or rational way be relatai to each other in a
causdeffect relationship. For example, fmding a 10s biü on the Street when you have no money is nof in
the strictest sense, a coïncidence, because needing the money may have unconsciously caused you to be
more attentive in environments in which you might logically expect to fmd money, and in this way, your
need for money indirectly helped (i.e., "caused") you to find the money.

Rule 4. CHOOSE YOWR COLNCIDENCE CAREFLTLLY, because, again, by dekition, a coincidence
involves two events that happen close together in t h e , for example, not more than a day or two apart. The
exception to this rule is if the coincidence involves similar events which occzu repeatedly over a long
period of tirne. Make sure that your coincidence has events occurring not more than a couple of &ys apart
unless it is one that has similcu events ocauring repatedy over a iongperiodof tinre.
Intemretation Rule
Rule 5. PROVIDE TWO MTERPRETATIONS: Most scientists do not believe in coincidences and
brush them off as "unscientific," saying that they are a form of "self-delusion," "illusory correlation," or
"superstitious primitive thinking." The researcher is undecided on the issue to the extent that he believes
that there are two kinds of tnith - "scientific truth" and "human truth" and that neither type of truth is any
"bette?' than the other. Interestingly, previous tesearch has shown that about W h of people have
experienced at least one coincidence, and will typically interpret it in both ways! Thetefore, in the
interpretation section, you are asked to provide two interpretations for your coincidence: one b d on your
feelings and emotions, and the other a more "scientific" explanation bas& on reason and logic.
TüRN N O W TO THE NEXT PAGE AND FlLL MTHE F O R M
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A coincidence involves two causally unrelated events. In the boxes below, provide a brief
description o f each of the major events in your coïncidence.

Event #1

Event #2

Ln the box below-, provide a brief description of the tirne, place, or situation leading up to or
surrounding the events that were involved in your coincidence

in the box below, provide a bnef description of how you felt or what you thought right after the
coincidence.

in the box below, provide a brief description of how the coincidence affected your life in the Iong
Nn
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in the box below, provide your "feeling-basedn
interpretation of why the coincidence happened.

In the box below, provide yow "scientific"
interpretaîion o f why the coincidence
happened.

WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED THIS, TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND FILL OUT THE
QUESTIONNAIRE
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Questionnaire Concerning your Experience
1. Although there was only room for 2 major events in the previous section, your experience
may have had more than 2 events. How many SEPARATE "parts," "elements," or "events"
cm you identifj. as having been necessary for the whole chance event or coincidence to have
occurred the way it did? Write the total number in the space below:

Number of separate parts, elements, or events =
2. Tdentie a part, event, or element was the starting point or "crigger'' for the event?

3. Which of the following comes closest to describing a "category" for the type of event the
trigger was? (PLEASE CHECK ONLY ONE)
[ ] 1. Being in an unfamiliar location by choice or deliberate plans (e-g., planned

vacation)
[ ] 2. Being in an unfamiliar location not by choice (e.g., king 10% spontaneous change

of plans, etc.)
[ ] 3. Having a chance meeting of someone new or unknown to you
[ ] 4. Having a chance meeting of someone known to you, but not known that well, or not

seen in a long time
[ ] 5. Having an unfortunate unplanneci event happen (e.g., serious accident or illness,

death in fmily)
[ ] 6. Having a change in your daily routine (e.g., starting a new job, going to university,

moving).
[ ] 7. Noticing a tecurring trivial event.
[ 1 8. Having an event occur related to communication (e.g., a phone cdl, a letter,
something on the radio)
[ ] 9. Having a hunch, intuition, dream, or daydream
[ 1 IO. OTHER: please describe

4.

Which of the following categories cornes closest to describing the overall %theme" or
"content" of your experience?
[ ] 1. Meeting a romantic partner
[ ] 2. Fonning an important but not romantic friendship or relationship
[ ] 3. Getting a job, getting a promotion, etc.
[ ] 4. Winning or finding money, winning a lottery, etc.
1: ] 5. Being saved fiom hann, danger, or even death
[ ] 6. Finding something lost or sought (e.g., a lost pet, a lost piece of jewellery, a

hard to find book, etc.)
[ ] 7. Having some kind of problem being soived, obstacle king overcome, etc.
[ 1 8. Perceiving some kind of mystery; seeing something behind the world of

surface appearances, new view of reality
[ ] 9. Having an insight into values, goals & direction, morality, purpose of one's

Iife, etc.
[ 1 10. OTHER: please describe
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5.

On a scale of 1 to 7, how "strange," ÿveird " or "swreal" did the event feel?

VERY MUCH

NOT AT ALL

6.

On a scale of 1 to 7, how much impact did the event have in your life?

NO IMPACT

7.

A LOT OF IMPACT

To the extent that the event had an impact on your life, which of the following cornes
closest to categotiu'ng the kind of impact it had?
[ 1 1.
[ ] 2.
[ ] 3.
[ ] 4.
[ ] 5.
[] 6,
[ 1 7.
[ ] 8.
[ 1 9.

Romance related impact
Fnendship related impact
Job or career related impact
Money related impact
Health related impact
Education-related impact
Goal or Decision related impact
Spirituai or teligious impact
Other:

8.

One a scale of 1 to 7, how "negative," neutral," or "positive" was the event?

9.

On a scale of 1 to 7, how ofien do you think about the event you outlined (not counting
today)?

NEVER

10.

FREQUENTLY

One a sca1e of 1 to 7, how ofien do you think about the role of chance and coincidence in
your life generally (not counting today)?

NEVER

FREQUENTLY
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1 1.

On a scale of 1 to 7, to what extent do you thinlr that writhg about the event you
described today has led you to think differently about it than you may have in the p s t ?

NO EFFECT
ON HOW 1
THINK ABOUT. IT

1 I.

BIG EFFECT
ONHOW 1
T m ABOUT IT

If you have any additional comments you would like to make, please write them in the
space below:

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMPLETING THIS PART OF THE RESEARCH.
PLEASE HAND IN THE MATERIALS TO THE RESEARCHER.
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for FREE IMAGE-TASK-PLUS-AUTOBIOGRAPHY
GROUP ("Group 5")
RANDOM PiCTlJRE-MEMORYTASK MSTRUCTIONS

This package contains:
1. These instructions.
2. A Random Picture-Memory Task booklet containing:
a An ernpty grid of 30 squares, called a '?nemory grid"
b. A record sheet
c. A blank page labelled "glue any unuseci images on page*
3. An large envelope containing 20 different printed images, each in a smaller envelope
4. A stick of glue
5. A form called Thance Events & Coincidences in My Life"

INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1. Write your 6-digit secret code number on the fiont cover of the 5nemory grid," and then open it
and place it on the desk in front of you,

STEP 2. Relax for a moment, and then think of 10 rnemoties fiom your life- Write a brief description of
each memory in each of the boxes labelled c'memory 1," "memory 2," .... al1 the way to b%netnory10,"
You can use any memories that you like, going h m your earliest childhood memones, to memories b m
yesterday. However, the task will work better is you have a g& varkty of memories h m different
periods of your life. Once you have written a memory in each of the 10 boxes, proceed to Step 3.
STEP 3. Take the large envelope with the 20 small envelopes in if and stick your hand in and take out one
of the 20 small enveiopes. Open it, and take out the image inside. Theo, on the "Ibndom Pictwe-Memory
Task Record Sheet," d e s m i the image in a word or two in the space labelled "Drawn 1st." Put this image
aside, and draw a second image ftom the large envelope. Open it, and d e s c r i i it in the space labelled
"Drawn 2nd-" Repeat this process until you have drawn 10 images fiom the large envelope, and described
them on the Record Sheet, Then put the large envelope with the remaining 10 small envelopes aside, and
proceed to step 4.
STEP 4. Spread out the IO images in ftont of you, look at them as a group, and then try to "fit" or "IinK'
or "connecî'' each of the images to one of your memories. Take your t h e with this task, shufile the images
around on the grid, play with your ideas, etc, and try to "fit? or c c c o ~ e c tas
" many of the 10 images to your
10 memories as you can.

STEP 5. Once you have detennined the best possible "fit" for the images, take the glue stick, and glue
each image in the box b i d e the memory (these boxes are labelled "image 1," "image 2," etc), and -te a
brief explanation (in the boxes labelled "explanation 1,""explanation 2," etc.) of why each of the images
"fi ts" or "comects" to the memory. After you have glued the images down, take any unused images and
glue them to the bIank page called "glue any unused images on this page.''

STEP 6. Go to the "Random Picnire-Memory Task Record Sheet" and complete the information on the
right side of the page, indicating (a) whether or not you used the image, and (b) if used, the position it was
glued to on the memory grid. Make sure to also fil1 in your 6-digit secret code number, date, and session
tune at the top of the page.

STEP 7. Gather up al1 the materials, set them aside, and then complete the form entitled "Chance Events
& Coincidences in My Life." When finished, tum everything in to the researcher. You are now fiee to
Ieave the experiment-
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for CONSTWUNED IMAGE-TASK-PLUS-AUTOBIOGWHY GROUP ("Group 6")
RANDOM PICTUE-MEMORY TASK INSTRUCTIONS

This package contains:
1. These ïnsuuctions,
2. A Random Picture-Memory Task booklet containing:
a An empty grid of 30 squares, called a bbemory
b. A record sheet
c. A blank page labelled "glue any u n d images on page"
3. An large envelope containhg 20 different printed images, each in a smaller envelope
4. A stick of glue
5- A form called "Coincidence E-ence
Fonn"

INSTRUCTIONS:

STEP 1. Wnte your 6-digit secret code number on the f h n t cover of the "nientory grid" and then open it
and place it on the desk in fiont of you

STEP 2. ReIax for a moment, and then think of 10 memories h m your life. Wnte a brief description of
each rnernory in each of the boxes labelled "memory 1," " r n e m o ~2,"~ .... al1 the way to 'hemory 10." You
can use any memories that you like, going firom your earliest ciiildhood memories, to mernories h m
yesterday. However, the task will work better is you have a good variety of memories fiwr different
penods of your life. Once you have written a memory in each of the 10 boxes, proceed to Step 3.
STEP 3. Take the large envelope with the 20 small envelopes in it, and stick your hand in and take out one
of the 20 srnail envelopes. Open it, and take out the image inside. Then, on the "Random Pictute-Memory
Task Record Sheet," descn'be the image in a word or two in the space 1abeUed "Drawn 1st."

STEP 4. Compare the image to your first memory which you have written in the "emory 1" box, and try
to "fit" or " 1 W or "connect" the image to your first memory, Take your tune with this task, and play with
your ideas.
STEP S. Once you have detemined a "fit" or "comection" between the fkst image and your first
memory, take the glue stick, and glue the image into the space labelleci "image 1," then write a brief
explanation of why the image connects to your memory in the box labelled "explanation 1." Uyou cannot
think of any way thut thefrrt image uconnecfsnro yourfmt memoty, then htstead glue the image to
thepage Iabelled uglue any unused images on this page.- Fhally, go to the "Random Picture-Memory
Task Record Sheeî" and indicate whether or not you used the image- Make sure to fül in your 6-digit
secret code number, date, and session tirne at the top of the page.
STEP 6. Draw a second image fkom the envelope, and repeat the process for your second memory. nien
repeat the process for a 2nd image, a 3rd image, etc.....until you done this for al1 10 memories. You should
now have a total of 10 images glued to either the "memory grid"or to the 'iinused images" page.

STEP 7. Gather up al1 the materiais, set them aside, and then complete the "Coincidence Experience
Form.". When finished, t u m everything in to the researcher. You are now free to leave the experirnent.
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Appendix XIV

Blank sheet for unused imaees
PLEASE GLUE ANY W S E D IMAGES ONT0 THIS BLANK SHEET.
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Random Picture-Memorv Task Record Sheet for FREE IMAGE TASK GROWS
Randorn Picture-Memory Task Record Sheet
PIease fil1 in the following information, which is to give the researcher a record of the order of
the images that you withdrew h m the envelope and a record just in case any of the images corne
unglued and fa11 off the page afier the experiment is fmished.

Code Nurnber
Date

Time of Session

in the column of spaces below, give a one or
two word description of each image in the
ordm that you drew them h m the
envelope:

In the column below, use an 'X" to indicate
if you used the image or not, and if used,
write in a number to indicate in which
position it used on the "memoty-image grid"

USED
Drawn I st
Drawn 2nd
Drawn 3rd
Drawn 4th
Drawn 5th
Drawn 6th

Drawn 7th
Drawn
Drawn

Drawn 10th

POSITION

NOT USED
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Random Picture Memorv Task Record Sheet for CONSTRAiNED MAGE TASK
GROUPS

Random Picture-Memory Task Record Sheet
Please fili in the foilowiag information, wbich is to give the researcher a record of the
order of the images that you withdrew h m the envelope and a record just in case any of
the images corne unglued and fa11 offthe page after the experiment is finished.

Name

Code Number

Date

Time o f Session

In the column of spaces below, give a
one or two word description of each
image in the order that you drew them
fiom the envelope:

Drawn 3rd

Drawn 4th

Drawn 5 th
Drawn 6th
Drawn 7th
Drawn 8th

Drawn lûth

In the column below, use an "X' to
indicate ifyou used the image or not
USED

NOT USED
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Phase IlI follow-UDadditionai items

REFLECTIONS ON CHANGES IN YOUR LIFE SO FAR THIS YEAR
DIRECTIONS: in this last section of the questionnaire, you are asked to think about your
life in the last several months and whether or not there have been any change in your
feelings, attitudes, views, goals, etc.
Below is a list of different experiences of M e & living. They are expressed in a way that
can be answered by indicating if there has been a change resulting in "less of' of the
exwrience (which can be indicated by a negative number), "no changey'in the amount or
quality of the experience (which can be indicated by a zero), or a change resulting in
"more of' the experience (which can be indicated by a positive number):

For example, if you were asked how much change there had been in the amount of TV
you watched in the last few months, you could aaswer anywhere dong the foilowing
scale that goes fiom -3 to +3:
Much
Less

No
Change

Much
More

HOWEVER, BECAUSE THE BUBBLE-SHEET DOES NOT HA= NEGATIVE
NUMBERS, YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO MENTALLY "TRANSLATE" THE
SCALE TO A SCALE THAT GOES FROM 1 TO 7, AS BELOW:
Much
Less

No

Change

Much
More

Therefore, using a 1 to 7 scale, answer the foiiowing questions, which start on the
next page:

....

next page
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Strrtiag with bubbk sheet bubble 467, to what estent have the foUowing asexperiences of life cbrnged for you in the Iwt several months?
Much
More

No
Change

Much
Less

and

57, clarity about your goals in life?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5 8, happiness with life-in-general?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

59, how motivated you feel in general?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

60. feelings that your life is "in control"?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6 1. optimism about the fiinire?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

62- amount of stress in your life?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

63, feeling that your life "makes sense" to you?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

64, sense of potentials and possibilities in your life?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

65. sense of '%ehg connected" to others in your life?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

66. sense of "be ing c o ~ e c t e d to
" life-in-general?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

67. sense chat life has meaning and purpose?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

68. how teme you generally feel?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

69. how toierant you feel about ouiers?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

70. how tolerant you feel about life's unpredictability? 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

71. how tolerant you feel about life's uncertainties?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

72. level of trust that things will "work out in the end"? 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

73. presence of feelings of adventure in your life?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

74. presence of feelings of boredom in your life?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

75. presence of feelings of mystery in you life?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

76. feelings of overall "energy" for life?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

T
m YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS RESEARCH. PLEASE HAND IN
ALL MATERIALS TO THE RESEARCHER
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Consent forms for three ex~erimentalarou~s

for Post-Task Oniv Groug:

Infonned Consent Fonn
Before starting your participation in thn reseirch, please rerd, date, and siw thU
form to indicate that you are generaiîy aware of what you wül be rcquircd to do in
the study.

This study has k e n appmved by the Department of Psycbology Human Ethical Review
Cornmittee @RC
Approval number 99-153).
The study involves filling out a questionnaire that asks numemus questions about your
life in general (e.g., attitudes, experiences, preferences for different aspects of lïfe, etc-).
The time allowed to do the questionnaire is 1.5 hours, and thus, is worth 3 experimental
credits, however, if you complete the questionnaire in less time, you will still get the fidl
3 credits.

Finally, you c m rest assured that ali data collected by the researcher will be kept
anonymously (using a secret 6-digit secret code nurnber selected by you and known only
to you). No one other than the researcher wiîi have access to the data, and any subsequent
reporting of the results of the study wül be in aggregate fonn only (Le., overall group
averages, etc.), and the researcher will not be able to idente any individual by name.

,have read and understand
1, @rint name)
the above information conceming my participation in this research, and agree to
participate in the study.
Signature
Student number

Your Psychology Instructor's Name
Date

PLEASE TURN TO NEXT PAGE FOR SECRET CODE NUMBER
INSTRUCTIONS
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Selecting your &digit secret code number
Because this research involves filling in bubbles on more than one "bubble sheet" the
researcher needs a way of matching the dBerent bubble sheets.
In many studies, the matchbg is done on the basis of student number.

However, because of the personal nature of some parts of this research, instead of using
your student number, you are asked to create and use a secret a g i t code number, known
oniy to you, to protect your anonymity (just like you use a personal password on the
Internet or a bankcard password at a bank machine).
The use of a secret code aumkr in bis research will ailow the researcher to match the
sheets, and at the same time pmtect your identity-

-

Thus, before doing anything eise you are asked to think of a 6-digit number that
you W U use for your secret code number for this researcb.
The code number c m be any ddigit number you want, and one that you cm remember.
This may be best achieved by seIecting a number tbat bas a personal meaning for
you.

For euample, you could use the year, month, and day of your mother's birthday
expressed in nurnbers (e.g., 1949, A p d 10 = 4904 1O), the last six-digits of your best
fkiend's phone number, or any other 6-digit number that you can be sure you can
remember because it has unique personal meaning for you and no one else.
Select this number now.

To help you remember, write the nurnber down somewhere where it is always accessible
(e-g., in your pocket calendar that you always carry with you, on a slip of paper in your
wallet, etc-).

In case you don't have any paper on you.....
Write your number in the spaces below:

DETACH THIS PAGE from the CONSENT FORM, FOLD THIS
PAGE UP,and PUT IT IN YOUR POCKET OR OTHER SAFE
PLACE.
ONCE YOU HAVE DONE THIS, YOU MAY CONTINUE
DOING THE REST OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
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for Pre-Task Post-Task Odv gr ou^:

Infonned Consent Form
Before starting your participation in this rcsearcb, please read, date, rad sign this
f o m to indicate that you are generaliy aware of wbat you wili be requueâ to do in
the study.

This study has been approved by the Department of Psychology Human Ethicd Review
Cornmittee (HERC Approval number 99-1 53).
The study involves your participation at two different times (or "sessions") over about a 6
week period. The fïrst session (today) involves filling out a questionnairethat asks
numerous questions about your life in generai (e-g., attitudes, experiences, preferences for
different aspects of life, etc.). The thne allowed to do the questionnaire is 1.5 hours, and
thus, the fïrst session is worth 3 experimental credits.
The second session (to be separately scheduled) will require you to complete a "followup" questionnaire, and will be 1 hou. long and thus, worth 2 credits,

Because each session is part of a single study, you are required to participate in both
sessions. Your participation will be worth 5 'credits' towards your course grade (if you
are enrolled in a psychology course for which you get experimentai credïts). After
beginning the study, you may withdraw your participation without any academicpmhy
(however, you will not receive fidl credits). To officially withdraw without academic
penalty, and to receive partial credit for the k t session attended, you must state your
withdrawal in a wxitten note to the researcher before the second scheduled session.
Finally, you can rest assured that al1 data collected by the researcher will be kept
anonymously (using a secret 6-digit secret code number selected by you and known ody
to you). No one other than the researcher will have access to the data, and any subsequent
reporting of the results of the study wiil be in aggregate f o m only (Le., overall group
averages, etc.), and the researcher will not be able to identify any individual by name.
1, (print name)
,have read and understand
the above information concerning my participation in this research, and agree to
participate in the study.

Signature

Student number
Your Psychology Instnictor's Name
Date

PLEASE TURN T O NEXT PAGE FOR SECRET CODE NUMBER
INSTRUCTIONS
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Selecting your &digit secret code number
Because this research involves your participation in more than one session, the researcher
needs a way of rnatching your data across both of the sessions. In many studies, the
matching is done on the basis of student number.

However, because of the personal nature of sorne parts of this research, instead of using
your student nunber, you are asked to create and use a secret 6-digit code number, known
only to you, to protect your anonymity oust Iike you use a personal password on the
Internet or a bankcard password at a bank machine).
The use of a secret code number in this research will aiiow the researcner to match your
data across sessions, and at the same time protect your identity.

-

Thus, before doing anything e1se you a r e asked to think of a o-digit number that
you will use for your secret code number for this research.
The code number can be any 6-digit number you want, but above d l , it should be a
number you are sure you can remember for both sessions.

This may be best achieved by sclecting a number that bris a personal meaning for
you.

For example, you could use the year, month, and day of your mother's birthday
expressed in numbers (e-g., 1949, April 10 = 490410), the fast sixdigits of your best
Enend's phone number, or any other 6-digit number that you c m be sure you can
remernber because it has unique personal meaning for you and no one else.
Select this number now.

To help you remember, write the number down somewhere where it is always accessible
(cg., in your pocket calendar that you always carry with you, on a slip of paper in your
wallet, etc.).
In case you don't have any paper on you.....
Write your number in the spaces below:

DETACH THIS PAGE from the CONSENT FORM, FOLD THIS
PAGE UP, and PUT IT IN YOUR POCKET OR OTEER SAFE
PLACE.
ONCE YOU HAVE DONE THIS, YOU MAY CONTINUE
DOING THE REST OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
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for 6 Exmrimental Condition Grou~s:
Iaformed Consent Form
Before starting your participation in this researcb, please read, date, and sign this
form to indicate that you are genenlly aware of what you wiM be requwd to do in
the shidy.

This study has been approved by the Department of Psychology Human Ethical Review
Committee (HERC Approval number 99J 53).
The study involves your participation at three difXerent times (or '6sessions") over about a
6 week period. The first session (today) involves fWng out a questiomaire that asks
numerous questions about your life in general (e.g., attitudes, experiences, preferences for
different aspects of Me, etc.). The time allowed to do the questionnaire is 1.5 hours, and
thus, the £kisession
t
is worth 3 experimental credits.
The second session (to be separately scheduled) will require you to do one of several
harmless and hopefbily enjoyable and interesthg tasks and then to amwer a bnef surveystyle questionnaire about the task(s) that you did. The tasks will be randomly deternilned
just before the second session, and may involve doing things like selecting and arranging
photographs and/or wrïting bnef descriptions about certain experiences that you may or
may not have had in your life, etc. The time allowed for the second session wili also be
1.5 hours, and as such, will also be worth 3 experimental credits.
The third session (to be separately scheduled) will require you to complete a "follow-up"
questionnaire, and will be 1 hour long and thus, worth 2 credits.

Because each of the three sessions are part of a single study, you are r e q W to
participate in all three sessions. Your participation will be worth 8 'credits' towards your
course grade (if you are enmlled in a psychology course for which you get experimental
credits). M e r beginning the study, you may withdraw your participation without auy
academic penalty (however, you will not receive fidl credits). To officially withdraw
without academic penalty, and to receive partial credit for sessions attended, you must
state your withdrawal in a written note to the researcher before your next scheduled
session.

r mally, you can rest assured that al1 data collected by the researcher will be kept
anonymously (using a secret 6digit secret code number selected by you and known only
m.

to you). No one other than the researcher will have access to the data, and any subsequent
reporting of the results of the study will be in aggregate form only (i.e., overall gmup
averages, etc.), and the researcher will not be able to identim any individual by name.
1, (print name)
,have read and understand
the above information conceming my participation in this research, and agree to
participate in the study.

Signature
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Student nuniber
Your Psychology Instructor's Name

Date

PLEASE TURN TO NEXT PAGE FOR SECRET CODE NUMBER
INSTRUCTIONS
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Selecting your o i g i t secret code number
Because this research involves your participation in more than one session, the researcher
needs a way of matching your data across al1 of the three sessions.

XII many studies, the matching is done on the basis of student nurnber.
However, because of the personal nature of some parts of this research, instead of using
your student number, you are asked to create and use a secret 6-digit code number, known
only to you, to protect your anonymity oust like you use a personai password on the
internet or a bankcard password at a bank machine).
The use of a secret code number in this research will aiiow the researcher to match your
data ffrom different sessions, and at the same t h e protect your identity.

-

Thus, before doing anything else you are asked to think of a &digit number that
you will use for yoor secret code number for thW reserirch.
The code number can be any 6-digit number you want, but above dl, it should be a
number you are sure you can remember for both the second and third sessions.

This may be k t achieved by selecting a number that ha3 a personal meaning for
you.

For example, you could use the year, month, and &y of your mother's birthday
expressed in numbea (e.g., 1949, April 10 = 4904 1O), the last six-digits of your best
fkiend's phone number, or any other 6-digit number that you c m be sure you can
remember because it has unique personai meaning for you and no one else.
Select this nmber now.
To help you remember, write the number down somewhere where it is always accessible
(e-g., in your pocket calendar that you always carry with you, on a slip of paper in your
wallet, etc.).

In case you don't have any paper on you.. ...
Wnte your number in the spaces below:

- - - -

DETACH THIS PAGE from the CONSENT FORM, FOLD THIS
PAGE UP, and PUT IT IN YOUR POCKET OR OTHER SAFE
PLACE. ONCE YOU HAVE DONE THIS, YOU MAY
CONTINUE DOING THE REST OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
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ExDeriment debriefing
Dear Participant,
First, 1 would like to tbank you very much for participating in my study. For a number of
years, 1have been fascinated by the way that chance events and coincidences seem to
sometimes "make so much sense" in peoples' lives that they seem to have been
"destined" to happen, as if by 'Tate." Sometimes, these coincidences are amusing but
have no lasting effect, while at other tirnes, they can be so profound that they are
experienced almost like a "religious experience" that can change the way a person
expenences and understands the deeper meaning of life. However, despite the potential
importance of chance events in peoples' lives, psychology has al1 but ignored them as a
research topic (one notable exception is the psychologist Car1 Jung, who originated the
now-familiar term "syachronicity" to denote the experience of strange and meaningful
coincidences).

The task 1 set rnyself to in the research you have participated in was, 1h o p ya first step
toward scientifically studying the experience of coincidence fiom a psychological
perspective.
The first question 1asked was '%bat particular quality characterizes the experience of a
meaningfbl coincidence?" The answer that 1gave to myself was that "when we
experience a coincidence as meaningfiil, it is because it 'fi&' into the story of our Lives,
that it becomes, in a mamer of speaking, part of the 'plot,' rather than a just some chance
event that 'hangs there' without king 'comected' to the rest of the 'story.' 1 cal1 this
"Narrative Emplotment" (a phrase 1 borrowed fiom the philosopher Paul Ricouer). The
second question 1asked, following h m the £ktwas
, 'îwhy do some people experience
meaningfùl coincidences more than other people?" In other words, "why do some people
'emplot' their experiences of chance while others do not?" This was the main question of
the study.
Two personality variables that 1thought of as being potentially related to 'emplotment'
are The Desire for Control, and the Tolerance for Ambiguity. Although everyone likes to
feel that their lives are "in control," some people need this feeling more than others in
order to feel cornfortable in their day-to-day lives, and h m a personality perspective,
these people are said to have high Desire for Control. The same cm be said of ambiguity.
AIthough we al1 like to know 'khat's going on" in order to have cl*
in Our lives, some
people need this feeling of clarity more than others. From a personality perspective, we
rnight describe these people as king low in their Tolerance of Ambiguity.

Now, consider chance events: we have no conrrol over when they happen or what they
are, and they are ambiguous in that we don't know exactty what they mean, what caused
them,where they came fiom, etc.
It occurred to me then that people who have a high desire for control combined with a

low tolerance of ambiguity wouid be the people most likely to experience meaningful
coincidences or "synchronicity," -- that is, they would be the most likely to "emplot" their
expenences of chance into the '%tory"of theu on-going lives.
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To test this theory, 1 assigned you and al1 the other participants in this study to one of
several groups. Some fiiled out questionnaires (which included measures of tolerance of
ambiguity and desire for control, among other things), while others filled out the
questionnaires and also did an "emplotment task," which was either wrîting about theu
experiences of coincidence, or trying to 'fit' randomly selected images with a list of thek
own personal mernories. Some people did both tasks. Further, some tasks were easy, and
some were made intentionally more difficult or ambiguous in order to "draw outy'the
desire for control and intolerance of ambiguity in the people doing them.

Because the data is "just in," it will be at least several months before 1do al1 the analyses
that 1 need to do in order to make any conclusions about rny '?heory" of meaningfiil
coincidence, and the study is way too complicated to explain in any M e r detail in this
handout. However, once my study is completed (not for several months at least), 1will be
posting a simplifieci version of the results outside my office (P435B,DdTRoblin). In the
meanthne, if you are interested in getting more infona;ttion, please feel 6ee to contact me
via the Department of Psychology, or you can E-mail me at hiadSj@cc.umanitobaca
Again, 1than.you for your participation.

